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ABSTRACT 
The music in the Eton Choirbook presents a we:tlth of informati on regarding late fifteenth-century 
English compositional practice which unril now has received little close attention. This study 
explores aspects of compositional practice through analysis of cantus firrnus procedures within the 
Choirbook. The use of a cantus firmus in the Eton Choirbook is investigated in the work s of the 
most prolific (and perhaps creative) composer, John Browne, in the Salve regina settings and in 
theMagnificarsettings. 
The study has been enriched by the discovery of the ident ity of four cantus firm i in 
compositions by Banester, Davy, Wylkynson and Browne. In addition, a new source for 
coumerpoints to the Magnifica1 tones has been documented. 
John Browne incorporates a cant1LSflrmm into each of his compositions. His selection and 
rreatment of cantlts flrmi demonsrrate that he was a composer of considerable versatility, who 
experimented with a variety of ways of including a cantus firmus. The skill with which he 
integrates a cantus finnus, matching simila r ideas in set text and unhe:1rd cantus finnus text 
suggests an additional personal dimension to the choice and treatment of the cantus fmnus. The 
links between cantus firmus and set text are considered further in a discursus on Banester's 0 
Maria et Elizaberh. 
The employment of a canms Jirmus as a means of defining the structure as well as 
clarifying the sense of a text is investigated further in the Eton Sal ve regina settings. The 
identification of the cantus finnus in Wylkynson 's setting of O virgo pmdenrissima is considered 
in the light of the choice and treatment of c:intus finnus in both this piece and his nine-voice Salve 
regina and suggests that Wy!kynso n's persona! rel igious consciousness involved a devotion to 
angels. 
The inclusion of a pre-existent melody is explored furthe r in the Eton Magnificat settings. 
Most of the Magnificat settings incorpor:ue a pre-existent counterpoint to one of the i\4agnifica1 
tones as a type of cantus firmus . An exa mination of thr ee sources for such Magnificat 
counterpoints includes discussion of one source that has been discovered only recently. 
Critical analyses of compositions in the Choirbook reveal that the presence of a cantus 
finnus seems to be used to articubte the sense of and reinforce the impact of ideas in the set text in 
a number of the Eton compositions. This offers a new theoretical perspective to the undersund ing 
of the manner in which a cantus finnus may be incorpora ted in late fifteenth-century English 
music. 
The Appendices include editions of ten unpublished fragmentary compositio ns in the Eton 
Choirbook and transcriptions of the three principal sources for the mensural counterpoints to the 
Magnificat tones. 
This dissertation is the result of my own work and includes 
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NOTES ON MUSICAL REFERENCES 
PITCH IDENTIFICATION 
The Helmholtz system of pitch identification is employed throughout: 
CLEFS AND PITCH REFERENCES 
Clefs are referred to according to their position on lines counting from the lowest line of a 
staff upwards. In references to specific pitches, names of notes are italicized; however, 
references to notes are capitalized and written in plain type. 
MUSICAL EXAMPLES 
In the Musica Britannica edition of the Eton Choirbook, Harrison reduced the value of the 
breve by a quarter, making it equivalent to a minim in modem notation. There is growing 
opinion that for English music c.1475-1600 reduction of the breve's value by one half is 
appropriate. This procedure has been adopted for the editions at the end of this 
dissertation. However, the numerous musical examples included in the text of the 
dissenarion have been copied from the Musica Britannica edition. On the few occasions 
when it has proved necessary to include a musical example from one of the fragmentary 
compositions not published in the edition, these have been transcribed in quartered values 
in order to maintain consistency between all musical examples 
FOLIATION REFERENCES 
The Choirbook has three fol iation numbering systems. A system in the index 
contemporary to the Choirbook's compilation refers to each of the eight folios that make up 
a gathering by a combination of letters and numbers, running sequentially: al-a8, bl-b8, 
cl-c8 ... aal-aa8, bbl-bb8 ... ee9 (final leaf). Two modern numerical foliations also exist. 
The first of these appears on the upper right-hand comer of every recto folio and includes 
numbers for the now missing folios in a sequence from 1 to 145. A second modem 
foliation is found on the lower right-hand corner of every recto folio which disregards the 
missing leaves and numbers the present ones from 1 to 126. Harrison referred to 
compositions in the Choirbook using the original alphabetical and numerical system. 
However, in order to distinguish between the two pages that form each folio, he referred to 
Notes on Musical References 
the left- and right-hand sides of each double-page opening. For example, Browne's 0 
Maria salvaroris mater opens on fols a2L-a2R. The original alphabetical and numerical 
system that is used consistently throughout the Choirbook is also retained in this 
dissertation in order to preserve historical accuracy. However, the system used here differs 
from Harrison's, by distingui shing the recto from the verso of every folio rather than by 
left- or right-hand sides of an opening. Therefore, the opening pages of Browne's O Maria 
salvatoris mater appear on fols al v. a2r. The four reference systems for all compositions 
listed in the index on fol. air, together with Wylkynson's nine-voice Salve regina and 




The Eton Choirbook is one of Britain's finest musical treasures, the music contained within 
its leaves being testimony to the accomplishments of English composers in the last quarter 
of the fifteenth century. The manuscript Windsor, Eton College Library 178 (hereafter 
referred to as E) is a collection of music compiled c.1502 to 1505 for Eton College, which 
was founded by Henry VI, with extant statutes dating from 1453. E occupies a unique 
position as the sole remaining English choirbook comprising music written primarily in the 
late fifteenth century. A large collection of music in honour of the Virgi n Mary, it 
originally contained ninety-three compositions, of which sixty-five survive in complete or 
fragmentary form. The Choirbook was first described by James in 1895; 1 however, it 
received virtually no close attention from music scholars until Harrison's work in the early 
1950s. This culminated in three volumes published by Musica Britannica containing an 
edition of the pieces that existed in entirety and those for which an editorial completion was 
feasible.2 Physical descriptions of the manuscript appeared in Harrison's study, 'The Eton 
Choirbook: Its Background and Contents' (1953) and more recently in Ker's catalogue of 
medieval manuscripts in British libraries (1977).3 A detailed codicological and 
palaeographical account of the Choirbook has yet to be undenaken and is not the objective 
of this thesis. This study is concerned primarily with an examination of musical 
procedures in the Choirbook, focusing particularly upon those compositions that are 
written upon a cantus firmus. 
The majority of the music in E is devotional in character, with fifteen settings of the 
votive antiphon Salve regina and numerous settings of devotional texts in rhymed form 
including Gaude flore virginali and Stabat mater doforosa. Originally, there were also 
twenty-four settings of the Magnificat , comprising the largest collection of English 
polyphonic Magnificat settings from the fifteenth and sixteenth cen turies. Davy's 
fragmentary Passion according to St Matthew is one of the few polyphonic settings of a 
Passion by an English composer from the fifteenth century and there is also a curious 
thineen-part round by Wylkynson set to the text of the Apostles' Creed.4 
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One of the unusual aspects of E is the inclusion of two indices, both of which are 
contemporaneous with the Choirbook's compilation. The interim index is found on the 
final leaf of the manuscript (fol. ee9V) beneath Wylkynson 's setting of the Apostles' Creed. 
The later index appears on fol. air. immediately before the first composition, Browne's O 
Maria salvatoris mater. Given I.he omission from this index of only two compositions from 
the completed manuscript - Wylkynson's nine-pan Salve regina and thirteen-pan Apostles' 
Creed - it can be established that there were probably originally ninety-three compositions 
in E. Evidently, the two compositions by Wylkynson were added to E following its 
original completion; in these, the musical notation and text hand differ not only between the 
two settings, but also from the single scribal hand that may be discerned in the rest of E. 
An unusual, but readily explicable, feature of the later index is that the number of voices 
and the overall compass of each of the compositions is written beside the incipit, 
composer's name and contemporary foliation reference. 
Despite the complete loss of some twenty-nine compositions, there is an enonnous 
wealth of musical material within the surviving works and only a part of the total can be 
examined in this study. Apart from brief analytical surveys by Harrison, Benham and 
Wulstan, E has received little detailed attention. In the recently published study, The Rise 
of European Music, Strohm states that 'a detailed investigation of the styles [in E] cannot 
be attempted here'.5 The absence of recent scholarship on the Eton music is confinnation 
that a thorough analysis of the music is long overdue. An in-depth, critical evaluation is 
now required not only of the music itself, but also of the Choirbook's contribution within 
the wider context of European music at the end of the fifteenth century. 
CANTU$ FIRMUS COMPOSITIONS IN THE ETON CHOIRBOOK 
The employment of pre-existent materia1 in the form of a cantus finnus was a recurrent 
feature of English sacred polyphonic compositions throughout the fifteenth century. 
Manuscripts of insular and continental provenance that include compositions on a cantus 
finnus by English composers are listed along with their possible dates of compilation in 
Table I.I. 
5Strohm, The Rise of European Music, 400, n. 91. 
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In E, the incorporation of a cantus firmus was evidently a most important 
compositional procedure, with a considerable proportion of the compositions integrating 
one (fable 1.2). 6 The cantus finnus in these settings is usually laid out in long notes, and 
is normally allocated to the part identified as the tenor. Sparks described this type of cantus 
finnus presentation in his seminal survey, Cantus Firmus in Mass and Motet 1420-1520, 
as a 'structural cantus firmus'.7 He also referred to the 'elaborated cantus firmus', in 
which the cantus firmus undergoes a degree of melodic and usually also rhythmic 
embellishment. This terminology has been adopted in this study as a convenient and 
appropria1e way of describing the types of cantus firrni employed in compositions in E. 
The predilection for five-part scoring in E - comprising triplex, medius, 
contratenor, tenor and bassus parts normally covering a twenty-one or twenty-two-note 
ambitus - results in the structural cantus firmus lying in the middle of such a complex. The 
structural cantus firmus is treated in a variety of ways in E. These include its appearance in 
points of imitation, the simultaneous statement of one or more cantus firmi, the migration 
of a cantus firmus from the tenor to a new voice and, very occasionally, the presentation of 
short passages from the canrus firmus in retrograde motion. A most important feature of 
the compositions on a cantus finnus in E is that, with only few exceptions, the cantus 
finnus is associated with a text different from that set polyphonically by the composer. 
Such possibilities for the manipulation of a cantus firmus in these manners are 
radically different from approaches taken to integrating a cantus firmus in earlier English 
compositions of similar genres, namely ones in which the set text is derived from the Mass 
Proper, the Offices or is a 'non-liturgical Latin' text. In the principal sources surviving 
from the 1430s through to the last quarter of the fifteenth century - the Selden, Egerton and 
Pepys manuscripts (and parts of the Ritson manuscript) - the plainsong associated with the 
text set polyphonically is usually chosen as the cantus finnus. The very few exceptions to 
this, in which a cantus finnus is derived from a source wi1h a text different from that set 
polyphonically, are shown in Table 1.3. In the Selden, Egerton and Pepys manuscripts, a 
cantus finnus is normally transposed up an octave from its notated pitch as chant and 
presented in the highest voice in a paraphrased form. In addition, migrant cantus firmi are 
sometimes encountered, with the cantus firmus moving usually between the highest and 
6In this Table, both RH and AH numbers are included as references to the set text. Several texlS for which 
E is the only known source arc catalogued in ~H; however, relatively few or ~ese are i~cluded in th~ more 
reccnl AH. Conscquenlly, references to published sources for LexlS from E will primanly appear with RH 
numbers. Where an edition in AH exisLS, these will also be noted . No distinction is made between 
antiphons that may be considered in some liturgica l contexts tobe Marian antiphons in addition to 
functioning as Office amiphons. In the Musica Britannica edilion, sources for the cantus finni were 
supplied primarily from AS. This study has turned to firtccnth-century sources for the cantus firmi 
wherever possibleandthescareindicatedinTablel.2 . Thesourcefortheliturgiealuseofthecantusfirmus 
inthefinalcolumnisderivedfromFrere'sinlroductiontoAS. 
7Sparks,CFMM,42. 
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middle voices. When stated in the latter, the cantus finnus may either retain the original 
notated pitch of the chant, or it may be transposed by a fifth or fourth 
The presentation of a cantus firrnus differs in mid-fifteenth-century English settings 
of the Mass Ordinary. In these, the cantus finnus is usually stated in a structural manner, 
that is, in considerably longer notes than the surrounding voices. It tends to be confined to 
the tenor, operating as the lowest, or second-to-lowest part, in a three- or four-voice 
complex. Cantus finni are selected not from the Mass Ordinary, but rather from different 
plainsong sources, including antiphons, responsories, Introits and Graduals and, in one 
instance,asecularsource(seeTable 1.4). 
It is apparent that the techniques of integrating a cantus finnus in E are more closely 
allied to those used in English settings of the Mass Ordinary than they are to the cantus 
finnus techniques used in genres similar to the devotional compositions in E. 
PREVIOUS STIJDIES ON ETON COMPOSITIONS AND CANTUS FIRMUS TREATh1ENT 
Discuss ion of the layout and structural function of the cantus firmus in several 
compositions in E may be found in Harrison's Music in Medieval Britain.8 The question 
of the manner in which the text associated with the cantus finnus in its plainsong form 
might have commended itself for selection because of the possibilities it offered for 
establishing parallels with the text sec polyphonically was not considered in these 
commentaries. Benham's discovery of the identities of several cantus firmi - including two 
from secular sources - further extended knowledge of cantus finnus treatment in E.9 He 
recognized that a correlation existed between the choice of cantus finnus and the set text in 
Browne's Scabac iu.xca Chrisri crucem; however, he was reluctant to discuss the potential 
significance of the selection of cantus firmi in Browne's music, let alone in music by other 
Eton composers. This aspect of text interrelationship has been briefly explored in 
comments recently made by Milsom.10 
In the present study of cantus finnus treatment in E, the choice of cantus firrnus 
will be brought into the foreground and acknowledged as an important compositional 
procedure in many of the settings. This approach provides a new emphasis in the 
investigation of compositional process within the Eton music, as well as in fifteenth-
century English music altogether. The only other study of cantus finnus techniques that 
embraces English sacred music of this period is that by Sparks.11 Even here, English 
compositions dating from the mid-fifteenth century onwards are largely excluded from the 
1H.-rison,MMB, 307-29 
9Benham, 'PrinceArthl:I''. 
IOMilsom, liner notes to 'Tho Ro,e and the Ostrich Feather. Music from the Etoa Choirbook Volume I', 
Tbe Sixteen. dir. H. Chrisklpbers (Loadoa : HarperCollins, CD 13142, 1991), 6. 
11Sparks,CFMM 
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discussion, with the consequence that no clear picture of cantus finnus treatment in 
England throughout the fifteenth century is as yet available. 
At leas t forty•six of the surviv ing sixty•five compositions from E include a cantus 
finnus, although sources have not been identified for all of these and the presence of a 
cantus finnus in some settings has yet to be confirmed. A discussion of cantus finnus 
techniques will help to develop a knowledge of the diverse musical sty les represented 
withinE. 
The manner of disposing the cantus firmus differs considerably from that used in 
similar genres in English sources compiled prior to E. But whence did the Eton composers 
acquire the idea of laying out the cantus firmus in the struc tural fashion recurrently seen in 
E? It is probable that cantus firmus techniques in E simp ly represent an extension to the 1 
votive antiphon of the treatment accorded to the Mass Ordinary in England throughout the 
middle years of the fifteenth century. In such compositions, the camus firmus serves 
primarily as a means of structural cohesion between three or four voices, in movements 
often conspicuous by their length, and by their need of a method of imposing form and 
structu re. Despite knowledge of this technique throughout the century, settings of the 
Mass Proper, items from the Office and non-liturgical Latin texts continued to be composed 
without recourse to it, until the point at which the scope and length of such compositions 
began to expand to match the length of mid-century English Mass Ordinary settings. Thus 
it became necessary for such compos itions to adhere to formal structures suitable for large-
scale composition. 12 In E, there is an expansio n to predominantly five-part composition, 
witnessed even among 1he settings by the earliest composers, Banester and Nesbett. 
Together with this increase in the number of parts an extension of the overall ambitus of 
voices to twenty-one or twenty•two notes may be seen. Bowers couples the extension of 
the range to three octaves with the employme nt for the first time of boys within choirs and 
the use of che bassus voice.13 The objective of the use of the structural cantus firmus in 
these large-scale five-voice settings in all probability was the establishment of a degree of 
cohesion between the diverse pans, providing a stable harmonic background around which 
more contrapuntal lines might be woven. 
12Two exceptions are the anonymou1 ,ettin& of Seduliu1' eleay, Ca11tt:•uu Do#ti110 soci• in E1(fo l175v_ 
nr, 'E1orton 3307', pp. 96-101) and Bcoet'1 Ga.wit: pia Masdaf111a (GB-Ob Add. C. 87•, fol1 222v.223r, 
EECM e, no. 18), both of which iote&rate an i10rhythmic cantu1 firmo1, thu1 followin& older styles of 
motctcomp::i1ition. 
13Sooparticularly8ower1,'Cbora !In stitutiocs',60ll-25. 
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The structural cantus finnus is not the only type employed by Eton composers, as 
elaborated statements are also common. Ornamentation of the can tus finnus is 
characteristic of settings from the Offices and Mass Proper in England throughout the 
fifteenth century and is particularly evident in Eg and P. The elaborated cantus finnus is 
rarely used in settings of the Mass Ordinary; therefore, the Mass from a mid-fifteenth 
century source, Eg, is unusual for its inclusion of a paraphrased cantus firmus that 
migrates between upper and middle voices. 14 In this respect, Bedingham's Mass on 
Binchois's ballade Deuil angoisseux preserved in the Tr88 and Tr90 Codices is similarly 
exceptional, with the ballade's treatment in a parodist ic manner possibly being the earliest 
occurrence of this technique. The integration of both structural and elaborated cantus firmi 
within the same composition is almost unheard of in English compositions, although the 
procedure is encountered in some continental compositions. 15 
In E, cantus finni are usually derived from a source that has an underlying text 
different from that set polyphonically. 16 Several suggestions may be advanced in answer 
to the question of why the Eton composers decided to turn to other sources for their cantus 
finni. A large number of the senings in E are on texts for which the Choirbook is the only 
known source. The Eton composers may have been obliged to seek melodies assoc iated 
with different texts as their cantus finni because plainsong melodies for the texts to be set in 
polyphony probably never existed. This would then have introduced the possibility of 
conceiving a relationship between the polyphonic text and underlying (but unheard) cantus 
firmus text. Viewed in this context, the employment of a relatively unadorned structura l 
cantus finnus suggests a respect for the integrity of both music and text associated with the 
pre-existent source that is then exploited through intentiona l links between set text and 
chosen cantus finnus. For such a relationship to exist, audible identification of the cantus 
firmus is not necessary; however, the cantus finnus is unquestionably heard in the nine-
voice Salve regina by Wylkynson and that by Lambe where the cantus firmus is placed in 
the highest voice. Although the cantus finni in E are almost never identified in the 
manuscript by text incipit, 17 the long- note layout means that the melody of the cantus 
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firmus may be identified and also potentially audible. The essential consideration here is 
whether by using a pre-existent, known melody, composers thereby consciously added a 
personal and extra depth to the meaning and conveyance of the heard text. 
CURRENT PERCEPTIONS OF LATE RFTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLISH SACRED MUSIC 
Surveying English sacred music from the latter half of the fifteenth century, scholars have 
tended to reiterate that text and music were essentially independent of one another. IS This 
interpretation stems from a more general view of music from both the Continent and 
England. In seeking 10 differentiate between the musical procedures of the fifteenth century 
and those of the Renaissance, many scholars have regarded the issue of text in polyphonic 
music from earlier times in a negative light. Emphasis placed on limited structural 
coherence - defined by the absence of extensive employment of imitation and the 
preponderance of melismatic rather than syllabic writing - has been interpreted as a 
supposed disinterest in musical response to text. 19 The tendency to dis1ance the 
Renaissance from the Middle Ages in this manner has resuhed in the effective discarding of 
questions relating to the interaction between text and music in the fifteenth century. In 
recent years, contemplating a relative scarcity of natural word depiction in English music, 
several eminent scholars have concluded that English composers were primarily 
unconcerned with the content of a set text. This conclusion, if not entirely dispelled, has 
undergone radical re-thinking in the context of fifteenth-century continental music, as is 
evident from the contributions to research made by scholars including Meier, Elders and 
Wegman.20 
Underlying these diverse views is a problem rarely addressed, namely, the question 
of what is meant by 'musical expression of text'. Quite clearly there was a change in the 
compositional response to text in the Renaissance, the initiation of the phenomenon 
normally being associated on the Continent from the 1470s onwards with the motets of 
Josquin des Prez. For scholars concerned with the compositions of this period, the only 
valid evidence of intellectual concern for text-expression tends to be either the syllabic 
treatment of text rendering the audibility of words unequivocal, or the specific musical 
depiction of individual words - usually termed 'word-painting'. Such assumptions 
preclude examination of many potential compositional responses to the structure of a text, 
most obviously whether the sense of a text is articulated by compositional means. Syllabic 
declamation, imitation and natural depiction of words should be regarded as standing on the 
::~:;~;~~~~;lec:~~~~~!:}t~},~:c;~:.~~~-a,uJ Pottry, 66-7. 
20sec, for examplo, Meier, 'Tho Music• Reservata '; and 'Rhetorical A1pccu of the Renaim.oce Mode:1'; 




periphery of what constitutes basic compositional responses to text expre ssion, wherein 
structural clarification of text is of primary interest21 
Harrison and Benham drew attention to cenain passages in Eton compositions that 
mirror the text by musical means. Invariably their remarks were concerned only with 
specific word depiction: 
Althoughthcdcpictionofwordsbymelodyhasnogrcaterp\aceinmcdievalpolyphonythanithad 
in plainsong, Fawkyner's little figure for the serpent in his Gaude rosa sine spinil is a clear case of 
musical illuSLration ... and makes one inclined to believe that the last syllabic of the word pereamus 
inh isGaudevirg o salutatawasno t droppcdmere lybychance .22 
Undoubtedly, there is very little natural depiction of words by musical means in E; 
however, th is does not mean that the composers were insensitive to the structure and 
meaning of the texts that they were setting. 23 Rather, English music should be regarded as 
functioning accordi ng to different stylis tic norms, where in responses to individual words 
and ideas in a text are subsumed within the larger framework of structural text clarification. 
In defence of fifteenth-century music in general, Randel has argued that: 
To insist exclusive ly on the kind of reading that leads to consistent ly sy llabic declamation and 
frcqucntinst.anccsofwordpaintingistoruntheriskofoverlookingstillmoreimportantfcalUics 
eve n of the works that submit to such imcrpretations. And it is to assert [sic] that where these 
particularkindsofre\ationshipbctwecntcxtandmusicdonotprevailthercisnorclationshipatall 
oronlytheadumbrationofarclationshipthatisdimlypcrccivedbythccomposerinquestionand 
that waits to be discovered fully by a later ('more modem', 'less medieval') age.24 
To search for syllabic text decla mat ion in E as confirmati on of interest in text is 
inappropriate, for although by no means absent, it is relatively scarce. However, this 
does not preclude the Eton composers from having been interested in the construction of a 
text and its meaning and their exploitation of it. Indeed, the relationship between music and 
text will be shown to be of grea t importance for the understanding of the compos itional 
procedures within many settings in E. 
One of the most important means by which composers could respond to the text in 
fifteenth-century polyphonic compos itions is through the employment and manipulation of 
a pre-existent melody, that is, a cantus fimrns. If the significance of the choice of a cantus 
21Thc,c observations are consisten t witb thoso whicb Jonnon 111d Treitle r claim to bave di1eemod for a 
different repertory: pl:a.insonJ i □ tho Middle AIOI, 'Medieva l Music and L-11ua1e', 23. 
22 Harri10□, 1,11,1B, 332. Tho rcforonco to tho tame mu1ical fi1uro i □ Fawkynor'• Gai..-k rosa si"• spi14a i1 
mado by Benham in Lati" Cltwrclt Mwsic, 6 1 
23Althou1h noitber Hani ton nor Benham considered lhe relationship between the 1ext of lho cantus firmus 
a□d the le t text to -1y a:reat ex~ot, this is not to disregard their valuable stAtements on ~x t withio E. 
24Randel,'DufaylheReader',41. 
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finnus is disregarded then there is a risk that the skill of the composers will not be 
appreciated fully. In addition, evaluation of potential layers of meaning intrinsic to such 
compositions may be missed when a cantus firmus is one that differs from the 
polyphonically set text. However, discussion of the possibility that there existed deliberate 
interrelationships between set text and the can1us finnus text has as yet received scant 
attention. 
One of the central aims in any study on cantus finnus is to identify the source of the 
pre-exis1ent melody used in the polyphonic context. Several cantus finni exist in the music 
in E for which hi1herto a source has not been identified. Indeed, a significan t contribution 
of this study has been the discovery of sources for a number of cantus finni, and these new 
identifications are discussed in chapters 2 and 3. This study of compositions on a cantus 
finnus in E will focus upon the composer's original selection and manipulation of a cantus 
firrnus, in order to understand how these conside rations may have involved intentional 
resonances with the text of the polyphonic setting. 
CHAPTER 2 
CANTUS FIRMUS TECHNIQUES IN THE COMPOSITIONS 
OF JOHN BROWNE 
A study of cantus finnus techniques in E must inevitably begin with the compositions by 
John Browne, the composer who contributed the largest number of works to E and whose 
ferti le imagination and compositional abilities are unsurpassed by any other composer 
represented in E. The identity of John Browne has not yet been established, although 
several suggestions have been advanced regarding figures who may be the composer John 
Browne. Among the possibilities discussed by Harrison is a John Browne who was an 
Eton College scholar from Coventry and was aged fourteen in December 1467, a theory 
supported by Benham and Strohm. 1 One of the clues to his identity must lie in the 
ascription, 'Johannes Browne Oxoniensis', that is appended to the single bassus part from 
his Stabat mater do/orosa on a single parchment leaf (almost cenainly from a rotulus), a 
setting that survives complete in E.2 Recently, Bowers has proposed that the composer 
may be identified with the John Browne who was chaplain in the chapel of the household 
of John de Vere, the thirteenth Earl of Oxford (1443- 1513).3 References to St Frideswide 
in Browne's O Maria salvatoris mater in E seem to imply that he and/or his patron was in 
some way associated with Oxford where the Earl enjoyed a considerable landed estate. 
There is little doubt that he is the same Browne who composed three carols in the Fayrfax 
manuscrip t, two of which, Jesu mercy how may this be and Woefully arrayed are set to 
vernacular texts on the 'Stabat mater' theme.4 
There remains in this solution to the question of Browne's iden tity an item of 
evidence that has not yet succumbed to interpretation. The coat of arms that appears in the 
cadet 'O' of Browne's O mater venerabi/is in E (fol. r7I) has eluded identification so far, 
although other coats of arms in E have provided associations between the composers and 
1MB 10, :itvii; Benham, 'Prince Anhur', 465; Strohm, The Rise of European Music, 401. Other 
suggestions discussed by Harrison may be discouni.ed entirely: two Brownes, one who was a lay clerk at St 
George's Chapel, Windsor (d. 6 July 1479), and another who was Rector of West Tilbury (1480-90) later to 
become canon of St. Stephen's, Westmins1er (d .1498), both died earlier Lhan the Eton John Browne who 
wasevidentlystillcomposingin 1502. 
1GB-Cu Bu:itton 96 (unfoliated). Described by Bowers in CMMS, I 14-17. 
3Dr Bowers' find ings regarding the identity of John Browne will be pub lished in the forthcoming 
Proceedings of the 1993 Harlaxton Symposium . I am grateful lO Dr Bowers for allowing me to read his 
articleinadvanceofpublication 
4GB-Lbl Add . 5465, fols 53v_58r (MB 36, no. 51, pp. 80-5) and fols g9v_9y (MB 36, no. 55, pp. 104-9) 
respectively. Benham remarks that the Fayrfax manuscript carols may have been composed by William 
Browne, a gemlcman of lhe Chapel Royal from 1503-11: Latin Church Music, 82. However, the 
compos itionalslylcofthesecarolsbcarssuchaclosesimilaritytoJohnBrowne'sworksinEthatitsecms 
probable that the Fayrfax carols were also composed by John Browne. Bowers believes that the inclusion 
of religious and other pieces to vernacular tc:itts amongst Browne's corpus of works supports the view that, 
like other composers in E, Banester, Davy, Turges, Comysh and Fayrfax, Browne was more likely to have 
becnemployedinaristocraticcirclesthanatanycollcgiatcfoundation. 
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their respective patrons. 5 Harrison omitted any mention of the coat of arms in O mater 
venerabilis in his accounts of E. Ker described it as 'three lilies argent, on a chief gules 
three owls of the second' but failed to identify it.6 This coat of arms bears no relation to 
the description of the de Vere coat of arms, 'quarterly, gules and or, in the first quarter a 
mullet argent'. 7 The fleur-de-lis type of lily is seen in the coat of anns of Eton College , 
with which John Browne may have had some direct association. The inclusion of three 
owls certainly does not connect the arms with the house of de Vere, as the animal 
associated with this family is naturally the bear (playing on the Latin 'verres '). The owl, 
symbolic of wisdom and solemnity in classical literature, and of darkness in medieval 
bestiaries, reappears in the illuminated initial of one of the parts in Browne's O regina 
mundi clara in E.8 Sitting on a branch against a maroon background, this golden owl may 
have been conceived as a fitting reminder that the person who is unquestionably the most 
accomplished composer represented in E may have been similarly recognized by his 
contemporaries. 9 The coat of anns may well be that of John Browne himself and the 
preservation of allegorical references to him in the illuminations in E then read as a 
reminder of the great esteem in which John Browne was held. 
Fifteen compositions are ascribed to Browne in the contemporary index on fol. aF 
of E and of these, ten have survived in varying states of completeness (see Table 2.1 
overleaf). All these compositions incorporate pre-existent material as a cantus fmnus, 
although the cantus finnus in O mater venerabilis is yet to be identified. Browne 's 
favoured method of integrating a cantus finnus is in a structural fashion, with the cantus 
finnus laid out principally in considerably longer note values than the surrounding voices. 
The cantus fmnus is nonnally presented in the tenor and most frequently is stated in fully 
scored passages. These features are also characteristic of a large proportion of the music 
founded upon a cantus finnus in E by other composers. The elaborated type of 
cantus firmus also occurs in Browne's compositions , with the melodically and rhythmically 
embroidered cantus firmus heard usually in the highest part of a vocal complex. 
l1n Davy's O Do1ffin• ca•li tura•qw• cr•ator there appear the coats of 1.m11 of Enaland, We1tmin1ler, 
M11dalen Colle10 (whore the piece wa written in ono day 1ccordin& to an annotation at I.he end of fol . k6T) 
and Henry Bost (the provoSl of Eton who diod 7 February 1504), wilh a flftb now dofacod. In Sutton's 
Sal'f•r•1ina,tbeco1tof..-m1ofEtonColle1e1ppe.-sonfol.h-4 ' . 
6Ker, Mtdie'fa[ Ma,o,scriplS, vol. 2, 773. 
7Woodward and Birnell, Woodward's A. Trealis. on /frrald:ry, 308. 
1Fol. dJr in• pall with C3-clef l10Cllod 'mean 2' in MB 10, 72. 
9Foranaltcmativein1erprct1tionofthi1illumination,J00p.-49bclow. 
~ I r~;~;:~:; 
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Cantusfirmus Techniques in the Compositions of John Browne 
Browne's cantus finnus treatment is notable chiefly for the diverse melodic sources 
chosen for his cantus finni and in the manner in which they are disposed. For Browne, the 
choice of a cantus firmus sometimes appears to be contingent upon a correspondence 
between the text associated with the pre-existent melody and that of the text set 
polyphonically. This chapter will focus upon the various means by which Browne 
incorporates a pre-existent melody within his compositions.IO 
CANTUS FIRMUS TECHNIQUES IN BROWNE 'S COMPOSITIONS 
Browne's compositions exhibit a wide variety of approaches to the manner in which a 
cantus firmus may be integrated, his inventiveness and dexterity in manipulating this 
technique reflecting the style of a composer of the highest calibre. Amongst the cantus 
firmi in E for which a source has been identified, there is a distinct preference by all other 
composers for plainsong antiphons and responsories. Yet the cantus finni adopted by 
Browne include melodies derived from a hymn and from two secular sources, a highly 
unusual procedure for an Eton composer. Therefore, considered as a group, Browne's 
compositions in E are distinctive particularly because of the range of sources from which 
Browne draws his cantus firmi. The versatility in selection is evident also in the varied 
presentations of his chosen melodies. The breadth of cantus firmus techniques 
incorporated into Browne's compositions in E will be explored in this chapter. 
Browne favours the structural type of cantus finnus and a bipartite arrangement of 
two complete cantus firmus statements is found in many of his compositions. In addition 
to the appearance of two complete structural statements in a composition, a partial one is 
sometimes inserted between these main statements. This happens in his second Salve 
regina setting (bars 114-21) and also O regina mundi clara (the latter occurring in the 
contratenor rather than the tenor). The disposition of a cantus finnus in this manner is 
particularly characteristic of Browne and does not occur in compositions by any other 
composer in E. In O Maria salvatoris mater, an extra partial statement is heard in the 
introductory section instead. Other E compositions in which this procedure is followed in 
the introduction are the fragmentary Salve regina by Brygeman and Fawkyner's Gaude 
Virgo salutata, both of which treat the cantus firmus in an imitative fashion, and 
Wylkynson's nine-part Salve regina. 
Paraphrased cantus finnus statements are introduced in Browne's compositions, 
normally occurring in voices other than the voice that normally carries the cantus finnus. 
Such embellished presentations of the cantus finnus may be found also in several other 
works in E, notably those of Lambe, Banester's O Maria et Elizabeth and Wylkynson's 
10Discussion or cantus finnus treatment in the two Salve regina settings by Browne will be reserved until 
chaptcr3. 
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nine-voice Salve regina. Browne also employs such treatment in introductory sections, 
exemplified by the reference to the opening of Turges's carol From stormy windes in the 
secundus contratenor and medius of Stabat iluta Christi crucem. Browne includes 
structural and elaborated canrus finnus statements within the same composition, a relatively 
common practice in compositions on a cantus firmus in E. However, in O Maria salvaroris 
mater he presents a structural and elaborated cantus finnus simultaneously, a technique 
rare ly encountered. 
Browne does not always quote the plainsong or carol melody in a strictly literal 
fashion. Mostly he adheres to the same order of notes although even here there are 
exceptions (as will be seen from the re-ordering of notes - in two different versions - in the 
final phrase of the plainsong Venit dileccu.s meu.s in the second of his Salve regina settings 
and O Maria salvatoris mater). He tends to omit notes that represent repeated pitches in the 
source, with the result that the continual reiteration of a single pitch is largely avoided in the 
cantus finnus, thus permitting new harmonies with each note of the cantos finnos. Extra 
free notes are commonly added to the original melody either at the beginning or ending of a 
cantos finnus statement. Phrases that appear to be composed independently of the cantos 
firmus may be inserted in fully scored passages where a statement of the cantus finnus is 
expected (as in his Stabat mater doloro.sa setting). These sometimes occur in the middle of 
a cantus finnus statement or in cadential passages (exemplified in Stabat mater dolorosa and 
the six-part Stabat virgo mater Christi). These techniques point to a more relaxed approach 
to the cantus finnus than is seen in works by other Eton composers.11 
The cantus finnus may be treated as a point of imitation at the beginning of a work 
(as in the opening of his four-part Stabat virgo mater Christi between the upper three 
voices) or in the middle of a structural statement (between bassus and tenor in O regina 
mundi clara, bars 163-72). Motifs may be extracted from the cantus firmus and imitated by 
all voices as a means of cadential emphasis in the final section of a composition (as in 
Stabat itata Christi crucem and in both settings of Stabat virgo mater Christi). 
Of the ten extant compositions by Browne in E, six use a version of the cantus 
finnus source that is transposed by an interval other than an octave at some point in the 
presentation of the cantus finnus. There are few examples in the fifteenth century of 
English composers transposing a melody with a text different from that set polyphonically 
as a cantus finnus other than by upwards octave transposition, a transposition that occurs 
fairly frequently among the compositions in E.12 Thus, the frequent appearance of a 
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transposed cantus finnus in Browne's compositions is unusual in terms of previous 
English responses to transposition. In Browne's O Maria salvatoris mater and O regina 
murufi clara structural cantus firmus statements are presented at two different pitches, with 
finals a fifth apart. His Stabat iu.xta Christi crucem compounds such treatment by the 
displacement of the cantus finnus mid-statement, transposing it down a fifth within each of 
the two statements. 
Evidently, within Browne's hands the possibilities for incorporating a pre-existent 
melody are diverse and imaginative; closer examination of his compositions will explore 
further these techniques and consider the relationship between the set text and chosen 
sourceofthecantusfinnus. 
STABAT MATER DOLOROSA 
The Stabar mater dolorosa setting in E is often acknowledged as Browne 's finest 
achievement. The cantus fimrns in Stabar mater dolorosa is derived from the lowest voice 
of a three-part carol by Turges in the Fayrfax manuscript, Alas it is 1.13 Although Benham 
sugges ted that Turges's carol might be the cantus finnus in Browne's Stabat mater 
dolorosa, he felt that 'the resemblance is coincidental'. 14 In view of the fact that it has 
been established that another carol by Turges is used in Browne's Stabat iu.xta Christi 
crucem (seep. 36 below) and that it is eminently feasible to trace the carol melody within 
Stabat mater dolorosa it seems highly probable that Alas it is I is indeed the correct 
identificationofthecantusfirmus. 
A reference to 'false semblance' in the carol resonates with a prominent theme in 
Romance literature - and one thal is particularly evident in late medieval French sources -
that of 'Faux semblant' and its opposition to 'Amours': 15 
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Browne's employment of a cantus firmus with a vernacular source renders him exceptional 
amongst fifteenth-century English composers; the only known English antecedent is 
Bedingham's Mass on Binchois's ballade Deui/ angoisseux.16 In E, the only other known 
occurrence of such a procedure is Browne's own Stabat iuxta Christi crucem. The highly 
unusual choice of a cantus firmus from a vernac ular source is indicative of Browne 's 
innovative approaches to composition. In Stabat mater dolorosa he appears to experiment 
with the various possibilities of incorporating a melody from a non-liturgical source as will 
be examined below. 
SETTINGS OF STABAT MATER DOLOROSA IN THE ETON CHOIRBOOK 
The Passiontide rhymed sequence, Stabat mater dolorosa, was a favourite medieval text, 
appearing recurrently in books of hours from the thirteenth century onwards. The most 
well-known setting of Stabat mater dolorosa by a fifteenth-century continental composer is 
the five-part one by Josquin. 17 Josquin's setting has in common with Browne's the 
incorporation of a melody that is associated with a vernacular text as the cantus finnus. In 
Josquin's setting, the cantus finnus is the tenor of Binchois's ballade Comme femme 
desconforree, a text that takes the 'Stabat mater' theme for its inspiration.1 8 Josquin's 
composition is described by Finscher as symbolic because of this incorporation of a cantus 
firmus from a vernacular source on the same subject. 19 The earliest extant English 
polyphonic settings of Stabat mater dolorosa occur in E amid contributions from the later 
composers. There are two settings by Comysh (one of which is now lost) and one each 
by Fayrfax (also lost) and Davy. All of these are in five parts, making Browne's six-pan 
16Thc movements of this Mass arc preserved in Tr88 and Tr90, with an edition appearing in OT◊ 61, 
127-35. A Mass on 'A dew mes a mowrs' is listed in the King's College inventory of 1529: Harriso n, 
MMB, 433. Harrison notes that a four-part song by Comysh Adew mes amours survives in GB-Lbf Add. 
31922. 
17Josquin,Werken,no.36. 
18Unlikethecantus finn i in many other motets byJosquin, the text of the cantus finnus voice is not 
provided. Indeed,thcreisnounderlayforthccantusfinnusatallandth cextreme lcngthofthenotcsinthis 
s1ructuraltcnormakcstextunderlayproblematic . Onesolution(adopt edbyS mijers)istounderlaythe 
cantus firm us with the first stanza of Stabm mater doforosa. 
19Rccorded from a discussion of Josquin's Slabal mater doforosa in Josquin des Prez, ed. Lowinsky, 659. 
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sening exceptional amongst both continental and insular Stabac mater dolorosa settings of 
thetime. 
One of the most striking differences between the settings of Scabac mater do/orosa 
in E and those from the Continent is that the E composers all adopt a text that re-orders the 
nonnal one and also incorporates new material. In the E settings, stanzas I to 6 are 
followed by stanzas 9 and 10; stanzas 7 and 8 are omitted ahogether.20 Following stanza 
10 of the original Stabat mater do/orosa text, the E settings append six four -line 
octosyllabic rhyming stanzas. 21 This new text continues the description of the grieving 
Virgin Mary and the final two stanzas conclude with a plea for intercession. The author of 
this text is unknown; however, interesting parallels may be drawn between the inclusion of 
these four-line stanzas and the four-line stanzas derived in part from the hymn Virgo mater 
ecclesiae that are routinely incorporated as a trope in fifteenth-century English settings of 
Salve regina, again an almost exclusively English phenomenon (see chapter 3). As in the E 
Salve regina settings, the surviving Stabat mater dolorosa settings by Cornysh , Davy and 
Browne all distinguish the stanzas belonging to the Stabat mater dolorosa text from those of 
the borrowed material. In the settings by Cornysh and Davy this is effected by way of a 
new section, defined by a vertical stroke through all parts and a musical cadence, whilst in 
Browne's setting a change of texture is made. 
In commenting upon Josquin's Stabat mater dolorosa, Reese notes that Josquin's 
predilection for metrical texts is not mirrored in any musical way rather, his sense of the 
dramatic possibilities of the text are of more importance than the emphasis of the text's 
rhymed structure.22 This comment is also applicable to Browne's setting of Stabat mater 
dolorosa. 
THE LAYOUT OF THE CANTUS FIRM US 
The first three sections in Browne's Scabat mater dolorosa are in tempus perfectum 
diminwum (<j)) and the final section is in tempus imperfeccum diminutum (¢). The 
substitution of the <j) for ¢ mensuration coincides with the change from a dramatic 
presentation of the text with the cries 'crucifige, crucifige' at the end of stanza 10, to a more 
reflective commentary, 'O quam gravis ilia poena, tibi virgo poenae plena'.23 
Only a portion of the lowest voice of Turges's carol is used by Browne as the 
cantus firmus (Example 2. l): in its various statements no more than the first twenty notes 
1°'Therc is nothin1 in lho coatem of lhmo two st.anus th:n would accouct for lhoir omiaioc 
11Tho ocly irregularity in the syllabic scheme occurs in lhe fical lino of stanza 9 in tbo E settings, 
~~~1:.:.~:t::;~:·J?::~~~s~:::;~;~ven inste.d of ei1ht syllablm 
23The p:,tential for dramatic opp:,rtunities lhat surfaco with the words ·crucin3e, crucifi1e' at the ocd of lhe 
ICCoad of the four-line stanzas are explored by Davy 111d Comysh as well as Browne. 
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of the carol melody, associated with the words 'Alas it is I that wot not what to say, For 
why I stond', are quoted.24 
EXAMPLE2.l 
wh1 l ,tond_ u ha that 
u 'll¼ ;isu , .:,, :i.a- .1c, Jo 
Turges's compositions are among the more harmonically adven turous in E, 
although his apparent disinclination to integrate a cantus firmus precludes his works from 
being examined in any detail here . In Browne's Stabat mater dolorosa, the tenor of 
Turges's carol is transposed up a fourth so that its final is g inste ad of d. Accidental B~s 
are added to the cantus firmus melody and the essential melodic con structio n of the original 
is retained in it s upwards transposition. There is no osten sible reason for thi s 
transposition, as it is feasible to accommodate the carol melody at its notated pitch within 
the ambitus of Browne's tenor. Harri son commented that 
while it would be misleading to suggest that there was any regul:lr connection between the 
composer'schoiceof modeand thesubjectofhi stex t,itmayben oted thatallthescttin gso f 
S1alxu mater were written in the second mode transposed down a fifth ... 25 
The association of particular modes with a certain ethos originated in Classical Antiquity 
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Renaissance theorists as being suitable for lamentation and of a sombre disposition.26 
Whilst it is not possible to establish whether Browne , Davy and Comysh all chose the 
transposed D mode for their Stabat mater dolorosa settings for this reason, it is conceivable 
that the character of the mode was sufficiently ingrained for these composers naturally to 
adopt it for their settings. 27 This aspect of the connection between modes and subject 
requires further exploration and a complete study of its own. 
The cant us finnus is created in a varie ty of ways in this setting; it serves a structural 
function in some of the fully scored passages, it appears in embellished forms both as 
introductory material and in a cadential section, occurring initially as a point of imitation in 
the latter. It is noteworthy that the cantus finnus is included with significant parts of the 
text, in particular, with 1he opening words, with 'in tanto supplicio' (the words that 
complete the rhetorical question of stanza 5 at the end of the first sec tion) , the cries 
'crucifige, cruc ifige' in the third section and with the final 'Amen'. Browne may have been 
emphasizing these parts of the text as being especially important through the integration of 
thecantusfirmusin these passages. 
The cantus firmus first appears in the opening of the composition in an elaborated 
fashion in the tenor beginning on g and in a more embellished version an octave higher in 
the triplex (Example 2.2). 28 The imit ative entry of the quatruplex presents the cantus 
finnus a twelfth higher on d", that is, two octaves higher than the original notation of the 
melody in the carol. This serves as an anticipatory statement to the first structural 
presentation of the cantus finnus in the first fully scored passage , 'O quam tristis' (bar 34). 
The use of quasi-anticipatory statements of the cantus firmus in this manner occurs in 
several of Browne's compositions: 0 Maria salvacoris mater, Stabat iuxta Christi crucem 
and the first Salve regina.29 
26Oiacuued by Frutolfua {before I 100) and Burtius in his Opusculw'" •uuias (1487). Soe Powers: 
'MOOe', 398-9 . The sombre aature of mode 2 is abo included in Aaron's Trattato, chapte r 21 quotod in 
Powers: 'IsModeRoal?',AppondixI. 
27Jo,quin's S1abat 111at•r dolorosa i1 writton in the F mode (aucstod by Aa::ron's cncxie 1 classification or it 
ia De hu1it1dio11t ltar,..01tica, 1516) ia11ead of the transpo.:d D modo used in Enalish scttinjl. 
21The iatroduction ofthec.tntus firmus ia an embellisbed form in thoopenin1orthecocnJXlsition isa 
treatment that may ailo be -=en in Browne 's Stabat iw..r:ta Cltrilli cr~c•'" scttina. 
29Amicip atory st.1.a:mentsorallu 1ion1tothccantus fircnusininlIOOu ctorys ectio nsareal10af eatuccor 
Lambe'• 0 Maria 1ra1ia ple1ta and his cocnpo1itioo1 wbich u1e ~e COf!e1JX)ndio1 pllinsona a a ca~tus 
firmu1, the Salv• rtti1ta 1ettin1s by Bryaoman and Wylkynson (nme-¥01ce) and Fawkyner's Gawd.. vir10 
sal~tatascttin1 





A comparison between the structural statements of the cantus fumus in Staba1 mater 
dolorosa reveals I.hat Browne takes a flexible approach to I.he melodic and rhythmic 
appearance of I.he cantus fumus. Additional notes are regularly incorporated into the Alas it 
is I melody, wilh subsequent statements of the cantus firmus rarely repeating I.he same 
interpolations. Unlike I.he normal disposition of a cantus finnus in compositions in E, the 
carol melody is not always apparent in the tenor in fully scored textures in this setting. In 
several of these passages, the structural tenor abandons the melody of the carol altogether 
in favour of a freely composed melody. This occurs most notably with the words 'Dum 
videbat et gerebat' in stanza 4 (bars 48-52) and the whole of stanzas 9 (bars 123-34) and 13 
(bars 193-206)_30 A structural cantus firmus statement in bars 212-17 begins 
independently of the carol melody, although this may be discerned from bar 216. It is also 
unusual to find that the six-pan settings of stanzas 3, 9 and 13 are linked by a recurring 
melody beginning d"-e"-c"-b ' ' which is stated with variations in I.he quatruplex. 
There are several examples of the incorporation of an elaborated cantus firmus 
statement in the texture, from the opening of the setti ng in which all three participating 
voices have a differently embellished version of the cantus firmus, to its use in the 
quatruplex prior to the cadence which marks the end of the rhetorical question, 'Quis est 
homo qui non fleret, Matrem Christi si videret, In tanto supplicio?' ('Who is the man who 
would not weep, were he to see the Mother of Christ in such great supplication?'), in bars 
30possibly, the cantus firmus in these passages may be derived from a different source altogether from Alas 
iiis/asitbearslitllcrelationtoanyofthethreepartsinTurges'scarol. 
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74-7 at the end of the first section (Example 2.3). The torment in the words is underlined 
by rhetorically conceived musical behaviour. 
EXAMPLE 2.3 
Notes 5 to 7 of I.he carol melody are introduced in I.he bassus at I.he transposed D mode 
pitch, (I.he melody beginning on d, bar 69). This idea is imitated by I.he tenor a fiflh above 
the bassus, that is, beginning on a. This means that instead of retaining the normal 
transposed D-mode appearance of the cantus firmus, the tenor revens to the normal 
untransposed D-mode (with d final) appearance of the melody found in Turges's caro l. 
This is I.he only occurrence of I.he cantus firmus at I.his transposition in I.he tenor in Stabat 
mater do/orosa. The cantus firmus is imitated funh er in I.he quatruplex (bars 74-7), 
receiving its fullest exposition in this passage by quoting notes 5 to 20 with minimal 
deviations from the melody of the carol. The embellished presentation of the cantus firmus 
in short note values in the highest voice is a particularly unusual treatment of a cantus 
finnus. Elsewhere in E paraphrased statements occuning in voices other than that which 
normally carries the cantus finnus (the tenor) may be seen. In those of Lambe's 
compositions which include the plainsong corresponding to the set text as a cantus finnus, 
paraphrased statements of the chant appear fairly regularly, in keeping with the practice of 
integrating a canrus finnus observed in similar English mid-fifteenth-century compositions. 
A pan from Browne's treatment, perhaps the most unusual presentation of a canrus firmus 
may be seen in Wylkynson 's nine-voice Salve regina, in which the antiphon Assumpta est 
Maria becomes increasingly embellished when presented in the medius, transposed up a 
fiflh, following the initial 'salve' section (bars 7-17, Example 2.4). 
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EXAMPLE 2.4 
, l , j gt tJ j r .. 
In the same composition, the ca.ntus firmus is paraphrased in the highest voice and treated 
as a point of imitation between quatruplex and inferior contratenor at the words 'Virgo 
clemens, virgo pia' (bars 109-15). However, in none of these instances is the cantus 
firmus presented in this embellished fashion prior to a cadence in the manner seen in 
Browne's Stabat mater dolorosa. 
Despite the inclusion of a B~ signature in all parts, the addition of the b~ accidental 
in the bassus (bar 74) presages the cadential movement d to A which is indicative of D 
mode in its untransposed form. Therefore, the words 'In tanto supplicio' ('in such great 
supplication') may be reflected musically by the presentation of the cantus finnus in the 
untransposed D mode in contradistinction to the transposed D-mode appearance which is 
otherwise used for the tenor canrus firmus throughout the first section. Further research is 
required to examine whether Browne might have viewed the presentation of a melody in a 
mode with D final or transposed D mode with G final as constituting differing tonal areas; 
however it is a possibility that should be considered in the context of his treatment of the 
cantus finnus in this composition. 
Despite the evident risk of anachronism, it is hard to interpret Browne's setting of 
the words 'plebs tune canit clamorosa, crucifige, crucifige' as anything other than a vivid 
portrayal of the crowd clamouring for Christ's cruc ifixion (Example 2.5).31 The words 
'crucifige, crucifige' which form the last line of the tenth stanza are given special treatment 
31 Benham and Wulstan comment on the 'natur.ilistic depiction' of this part of the text in Brown e's setting: 
Larin Church Musi c, 86 and Tudor Music, 253 respec tively. A musical representation of these words also 
may be apparent in the Swbat mater doforosa settings by Comysh and Davy. 
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by their appearance in a section separate from that containing the first three lines of this 
stanza. Moreover, the insistent repetition of the cries is heightened by the addition of each 
new voice. 
EXAMPLE 2.5 
In this section the cantus firrnus is heard in the tenor in the fully scored statement of the 
final two cries of 'crucifige' with a portion taken from notes 5 to 14 of the carol associated 
with the words 'I thn.t wot not what to say'. In addition, it is conceivable that the setting of 
the words 'crucifige, crucifige' in the medius in bars 146-7 which is then imitated in the 
quatruplex over bars 148-50 is derived from the melody in bars 10-11 in the highest voice 
of Turges's carol associated with the words 'is abused'. Although possibly coincidental, it 
is also feasible to trace the triplex melody from bar 38 of the carol (the beginning of the 
second section) associated with the words 'But pity it is that trust should be misused' in 
pans of Browne's Stabat macer do/orosa. Initially the melody may be seen in the point of 
imitation between tenor, triplex and quatruplex in bars 8-10. This is followed by its 
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appearance in the tenor in bars 137-8 migrating to the triplex in bars 140-2 with the words 
'Iuxta natum dolorosa, Plebs tune canit' (Example 2.6). 
EXAMPLE2.6 
Turges: Ala.sit is l 
r . 
~ ~ ....-;---, ....-:i' ,,..-,.. ,,,..,.._ 
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Compared wi1h the s1yle of cantus firmus presentation in Browne's O regina mundi 
clara and second Salve regina settings where the pre-existent melody is clearly identifiable 
and plays a key structural function, the limited incorporation of Alas it is I in Stabat mater 
dolorosa suggests that he was experimenting with the possiblities of integrating material 
from a vernacular source in this setting. By contrast, his handling of the carol melody in 
Stabat iuxta Christi crucem is altogether more assured, the extensive and organized 
presentation of the cantus firmus indicating perhaps, a composer more at ease with this 
novel approach to the selection of pre-existent material than was evident in the possibly 
earlier Stahat mater dolorosa setting. 
STABAT IUXTA CHRISTI CRUCEM 
The second compositio n in E by Browne for whic h a melody with a vernacular text is 
known to be the source of a cantus firmus is his six-part setting of Stabat iuxta Christi 
crucem. Once again he turned to a carol by Turges, the content of which provided him 
with the opportunity to introduce a personal dimension to the Stabat iuxta Christi crucem 
text. As a consequence, the content of the underlying carol places Browne's composition 
withinaspecifichistoricalcomext. 
Stabat iuxta Christi crucem is a sequence of York Use and may be seen in 
devotional collections from the early fifteenth century such as the Book of Hours, Oxford, 
Bodleian Library, MS Lat. lit. f. 2, fol. 14v (from, or from near York, c.1410).32 
Analecta Hymnica includes twelve stanzas for this text as in GB-Ob Lat. lit. f. 2; however, 
Browne omits stanzas 5 to 8 in his setting.33 He also reverses the order of stanzas 2 and 3, 
an alteration that is also seen in GB-Ob Lat. lit. f. 2. These varia tions do not impair the 
understanding or sense to any great extent. This text concerns the Crucifixion and is an 
expression of the Virgin Mary's grief in the manner of Srabat mater dolorosa.'34 
THE CANTUS FIRMUS 
Turges's caro l, From stormy windes, is the source of the cantus firrnus in Browne's Stabat 
iu.xta Christi crucem and, as with Alas it is/, it is the melody of the lowest voice that is 
appropriated for the canrus firmus.35 The text of From stormy windes indicates that it was 
written prior to the departure of Henry VII's son Prince Arthur upon a journey and is 
essentiallyaprayerforhissafety: 
32vanDijk, 'Handlist',4, 145. 
33AH 8, 56 
34The lext is published in Religious Lyrics of the Xlll1h Century, no. 4. 
35GB-Lbl Add. 5465, fols 104v. 108r (MB 36, no. 64, pp. 135-7). 
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Burden From stonny windcs and grievous weather. 
GocxlLordprcscrvethcEstrigcfcathcr! 
Stanza] OblcsscdLordofhcavcncclcstial, 
Whichfonncdhastofthymos 1spccial grace 
Arthur,ourprincctoushcrclCrrcs1ia l 
Inhonourwrcign,Lor d granth imt imeandspacc; 





Wherefore now sing we: 





In honour to reign, 
ThishcirofBritaync, 
OfCastilcandSpain, 
Righthc ir for LObc; 
Wherefore now sing we: 
Burden 
Stanza 3 Now, good Lady, among thy saintcs all, 
PraytothySon,thcsccond in Trinity, 
For thisyoungprinccwhic h isanddai lyshal l bc 





His safeguard to be; 
Wherefore now sing we: 
Burden 
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Prince Arthur, whose marriage to Catherine of Aragon was solemnised in 1501, died in 
April 1502.36 Therefore, Browne's integration of the carol From stormy windes in Stabat 
iuxta Christi crucem may assume an allegorical function, the Virgin Mary's sorrow over the 
death of Christ her Son serving as a parallel for the grief of Elizabeth the Queen on the 
death of her son, the heir to the throne, Prince Arthur.37 Obviously, the choice of cantus 
finnus is of fundamental importance to the understanding of this Srabat iuxta Christ i 
crucem setting - surely composed not long after the death of Prince Arthur in 1502. It thus 
provides one of the few internal references in E to a possible date of composition. If John 
Browne was indeed a member of the thirteenth Earl of Oxford's retinue, this may explain 
Browne's particular interest in Prince Arthur in his compositions. The Earl was invited to 
be godfather to the Prince; however, rain prevented him from attending the christening.38 
Even so, the obviously close ties between the Earl's family and the Prince may account for 
allusions to Prince Arthur in Browne's Stabat iuxta Christi crucem. 
In Browne's Stahat iuxca Christi crucem setting, the eight-stanza text is divided into 
two equa l parts, the first half ending with the words concluding 'pastoris pro ovibus'. 
Unlike Turges's carol, which remains in tempus imperfecrum cum pro/atione minori 
throughout, Browne uses the bipartite arrangement of mensuration that is encountered 
fairly often amongst his compositions, resulting in the first half of the setting being in 
rempus perfeccum diminurum and the final section in tempus imperfectum diminutwn. 
Browne's treatment of From stormy windes differs from that of Alas it is I in Stabat 
mater dolorosa. In the latter, only a portion taken from the opening of the carol is used for 
each of the structural statements of the cantus finnus. In the first half of Stabat iuxta 
Christi crucem the first of the two structural cantus finnus statements quotes the complete 
melody from the burden of From stormy windes (the opening of which is shown in 
Example 2.7). Approximately three-quarters of the lowest voice from stanza I then 
follows in the second structural cantus finnus statement in the final section of Browne's 
setting. 
36PrinceArthuris lhe1ubjector ■ 10-called 'Mat1tificat'Yi'.indow' in lheNorlhtranseptoflhoPr iory 
Church in Orc:at Malvern which may be d.itcd 1501. It wH evidently ~lucd l? commemora1e lhe ma_:rriaae 
or Prince Arlhur to Catherine or Araaon and tho fiau_re. of Arthur 111oe11 m lho_contro of ~o window 
surroundod by a choir or anaell. Rickert obtcl'Ytl that '11 11 calle~ tho Ma11tlflca1 wmdow from Jts subj~t, 
lho Joys or Our Lady, wbich illustrate the sta:1xa1 of lhe Mat1tif1ca1 hymn in separate 1ccne1 in lhe ma11, 
ffr!c
0
:h~; 7~~:~~~:d ~~"::~/:/it~~~:!\~~~~~ntus fimu, and considered Lbo p,uiblo conooctioo 
between From s/or,ny wi11des and S1aba1 iw:lti CJtt.risli crwctllft: 'Prioce Artbur', •63-6. 
38Anglo. Spec1aclt, Patta1tlfJ a11d Early Twdor Policy, •1 . As Henry vu·, lord ar~at chamber lain .id 
admiral, the Ear l of Oxford was ono or the k:lna's most trusted councillors snona lho 111.11ocracy. 
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EXAMPLE2.7 
The introductory statement of this cantus finnus features a point of imitation between the 
secundus contratenor and the medius (Example 2.8). The initial phrase of the lowest voice 
from the carol is heard in the medius in imitation of a phrase of similar melodic shape 
presented in the secundus contratenor beginning on J. In fact, the phrase stated in the 
contratenor is that associated with words from the carol '[wea]ther, Good Lord, preserve 
the', notes 31·6. 
EXAMPLE2.8 
In most of the compositions on a cantus finnus in E, the suuctural statements of the 
canrus finnus are normally presented in fully scored passages. In Srabar iuxra Christi 
crucem Browne adheres to this practice, with the entry of the first suuctural cantus finnus 
statement coinciding with the opening of stanza 3 'Vidit corpus flagellari' (bar 41). The 
canrus firmus is laid out mostly in substantially longer note values than those of the 
surrounding voices and Browne tends to omit notes that are repeated in the carol melody. 
A quasi·imitative entry of the cantus finnus in the bassus (bars 42·6) transposes the 
opening notes of the carol melody down a third on tof 
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As the cantus fumus, the carol melody is quoted within each of the two main 
s011ctural statements in the tenor not only at its original pitch but also in a transposed 
version. In the middle of the first s011ctural statement the cantus fi.nnus is transposed down 
a fifth (bar 65), coinciding with the beginning of the phrase from Stabar iuxra Christi 
crucem, 'Mitis a crudelibus'. The cantus fmnus phrase is taken from the end of bar 9 in 
the carol (with the words '[win]des and grievous weather', Example 2.9).39 
EXAMPLE2.9 
.... ,.,.,_.,. .. . 0.: 
Such treatment of the cantus finnus is exceptional among the compositions in E. The only 
other known occurrence of such a transposition in the tenor mid-cantus fumus statement is 
that found in Lambe's Salve regina in which the corresponding antiphon migrates to the 
bassos at the words 'gementes et flentes' and is then imitated by the tenor a fifth above 
(bars 40-2, see Example 3.4, p. 100). The tenor reverts to the original pitch of the 
antiphon in its presentation as the cantus fi.nnus immediately after this short passage. 
Browne's presentation of the cantos firmus at two different pitches within structural 
39The only other examples or transposition of a c::unus finnus occurring within a composition in E are lO 
be found in Wylkynson's nine-part Salve regit10 in which the cantus finnus is transposed up a fifth when 
presented ~n a paraphrased form in the medius in bars 7-17 and in Lam_be's Salve regina where the 
correspondmgplainsongistransposcdupafifthinbars40-2andupafourthmbarl7l. 
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statemen ts differs from Lambe's treatment principal ly because Browne 's cantus finnus is 
one that is different from the text set polyphonically. In addition, in Lambe's setting , the 
cantus finnus is heard at the original pitch simultaneously with the transposed versio n as a 
point of imitation whereas in Browne's setting the original and transposed versio ns occur 
successively within the same voice. 
The second structura l cantu s firmus statement commences with the text 'Tatum 
corpus cruentatum' from bar 86, continuing with the carol melody from the first stanza of 
From stormy windes transposed down a fifth. The cantus fmnus reverts to the original 
pitch of the caro l in bar 160 (coinciding with the words 'virgo pia', Example 2.10 ), the 
transposed and origi nal portion s of the melody being separated by only a semibreve rest. 
The carol melody from the stanza is stated as the cantus finnus until the end of the line from 
the carol , 'Lord , gran t him time and space' (bar 39, note 128) when the last note of this 
phrase, a, effectively becom es the first note in a final restatement of the opening melcxiy of 
the burden (bar 174 in Stabal iu.xca Christi crucem). 
EXAMPLE 2.10 
Turgcs: From stormy win.des 
• ., ,o ,12:0.n tJ ,. ,s 
Lonl,&=thim lirncand,p>oc.Y..'hicho[al-li->noc 
Browne: Stabat iuxta Christi crucem 
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EXAMPLE 2.10 (continued) 
I 
-p lo • 
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In the setting of the final word of Stabat iu.rta Christi crucem, 'gaudia', the opening 
motif of the burden is used in the same rhythmic guise as the motif associated with the 
words 'From stormy windes', notes 48-52 of the carol (bars 16-17). In the polyphonic 
setting, this is treated as a tightly knit point of imitation between all voices beginning with 
the secundus bassus. However, the motif is transposed downwards on to d initially and is 
imitated subsequently by the mediu s a.nd secundus tenor on g a founh above (Example 
2.11). Such use of a motif from the cantus firmus in an extensive passage of imitation is 
rarely encountered in E. In the movement towards the final cadence the structural cantus 
firmus is introduced for the last time (bars 190-5) quoting notes 72 to 77, the melodic 
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A striking feature of this composition is the narrow range, all six voices encompassing an 
overall ambitus of founeen notes , F toe'. This requires the use of a ~-clef in the highest 
voice (which Harrison has labelled 'mean' and will be called here 'meclius'). The den se 
scoring that arises from this narrow range intensifies the harmonic language which is used 
to considerable effect. Browne introduces a two-flat signature into the meclius on several 
occasions whilst retaining a one-flat signature in the lower pans. In the following example 
from the duo 'In dolore tune fuisti' (bars 104- 12, Example 2.12), the semitone movement 
d-e'-d in the lowest voice occurs near to the note A, introducing the flattened fifth. Browne 
repeats this melodic idea in O Maria salvatoris mater, with the introduction of e' in the 
bassos with the words 'Morbo vel tri stia ' cad enc ing shortly afterwards on A (bars 123-5). 
A similar procedure is used by Josquin leadin g up to the final cadence in the Credo of his 
Missa Malheur me bat, describ ed by Sparks as a 'stanling harmonic effect'.40 In Stabat 




Browne's use of two carols as cantos firmi indicates a resourcefulne ss and expertise which 
sets him apart from other contributors to E. It is perhaps even more remarkable to consider 
that he was selecting such cantus finni not for inclusion in a setting of the Mass Ordinary as 
in Bedingham's Deuil angoisseux Mass and the many fifteenth-century continenta l Mass 
settings on vernacular cantus firmi, but rather for incorporation in settings of devotional 
poems. This approach had few precedents, either in England or on the Continent Among 
the known settings of a sacred text (not tak e n from the Mass Ordinary) which use a 
vernacular cantos firrnus are an anon ymous setting of Salve regina on the Le serviteur 
melody in Tr90,41 the setti ng of Ave rosa speciosa probably by Regis that incorporates the 
L'homme anne melody as a secular res Jacta in the lowest voice in addition to the canrus 
firmus, the antiphon Beara mater et innupta virgo, and Josquin's Stabat mater dolorosa 
setting on Comme femme desconforree. The textual interrel ationships that are pot entially 
40Sparks,CFMM,351. 
41Strohm, The Rise of European Music, 438, n. 197. 
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present in such settings have been acknowledged by modern scholars.42 Browne's 
technique of combining secular melodies with Latin devotional texts parallels that of his 
continental counterparts and deserves similar recognition. 
It appears that Browne carefully selected particular carols in order to reflect the 
content of the texts that he was sening and, in the case of Stabat huta Christi crucem, a 
topical reference to the death of Prince Arthur was thereby incorporated. Intentiona l 
interaction between underlyin g texts of the sources used as cantus firmi and texts set 
polyphonically in E are difficult to prove without wrine n documentation of such 
compositiona l design. However, the evidence that this is so in Stahat iuxta Christi crucem 
is sufficiently strong that the possibility chat other E setti ngs may also draw some 
connections between the underlying text of the cantus finnus source and the set text cannot 
be ignored. 
0 REGINA MUND/ CLARA 
Browne's setting of the devotional text O regina mundi clara in Eis the only source recorded in 
Repertorium Hymnologicum.43 The text follows the familiar syllabic pattern found in late 





Luctusatq uc miscrorum 
Vidcru;ncdcspici. 
lnferantu r,quacso,vota, 
SalvalOri pcr tcnota 
Nostras int suspiria. 
Solvas,oro.compcditos, 
Laxa maliscxpcditos, 
Omniumqu ev itia 
Oresplendcntqueenofthewor ld. 
throneofGod,stairwaytoheavcn. 
door of paradise. 
Hearth cprayersofyou r scrvamsan d 
mayyouscethatthclamcntatio n 
ofthcwrctchcdis notov erlookcd. 
LetourpraycrsbebroughtbcforetheSaviour, 
lpray,andmayoursighs 
beknow ntoHimthrou ghyo u. 
Relcasc.Ipray,thefettered, 
free them from evil 
andmaythcsinsofall 
42For a discussion of symbolism in Ave rosa speciosa see Houghton, 'A nNew~ Motel by Johannes Regis' 
Finschcr's comments on the symbolism in Josquin's Stabat mater doforosa are discussed above on p. 23. 
43RH 30962. 
44Toroughoutth ethcsis,modcmizcdspc\ling, punctuatio n andcapitaliza tion havebeen usedfo rallt exLS 
takcnfromEthatarequotcd. 




































Another possible source for this text has now been discovered by the present writer. 0 
regina mundi clara seems to be partially derived from O regina mundi sea/a, a prose text 
that appears in the fourteenth-century Peterborough Psalter Oxford, Bodleian Library, 
Barlow 22, fol. 4v, and also in the mid-fifteenth-century Book of Hours, Oxford, Bodleian 
Library, MS University College 8, fols 5gv_59r; 
0 rcgina mundi, scala celi, tronus Dci ianua paradisi, audi prcccs paupcrum ne despicias gemitus 
miscrorum . Infcrantc a tc vota nostra atqucsuspiria conspcctu i redemptoris, utquenostris 
cxcludunturmeritispertclocumaputaurcsoptincantdivicicpietatis.Dclcpcccatarelaxafacinora, 
erigclapsos,solvccompcditos. Pcr[te]succidanturvcprcsctgenninaviciorum,prcbcamurflores 
et ornarncnta virtutum. Placa prccibus nitidcm quern singulari puerpcrio gcnu isli salvatorcm ut 
pertcfactusestparticcpshumanitatisnostrcpcrtcquoqucnosconsortcsefficiatdivinitalissue. 
R. Vcn i elccta mca ct ponam in tc tronum mcum quia concupivit rcx speciem tuam. V. Specie 
tuactpulcritudinetuaintcnde,prospcre,proccdcetrcgna. Quiaconcupivit. 45 
45GB-Ob Barlow 22, fol. 4v 
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The possibility that Browne himself was responsible for the authorship of the rhymed text 
fashioned from this prose text should not be discounted. Conceivably other texts by 
Browne for which Eis the only known source , including O Maria salvatoris mater (fols 
aJV.a4T), Stabat virgo mater Christi (fols c5V·c8T) and O mater venerabilis (fols rov.sir), 
similarly may have antecedents in prose forms. 
The rhymed text is typical of the petitions to Mary for intercession with its inclusion 
of several adjectival phrases which praise the Virgin's qualities but it is also particularly 
mournful in tone, emphasizing the misery of sinners and their desire to be washed free of 
sins so that they may be allowed to enter heaven. The reference to 'scala celi' in the prose 
text (which is altered to 'caeli scala' in order to fit the rhyme scheme of the text set by 
Browne) offers the possibility that the rhymed text was adapted specifically for celebration 
of the Scala Caeli indulgence. According to Duffy, this indulgence was associated with the 
dead as it was derived from a vision of St Bernard in which souls ascended to heaven by a 
ladder, thus the Scala Cae!i indulgence was attached to the Requiem Mass.46 Although 
originally celebrated at the Church of St Mary at Scala Coeli near St Paul's, Rome where St 
Bernard had been celebrating the Requiem Mass at the time of the vision, by the end of the 
fifteenth century certain other churches had been given special permission for the 
indulgence. Duffy notes that 
In May 1500 Henry VII secured the 'Scala Coeli' indulgence for requiem Masses celcbral.Cd in 
his new chape l in Westminster Abbey, and, in accordance with his will, it was sec ured for the 
cemetcrychape l atthcSavoyin 1512. Theprcstigiousgildo fStMaryatB ostoni n 
Lincolnshireprocurcdthcindulgcnccin 15!0,andilSpopularitysprcadrapidly ... 47 
The tone of the O regina mundi clara text certainly complements the nature of the Scala 
Caeli indulgence. In the former, the prayers for absolution combined with the pleas that 
when death arrives sinners should not 'be sent into exile' but rather be permitted to become 
'the companions of the blessed' are addressed to the Virgin who is seen to be the 'caeli 
scala'. The dolorous quality of the text makes it eminently suitab le for performance in 
connection with a Requiem Mass. Conceivably, Browne's setting of O regina mundi clara 
was composed at the request of Henry VII for the newly secured Scala Cae/i indulgence at 
Westminster Abbey in 1500 or was composed subsequently for performance at a royal 
funeral, possibly that of Prince Anhur in 1502 or Queen Elizabeth in 1503. 
46Duffy . The Stripping of the Altars, 375. 
47/bid.,376. 
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THE CANTUS F!RMUS 
Browne uses the hymn Pange lingua as the canrus firmus. Several melodies are recorded 
for the hymn that opens with the words 'Pange lingua' in Stablein's collection, verifying 
the popularity of the text from the twelfth century.48 The melody of the hymn employed in 
Browne's O regina mundi c/ara is often included in liturgical sources as a mode 3 melody 
with e as its final.49 However, in several sources this version of the hymn is transposed 
up a fourth, with a as its final, the transpositio n that Browne uses for his canrus firmus. 
The source of the melod y identified as the canrus finn us for O regina mundi clara by 
Harrison in MB 10 is the rubricated noted choir Breviary, Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS 
Bodl . 948, fo l. 142' (c.1400, from St. Andrew Undershaft, London, Example 2.13).50 
EXAMPLE 2. 13 
gc lin-gua g\o 
un-gui-llll 
Two texts are associated with the Pange lingua melody: Pange lingua gloriosi 
proelium certaminis, a hymn sung at Mattins during Holy Week and Pange lingua gloriosi 
corporis mysterium, a hymn from the feast of Corpus Christi. The choice of a hymn as the 
canrus firrnus in a fifteenth-century English composition is again an unusual one; with the 
48Accord ing 10Jul ian,e arl ies toc currenceso f thePange lingualCx lm aybc roundineighth -an d ninth-
cenrury continent.a.I sources: A Di c1U)nary of Hymnology, 880. The ICxt appears in the eleventh-century 
Exeter Breviary, GB-Lb{ H:1rl. 296 1, fol. 24CY-240v (with neumes). Neumes are also included with the 
incipit'Pangelinguagloriosiproelium certaminis'o nfol.70vandrcfcrencesarcm:1dc10itonfols72vand 
73' 
49MMMA 1,mel. 5~. 188. 
50Atias St Mary Axe. Le::tdenhall St, London: H3tpCr. The For ms and Orders, 209. Harrison cites the 
melody with the 'corpo ris mysterium' text. The same melody appC31's three times with the 'proeli~ 
ccrtaminis' 1ext in GB-Ob Bodi. 948, on fols 93v, 272v and 3IJT. Other examples of lhis melody at this 
transposition in English liturgical sources for this melody include the Worcester Antiphonal, PaJMus 12, 
7•, the early fourteenth-century Antiphonal from Peterborough Abbey, Cambridge, Magdalene College, MS 
F. 4. 10, fol. 345r , the print ed Sarum Antiphon:11 or 1519-20, fol. clxxxr and the 1528 S:lrUm Hymnal , 
London,BritishLibrary,c.52. b. 2 1, folsxlii ir-xliiiir. 
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excep tion of the settings of hymns in Eg and P which incorporate the appropriate 
plainsong as a cantus firmus, there are no other known instances of an English composer 
turning to a hymn for his cantus finnus source. 
There are no direct parallels between phrases in the set text and the Pange lingua 
texts that may be interpreted at an allegorical level as a comment on contemporary historical 
events in the same way that the use of the carol From stormy windes in Browne's Stabat 
hara Christi crucem suggests. Nevertheless, considering that amongst the ten extant 
settings by Browne in E, five unquestionably belong to the Passiontide season,51 the 
selection of a well•known hymn from this liturgical season as the cantus firmus in O regina 
mundi clara would not be wholly surprising. Both Pange lingua texts focus on Christ as 
the redeemer, rather than the Virgin as intercessor, the focal point of the set text. This 
apparent aberration may be explained by what Duffy describes as the 'deathbed regime 
displayed in late medieval sources'; namely, that at the hour of death, priority lay with the 
invocation of Christ principally, followed by prayers to the Virgin and then other saints and 
angels.52 In O regina mundi clara Browne combines invocations to both Christ (in the 
presence of the canrus firmus) and the Virgin Mary (in the prayers for intercession offered 
in the set text). 
The cadel 'O' chosen by the illuminator is an owl. The selection of this symbol 
may be interpreted as an acknowledgement of the melancholy tone of O regina mundi c/ara. 
Owls sometimes appear in medieval sources with illustrations of texts related to the Jewish 
refusal to accept Christ, a subject that is correlated with darkness. 53 Owls are often 
considered to be representative of evil; in the early English dialogue, the Owl and rhe 
Nightingale, it is the owl that is the disagreeable interlocutor. The depiction of two babies 
in an historiated initial in Banester's O Maria er Elizabeth in E acts as a commentary on the 
set text (see pp. 78•9); the owl in O regina mundi clara may imply that the illuminator 
believed that the set text received its motivation from the Paschal season. 
0 regina mundi clara is divided into two sections, the first being in <I> and the 
second in ¢. Accordingly, Browne presents the cantus finnus in a bipartite arrangement, 
with one complete statement in each mensuration. In addition, he inserts a partial statement 
in ¢ take n from the beginning of the chant between these two complete statements. 
Throughout the composition he maintains a long·note layout of the canrus flrmus in a 
51The,o ~ the two tcltin1s of S1abat virto flf'fa/U Clri.Jli an~ the sottinas of Stabot '!'-a'~': dolorosa, Stabat 
iJUta Cltri11i cr11c1,,. and O lfta/lT v1,.uabilis. By comp~.ison, otho_r composers m K 1nc!ude ~ fewer 
1Cttin11 on tbis theme. Davy, who contributed_ ton compos1uon1 to E_ 1nclude1 two \•11!onudo IOtU~~s: a 
Stabat ., 0,er dolorosa and the Passion accordin~ to St Mat~ew'. whilat o_f C_omy.sb • e11bt comµ:,s1t1on1, 
two1ettinaso f Stabat,naurdolorosarcpreacnth1sonlycontnbuuonstolh1shtur11calacaon. 
52Duffy, Tlt1S1rippi"toftlt1A.ltars, 32-4·5. 
535cc, for examp le, lho lhineentb-ccntury Bcctia:ry, O~ford, Bodlei~ Libr~y, MS Bodi. 76-4 wberc ~o 
scrcoch-ow l in particu lar is likened to tboJews and 1s also associated w1lh dealh, darkness and evil: 
Bwiary, 1-47-8, 168•71. 
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somewhat archaic appearance remini scent of that adopted by Lambe for his Gaude /lore 
virginali and now fragmentary O regina caelestis gloriae settings in E. The stylistic 
differentiation that is thus established between the voice which carries the canrus firrnus and 
the more contrapuntally conceived surrounding voices is one that is consistently sustained 
throughout this composition in contradistinction to those of Browne's compositions for 
which such differentiation between cantus firmus and non-cantus firmus parts is not so 
apparent: particularly the two settings which use vernacular melodies as their cantus firmi. 
Browne also adheres faithfully to the order of notes of the chant and largely refrains from 
adding new phrases to the cantus finnus either mid-statement or in passages leading to 
important cadences, treatme nts which have been noted earlier as common in his 
compositions in E.54 The se literal approaches to the integration of a cantus firmus may 
suggest that O regina mundi clara represents one of Browne's early compositions. 
However , it must be remembered that although attention has been drawn to Lambe as a 
composer who presented cantus firmi in note values of extreme length, the long-note cantus 
firmus layout is also found in much of Wylkynson's nine-voice Salve regina and O virgo 
prudentissima and pans of Fawkyner 's Gaude virgo salutata and Gaude rosa sine spina 
settings. Fawkyner may well have been one of the later composers represented in E as he 
employs a number of cantus firmus techniques that are also used by Browne, Wylkynson 
and Brygeman.55 The decision to distinguish between voices with and without the cantus 
finnus in this manner may suggest that the pre-existent material is important on a number of 
levels; the possibility of visual recognition of the chant (if not the audible identification of 
i1) signalling a personal recogniti on of subtle links between cantus finnus and set text on 
the pan of the composer. 
Segmentation of the chant within each of the two complete statements in O regina 
mundi clara is carried out in essentially the same manner, dividing the cantus firmus into 
sections comprising notes 1 to 19, 20 to 32, and 32 to 51. The first of these corresponds 
with the completion of the first two lines of the Pange langua text; however, the second 
finishes three notes before the end of the fourth line of text. The reason for this apparent 
anomaly seems to lie in Browne's concern for structural coherence within the melody of his 
cantus firmus. By finishing on note 32 rather than note 35, the cantus firmus segment ends 
on a, rather than g, note 35 (or d', notes 33 and 34). This means that every cantus firmus 
segment begins and ends on either a or c'. From this it can be inferred that in O regina 
mundi clara, Browne is concerned primarily with the melodic structure of his cantus 
54Aiterationstothcchantarcrcstrictedtothcomissionofnotcsinthecantusfi~usthatarerepcatedinthe 
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finnus. Despite similarities between the syllabic construction of Pange lingua (alternating 
lines of 8 and 7 syllables) and that of the rhymed text there is little evidence to suggest that 
Browne incorporated such structural parallels in the texts into the organization of the cantus 
firmus. However, the first two lines of the chant may have particular significance as they 
make an additional appearance in an independent cantus finnus statement. Possibly, the 
opening words 'Pange lingua' ('Sing my tongue') held a special appeal to a composer. 
The introduction of a partial statement which separates the two main structural 
cantus finnus statements is a design that Browne also employs for his second Salve regina 
seuing.56 In O regina mundi clara, the first eighteen notes of the cantus firmus, associated 
with the first two lines of Pange lingua are heard together with the words 'Consortes nos 
facere' from the set text. Contrast between the complete cantus firmus statements is 
provided by the migration of the cantus firmus from tenor to contratenor in this passage. 
Presented as the lowest part in a three-voice texture, this migration is coupled with a change 
of pitch level, the cantus firmus now being stated a fourth below the pitch of the complete 
statements, beginning on e rather than a. 
One further example of cantus firmus migration can be found in this setting, 
occurring in the middle of the second complete statement with the words 'Nunquam cessa, 
sed exora' ('Never cease, but beseech') over bars 164-8 (Example 2.14). Here, the cantus 
firmus migrates from tenor to bassus - again, the lowest voice in a reduced texture -
although in this instance the cantus firmus is transposed not by a fourth but rather simply 
down an octave. This treatment serves as an anticipatory statement to the resumption of the 
tenor statement in bar 168. The use of an anticipatory statement in the bassus may be seen 
recurrently in continental compositions, exemplified by Busnois's second Regina cae/i 
/aetare setting (Br, fols ggv_g9r)57 and at points in the Gloria settings in Obrecht's Missa 
De tous biens pleine and Missa Ave regina cae/orum.58 This distinctive compositional 
treatment of the cantus firmus may be employed by Browne to enhance the sense of the 
text. The plea 'Never cease, but beseech' appears to be resolutely endorse d by the 
repetition of the words 'sed exora'. The underlay for the statement of the cantus firmus in 
the tenor, 'sed exora', is written in black ink in the manuscript while that for the 
surrounding voices is written in red ink. This is most likely a scribal error and it was 
viewed in this way by Harrison. However, its appearance shortly after an unusual 
anticipatory cantus firmus statement in the bassus suggests that a distinction between 
561n the Sa/-.,~ ,~1i,,,a it is tho fint six no1e1 of the chant nscx: i;tod with tho words 'Ycnit dilo[ctusJ' t.hat arc 
Jt~;ll~:!';~~s:~;:;,\j,.ct, I, 16-21 
l 1Obrecht, Wu.tu, v, 137-8-4 and lll, 1-41-88 rccp;:ctively 
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soloists and chorus. as well as between reduced and full•voicc texture, may have been 





Whilst it would be tempting to view the imitative treatme nt of the words 'Audi 
preces servulorum' (bars 15·20) as an intentional emphasis of the text in the same way that 
59Employmenl of red ink for text underby in E is nonn:i.1\y lhought to h:lve indicated a passage for fewer 
~oicc.sbycontrast 1oones in black indicating full 1exture. In severa.lcomposit.ionsin E lhelextund erlay 
ma pan is wrilten in one colour whilst I.he text of surrounding voices is v.rrincn in a different colour. 
Allhoughlhishappcn s once inHorwood'sSafveregina,lhephenomenonoccurswilhgreat.crfrcquencyin 
pieces by I.he later composers. including Browne's O Maria salvatoris mater. Sta.bat ma1er dolorosa and 
::i,:~/at~ ;~ '::~ ~pa;t:n7~~;~:~!:::c~:S\,v:?:C ':; :i:/~~~ ~ :::o~~w~~;~efe'.;~~;::~ 
notes I.hat in references made to ·counterverse' c. 1500 rendition by soloists may be implied: Bowers and 
Wathey, 'New Sources of English Fourteenth· and Fifteenth-Century Polyphony', 167-8. Therefore, it is 
plausible that in cenain sections of Browne's music particularly, the use of red ink may indicate solo ralher 
than merely reduced voices. 
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this technique seems to for the words 'Exaudi preces' in a number of the Salve regina 
settings (see pp. 120-1), imitation as a means of organizing the non-cantus firmus material 
occurs throughout this setting. However , unlike Stabat iuxta Christi crucem and the six-
part Stabat virgo mater Christi, motifs from the cantus firmus are never taken up into the 
other voices as a climactic point of imitation. 
Although one plausible explanation for the omission of underlay for the cantus 
firmus in bars 57-68 is scribal error, the scribe's careful attention to detail and the absence 
of any other similar errors in this piece minimizes the probability of this explanation. 60 
Another unusual feature of this passage is that the cantus firmus is present in a texture 
which is reduced from the full six-voice complement to four voices from bar 60, coinciding 
with the words from the set text 'Solvas oro, cornpeditos; lax.a malis expedites' ('Release, I 
pray, the fettered, free them from evil', Example 2.15). If, as suggested above, this text 
was written (or at least set by Browne) especially as a prayer for someone on their deathbed 
(or who had died) then these particular phrases would be of considerable irnponance. The 
unexpected and rare omission of text underlay for the cantus firmus at this point may 
indeed be a true representation of the composer's intentions, with untexted vocalization of 
the cantus firmus being a possibility which should be considered. Even if the lack of text 
underlay may be explained by scribal error, the reduction in scoring confirms ·that this 
passage of the set text was viewed by Browne as worthy of distinctive compositional 
EXAMPLE 2. I 5 
60Lengthy textual omissions occur in only two other works in E· Lambe's Gaude flore virginali and 
Browne'sOMariasalvatorismater. 
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EXAMPLE 2.15 (continued) 
----~ ~ .?2. · ::;, 
The seamless flow of the music - created in part by the avoidance of cadences at 
which all movement ceases - is never interrupted by the introduction of the canrus fumus. 
Almost invariab ly, the cantus finnus entries are disguised by beginning on weak beats in 
fully scored textures. In each of the two principal cadences the cantus fumus is present, 
providing the octave above the root of an imperfect cadence on A at the end of the first 
section and the fifth in the final perfect cadence on d. These observations would appear to 
confirm the proposition that in this setting, the cantu s finnus fundamentally serves a 
structural purpose. Nevenheless, the unusual selection of the hymn as a canrus firmus in 
itself injects a novel dimension to the composition and the possible reasons for its selection 
therefore merit exploration. 
SfABAT VIRGO MATER CHRISTI A 6 
The rhymed text Stabat virgo mater Christi is known only from the two settings by Browne 
preserved in E. As with Stabat mater dolorosa and Stabat ituta Christi crucem this text 
takes as its theme the subject of the Virgin's grief at the foot of the Cross. It is apparent 
that the text used in both of Browne's settings is missing a 1enth tercet, the rhyme structure 
of which would pair with that of the ninth.61 
Following Harrison's identification of the cantus firrnus in the six-part setting as the 
antiphon Exulat vir optimus from the Office of St Thomas of Canterbury, Benham made 
61Harrison notes that the third line of the ninth tercel 'credas iam humaniter' may have belonged originally 
tothemissingtcrcel: MMB 12,17 4 
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the discovery of the source of a second cantus firmus which is stated simultaneously with 
Exulat vir optimus, the verse Cadit custos of the responsory facet granwn, also from the 
Thomas Office (Example 2.16). 62 Two other compositions in E include a double canrus 
finnus: Lambe's fragmentary O regina caelestis gloriae with two plainsongs for Epiphany, 
Hodie in lordane and Magi videntes stellam and Davy's six-part Gaudeflore virginaU with 
the responsory Virgo flage/latur for the feast of St Katherine and a second melody that has 
not yet been identified. These settings in E are the first by English composers to employ a 
double canrus firmus. This new development in English cantus firmus techniques had 
continental parallels dating from the second half of the fifteenth century, in Dufay's Missa 
Ecce ancil!a Domini - Beata es Maria and Regis's Missa Ecce anci//a Domini -Ne timeas 
Maria; in addition, the use of a double cantus finnus was a recurre nt feature of Obrecht's 
canrus finnus compositions, such as his Missa Sub tuwn praesidiwn.63 Sparks comments 
that the use of a double cantus fumus is panicularl y characteristic of compositions written 
for special Saints' feasts on the Continent. 64 This may well be true of Browne's Stabat 
virgo mater Christi and possibly also Davy's Gaudeflore virginali. 
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Exulat vir oprimus and Cadit rnstos are both mode 5 chants; however, in Stabar 
virgo mater Christi Browne transposes Cadit rnstos down a fourth, preserv ing the B• 
signature and making the last note of the verse c. 65 One conceivable explanation for the 
downwards tran spos ition of the chant is that it avoids the notation of e's and d's that occur 
when the chant is notated at its original pitch in the two bassus parts which carry this canrus 
firmus. Although these notes are sometimes encou ntered in the bassus parts of other 
composi tions by Browne they occur rarely and are normally of short durations, rather than 
the longer note-value s expected in a structural cantus finnus statement.66 
Unfortunately, that portion of Browne's six-voice Stabat virgo mater Christi 
notated on fol. csv is los t and, as a consequence, the music for the first seven tercets is 
missing from the triplex, contrateno r and primus bassus parts . From the surviving music it 
is evide nt that Browne adop ted the bipartite layout for his cantus finni once again. The 
compositio n is div ided into thre e sections, the first two in q> and the last in¢. Structural 
state ments of the two cantus finni are shared between the tenor, contratenor, primus and 
secundus bassus parts, the first two presenting Exular vir optimus and the latter two , Cadit 
The first appearance of one of the cantus finni is unusual because it does not occur 
in the tenor. It comprises an embellished presentation of the opening of Exulat vir optimus, 
notes I to 10, which is transposed down an octave in the secundus bassus from bars 26 to 
30 (Exa mple 2. 17). The statement occurs with the beginning of the third tercet, 'Qua ntum 
tristis esset illa gens Hebrea' in the only part which is now extant (the medius and tenor are 
tacet in this passage). This may have served as an anticipa tory statement to the first, now 
miss ing, structural stateme nt which was probably heard in the fourth tercet shortly 
thereafter. The embellis hed presentatio n of the initial stateme nt of the chant in a voice 
different from the tenor is novel. 67 Elsewhere in Browne's compositions such paraphrased 
anticipatory statements occur in a quasi-imitative fashion and usua lly include the tenor. 68 
65Jn the fragmentary O regina caefes1is gforiae sett ing, Lambe combines the mode III resro nsory Node in 
lor~ane wilh the mode VIII antiphon Magi viden~es stellam fitting the two together by using the compl_ele 
ant~phon ending on g and half the rcsponsory, e~dmg on d'. A~other response to th~ ~roblc m of comb mmg 
plainsongs in two different modes may be seen m Obrecht's M1ssa SW? tuum praestdium where .the mode 5 
amiphon Regina caeli is transposed up a fifth so that its final 1s c' instead of/when It is st:J.tcd 
simull.'.lneously with the mode 7 antiphon Sub 1uum praesidium 
66For exa mple in the pans designated bassus' in his four-part Stabat virgo mater Christi and second Salvt 
~1~;~~~ ~g;~esent:J.tion of the chan t in this fashion resc~blcs that emp loyed by Wy ~ky~son ~t the 
beginning of his nine-voice Salve regina where an embellished SL'.ltemenl of the chan t 1s given m the 
mcdius(sceExample2.4abo ve). 
68sc.e, for example , the openings of the Stabat ma~er do~orosa and. four-~art Stabat virgo mater .Christi 
settings. A motif from the carol From stormy windts 1s trcaled 1mitallvely betw~n. the med1us .and 
sccu nduscontrateno r (rather than the tenor) at the beginning ofhisStabat iuxta Chr1st1 ~rucem seu.mg; 
however,thercfercncetothecarolisconsidcrablyshortcrthanthecantusfirmusstatcmc ntd1scussedfor the 
four-part.StabatvirgomaterChristi 
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The new manner of approach taken in Stabat virgo ma.Ier Christi is further evidence that he 
exploits a diverse range of techniques when using a cantus firmus. 
EXAMPLE 2.17 
30. 
Quan-tum lri-stis es - set ii . la Gens He-bre-a nuru:fa-ilil-la,Quae 
Structural statements of the openings of both chants were presumably presen t at the 
beginning of the first fully scored passage that seems to have occurred with the fourth tercet 
('Pro te orat, pro te plorat') from bar 38. Exular vir optimus is not quoted in the surviving 
tenor part, suggesting that it would have been stated in the contratenor, the voice that 
presents the cantus firmus in the final section. However, the opening of the chant canno t 
be fitted into the harmonic pattern provided by the surviving parts unle ss the d's (notes 5 
and 6) and bb (note 9) in the chant are omitted. 69 A structural statement of Cadit custos, 
beginning from note 14 of the chant, is heard in the secundus bassus with the words 'Vos 
ambo dum fecerat' (from bar 47) midway through this fully scored passage. The now 
missing pan of the first statement most likely appeared in the prim us bassus, then migrating 
to the secundus bassus.70 
The two cantus finni are presented simultaneously in the eighth tercet from the 
opening of the phrase 'Vide tute terrae motum' (bar 100, Example 2.18) . In this passage 
the tenor presents the plainsong Exulat vir optimus from note 16 and the secundus bassus 
the verse Cadit cusros from note 23. Exulat vir optimus appears initially in short note 
values in a manner very different from that of the long-note layout adopted, for examp le, 
for the Pange lingua melody in his O regina mundi clara. 
69Harrison stated that he was unable to incorporate the plainsong in the reconstructionsof themis_sing 
parts. Benham proposed that the cantus fumus was p~bably omitted from the opcnin~ scc~on o~ music as 
an expression of the opening words underlying the plamsong The excellent man 1s banished• Lalin Church 
Music,81 
70Benham has offered an entirely plausible reconstruction of the primus bassus part that presents the 
openingo f Cadi1cus1osbeginningfrombar39: PrinccAnhur,467. 
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EXAMPLE 2.18 
le !er-raemc Lum, Qood1 0 • pull • • unc --= 
E.:,,,J,,,-,jrcp1U,UU lb 1711it<\;l.O l4l,l(,l1'!_.?<i.l>3, 
.,Vi.do!u-l o lor-1• • ,;;;;--:-lum, -,. .,Qucd 
For the complete statement of the cantus firmi in ¢, Browne divides the 
presentations between tenor, primus and secundus bassus parts (bars 176-97) and between 
contratenor and secundus bassus (bars 228-34). By contrast with the first statement of 
Exulat vir optimus in ql, the second in ¢ is conceived in a rhythmically simpler version, 
beginning with 'O pallorem cum vidisti, tu Maria, vultu Christi' ('O Mary, when you saw 
the pallor of Christ's face', from bar 175). In this composition, Browne incorporates the 
cantos finni in fully scored passages both in the long-note appearance common to structural 
statements and in short-note values in a manner typical of embellished cantus firmi 
statements. Thus variety is a feature of the appearance of the cantos firmi in this setting 
whereas in O regina mundi clara, the cantos finnus never deviated from its long-note 
presentation. 
For the second half of the statement (from bar 229 with the words 'Da nos sequi 
quern portasti'), the cantus finnus Exulat vir optimus migrates from tenor to contratenor, 
whilst Cadit custos migrates from the primus to secundus bassus part. Unlike the cantus 
finnus migration from tenor to contratenor in O regina mun.di clara in which the Pange 
lingua melody was transposed down a fourth from a toe, the pitch of both cantus firmi in 
Stabat virgo mater Christi remains the same for every statement. With the migration of 
Exulat vir optimus to the contratenor and the simultaneous presentation of Cadit custos in 
the secundus bassus in the final section, the tenor is left in the unusual position of not 
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carrying the cantus firmus. The only other instance of this treatment amongst Browne's 
compositions occurs in his four-part Stabat virgo mater Christi (see pp. 61-2 below). 
A motif from Exulat vir optimus is imitated by several voices as a climactic effect in 
the final section of this composition (bars 234-9). Notes 41 to 49 associated with the word 
'ind igne' from the chant are stated by the primus bassus and are then taken up by the 
contratenor. medius and finally triplex in a setting of the words 'Mundum hunc redimere' 
from the text. Even here, the tenor is omitted from this imitative presentation of the canrus 
finnus, a compositional decision which is difficult to account for. The imitative treatment 
of a motif derived from the cantus finnus at the end of a composition is also a feature of 
Browne's four-part Stabat virgo mater Christi (seep. 62), both his Salve regina settings 
and the Stabat iuxra Christi crucem setting; however, in each of these the tenor is included 
in the point of imitation. Moreover, in the first Salve regina and Stabat iuxta Christi 
crucem, the parts are contrasted by entries beginning a fifth apart: occurring on D and A in 
the first Salve regina, and D and Gin Stabat hara Christi crucem, whereas in the six-part 
Stabat virgo mater Christi the entries all begin on F. The imitative treatment of a motif from 
the can tus firmus in the final climactic moments of a composition is characteristic of 
Browne's individual style. In his Stabat mater dolorosa setting, the imitative treatment of a 
motif from the canrus finnu s is used to emphasize the rhetorical question that completes the 
first section (see Example 2.3 above), thus appearing in the middle rather than at the end of 
the composition. In Stabat virgo mater Christi the cantus firmus is abandoned altogether 
forthesettingof'Amen'. 
Consideration of Browne's selection of two chants from the Thomas Office as the 
cantus firmi has so far yielded no apparent connections between the subjects of the chants 
and the set text Stabat virgo mater Christi. Although relationships between the texts may 
yet become evident, it is quite probable that in this composition Browne was primarily 
concerned with exploring the variety of techniques available for integrating not one but two 
canrusfirmi. 
STABAT VIRGO MATER C/JRIS11 a 4 
Browne's four-part setting of Stabat virgo mater Christi incorporates the antiphon Regali ex 
progenie as the cantus firmus (Example 2.19). An antiphon sung at Lauds on the Nativity 
of the Virgin, Regali ex progenie is also used as the cantus finnus in a Mass and 
fragmentary setting of Gaude fl ore virginali by Fayrfax.71 Accounts show that the former 
was copied into partbooks at King's College, Cambridge in the year 1503-4.72 Browne's 
71Thc appcllat.ion 'Rega le' also connects a Magnificat selling by Fayrfax wilh lhe Mass and ant.iphon 
scuingsandisdiscussedinchaptcr4.p.l65 
72Harrison,MMB, 164. 
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Stabat virgo mater Christi must have been composed before c.1502-5, the probable 
compilation dates of E, suggesting the possibility that all the compositions on the Regali ex 
progenie antiphon may have been written within a few y~ of one another. 
EXAMPLE 2.19 
Re-1a•li 
The cantus finnus is transposed up a fifth from its normal notated pitch in chant 
books, from/to c' final in the part designated as the tenor in the edition. The presentation 
of the bipartite cantus finnus differs from that in the six-part setting in which each of the 
two statements was divided into two parts. Instead, the cantus firmus in the four-part 
setting is segmented into five parts in the first statement and three in the second part. 
The cantus finnus is incorporated as a point of imitation at the beginning of his 
four-part Stabat virgo mater Christi between the upper three voices (Example 2.20), the 
initial melody of the upper voice being a variation of the chant's opening. The imitative 
treatment of the cantus firmus in the opening of a work is also a fearure of his Stabat mater 
dolorosa and Stabat itata Christi crucem settings although in these, only two parts, the 
tenor and one other voice is involved, whereas in Stabat virgo mater Christi three voices are 
included in the imitative presentation. The first eleven notes of the chant associated with 
the words 'Regali ex progenie Maria' are heard with the opening words of the set text, 
'Stabat virgo mater Christi, iuxta crucem' connecting the ideas of the king who is 
descended of Mary is also Christ for whom she stands weeping at the foot of the cross. 
EXAMPLE2.20 
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Whilst the second complete statement in tempus imperfectum cum prolatione minori 
is given entirely in the tenor (apart from the brief imitative passage discussed below), the 
presentation of the first statement is divided between the tenor and bassus. After the initial 
appearance of the cantus finnus in the tenor it migrates to the bassus in bars 16-18 with the 
words 'dum sophia'. The tenor is omitted from the texture and the chant is transposed 
down an octave. The cantus finnus is resumed in the tenor in the four-part setting of 'pro 
te plorat, is decorat' (bars 41-5). However, it migrates once again to the bassus with the 
words 'Vos ambo dum [fecerat]' (bars 45-6) this rime revening to the original chant pitch 
(that is, it is transposed down a fifth). As with the previous migration, the tenor is dropped 
from the texture, entering afterwards a fifth higher in imitation of the bassus (bar 47) in a 
manner reminiscent of the imitation between bassus and tenor with the words 'Nunquam 
cessa sed exora' in O regina mundi clara (seep. 51 above). 
An extra partial statement, notes I to 22 of the cantus firmus, corresponding to the 
words 'Regali ex pro genie Maria ex orta refulge1' is given in the bass us (bars 64-73, 
Example 2.2 1) prior to 1he presentation of the last segment of the chant. Coupled with this 
migration, the cantus finnus is transposed down a fifth so that it is stated a1 the original 
chant pitch. The introduction of a partial statement taken from the beginning of the chant is 
found also in his O regina mundi c!ara setting. As well, in both this and the four-part 
Stabat virgo mater Christi setting the partial statements occur in the lowest voice of the 
texture and the cantus finnus is presented in a relatively unembellished fashion. There are 
two features of the presentation of 1he partial statement in the Stabac virgo mater Christi 
setting which may be considered as unusual. The migration to the bassus happens in a full 
four-voice texture, that is, when the tenor is present, a phenomenon that is seen rarely. 
Indeed, the only other instance of the cantus firmus being placed in a part other than the 
tenor in a fully scored passage occurs in the six-part Stabat virgo mater Christi. In the latter 
this happens with the final two lines of the text, 'Da nos sequi quern portasti, mundum 
hunc redimere' whereas, in the four-part setting ii occurs with the words 'Quantas poenas 
patiaris, comprende iam animo. Vide solem obscuratum,' from the sixth and beginning of 
the seventh tercets. The other unusual aspect of the partial statemen t is that it is placed amid 
segments of the first complete tenor statement rather than appearing between the two 
complete statements as happens in O regina mundi clara and the first Salve regina setting. 
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EXAMPLE 2.21 
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In the final section, a short motif from the cantus firmus (notes 35·9) is imitated by 
the second medius in bar 175 in a manner reminiscent of the more extensive treatment of a 
motif from the canrus finnus at the end ofBrowne'sSrabariuxta Christi crucem. 
It is possible that a small portion of the cantus finnus • notes 34 to 41, associated 
with the words from the chant 'adiuvare mente' • is heard in retrograde in the tenor 
alongside the words from the Stabat 'llirgo mater Christi text 'O, pallorem cum vidisti' (bars 
132-4, Example 2.22). This is a most unusual technique for an Eton composer to adopt; 
however, in this passage such a presentation appears to act as an anticipatory statement to 
the second souctural statement which begins in bar 137. 
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EXAMPLE 2.22 
Browne demonstrates his ingenuity and experimentation with a variety of cantus 
finnus techniques in the four-part Srabar virgo maier Chris1i. Migration with, or without 
transposition of the chant, imitation involving the cantus firmus, the possible introduction 
of a retrograde statement of the cantus firmus, the placement of the cantus firmus in a voice 
other than the tenor in a fully scored passage, the insenion of a partial statement taken from 
the beginning of the chant mid presentation of a complete statement all point to the diversity 
of approaches taken by Browne when incorporating a cantus fumus. It is apparent that 
Browne adopts a more flexible approach to the selection and presentation of melodies as his 
cantus finni than is seen amongst many of his English contemporaries. Therefore , it is not 
inconceivable that similar adaptation of the chosen source is the reason that identification of 
the cantus finnus in his O Maria saivacoris macer has remained problematic for so long. In 
the following section a proposal for the source of this cantus finnus will be advanced. 
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0 MARIA SALVATORIS MATER 
Pride of place as the first composition in Eis granted to Browne 's eight-voice O Maria 
salvaroris mater. Unlike many of the texts used by Browne in E that concern the grief of 
the Virgin Mary, drawing on the 'Stabat mater' theme, O Maria salvatoris mater is, to a 
degree, celebratory in nature. E is the only known source for the rhymed text O Maria 
salvatoris mater. The coat of arms of Eton College appears in the initial of the quatruplex 





Quiiamno strumtulitlu etum 
Cunctaquepcccamina 
ParitChristumvirgoman ens; 










Colante t caelcstia 
Quisnam vivithoci n mundo, 
Cumsitcaplus iniucundo 
Morbov elui stitia, 




fragrantnowe rof chastity, 
surpassingallthec hildrenof men. 
That mother brings forth a fruit, 
whonowhastakenawayoursorrow 
and all our sins. 
ShebearstheChristwhileyelavi rgin; 
Who can deny it? Do we not read that 
broughtforthbranchesan dnowers? 
Sodowedec larethatGodwasab le 
tobringforthaSon. 
Fromthismothc r thusuntouched 
He begot Him by whom all living 
things were made. 
whoseoffspr ingissobclovedtous; 
theheave nsalsodohcrhonour. 
Forw hoisthe reli ving inthi swo rld 
forw hom,wh eni ntheunhappygrip 
ofsicknessorofso rrow 
ifh ebu tpra ytothisMother, 
docsshenotintcrcedewiththeFather 
in the heavenly home? 
7310 the cade l 'O' of the tenor part a ~oman's fac~ is ~wn i_n br~wn ink w~ilst in the primus bassus part 
there is a man's face. The words 'Maria mater gracie' arc mscnbcd m the medms. 
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Rogamus ct Frideswidam, 
Magdalcnam, Katcrinam, 
Doctamphilosophia, 







togiveusaid;seehow lhcg racious 
Mary ever attends us. 
AlsoweareaskingFrideswide. 
MagdaleneandKalhcrine, 
learned in philosophy. 
SinccKalhcrinedoesex.ist, 
dcbatinginlhcology, 
and surpassing all humanity. 
Letusnowrcjo iccinthesesaints 
andletussingwithheartan dvoic e 
in this our melody. 
The text focuses on the Virgin as healer and comforter. Following the ninth tercel, the text 
digresses from the subject of the Virgin Mary to invoke the support of saints Frideswide, 
Mary Magdalene and Katherine . In the introduction to this chapter it was mentioned that 
the reference to St Frideswid e connects the text with Oxford. The widespread cult of St 
Katherine in England in the second half of the fifteenth century is testified by her 
iconographical representations in churches and chapels surviving particularly in Devon and 
East Ang lia.75 As patron saint of philosophers, students and learning, her invocation 
would be particularly fitting in a composition chosen specifically for inclusion in E. 
Recurrent allusions to offspring in the text - 'superans nascentia', 'parit ilia mater fructum', 
'cuius fructum sic amamus' - may also be appropriate for a collegiate foundation with an 
important grammar school attached. 
The last three tercets, ending with one that calls for 'rejoicing and singing with all 
these saints', may have appealed particularly to E's compile r because the text mirrors the 
subjects of the Eton frescoes which decorate the College Chapel. Commissioned in the 
1480s, the panels depict a series of legends involving the Virgin, highlighting her nature as 
intercessor and her ability to act as confessor and healer.76 Forming a double row of 
paintings on either side of the Chapel, each panel is separated by the figure of a saint, with 
nine female saints adorning the lower rows of each side. St Katherine features prominently 
in this sequence of saints as she is the first figure on the eastern end of the frescoes on the 
74Toi1liaei11hortbya1yllable;how evcr, itappearia1uc b inthoioi..-ce. 
75Duffy, 71it S1rippil"lt cf 1/t.e Altars, 171 
76Tho paint in11 were commenccrl in t•7 9 or t•SO and completed in t •e7-8 acco_rdiaa to contemporary 
accouau in the audit rollJ: Willii and Cl1tlc, A.rclf.i1ec11,1.raf Hiswry,.(11-12, quoted m Jamei, Tlf.t Frtscots 
il"ltlieClf.aptla1£1011 Cofftte, I. 
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south side.77 The subject of the Assumption is depicted in the first panel (the eastern end) 
of the upper row of the frescoes. The Virgin Mary in this picture is surrounded by five 
angels, and the panel bears the inscription: 'Gaudent Angel i letantur archangeli'. The 
figure of Gabriel stands next to this panel, and thus symmetrically with the figure of the 
Virgin that most probably stood at the eastern end of the northern-side fresco. If Browne's 
0 Maria sa/vatoris mater was indeed chosen especial ly to be placed as the first composition 
in E, then the references to rejoicin g with all these saints could not have been more 
singularly appropriate. 
THE CANTUS FIRMUS 
The cantus firmus in O Maria salvatoris mater has previously eluded identification, 
although its melodic construction has the appearance of a plainsong melody. There are two 
complete statements of the structural cantus firmus - one each in triple and duple 
mensuration - and also a partial statement from the beginning of the cantus firmus in the 
introduc tory section. This introdu ctory statement comme nces on c', whereas the two 
complete stateme nts are transpo sed down a fifth on to f In the latter , the melody has a 
range of a ninth from d to c' with fas its final; however, a search amongst Gevaert's 
themes produces one that only barely resembles Browne's cantus firmus in the opening 
phrase.78 Benham suggested that it was possibly not a plainsong melody although he was 
unable to offer any theories for its derivation. 79 
In the preceding discussions of Browne's selectio n and treatment of a cantus 
finnus, attentio n has been drawn to his employment of techniques that have few English 
antecedents. These include the introduction of a melody from a vernacular source, 
transposition of the cantus firmu s mid-statement, the use of incomplete structural 
statements, anticipatory statements in a voice other than the tenor and the employmen t of 
the cantus firrnus in a point of imitation. In O Maria sa/vato ris mater another unusual 
technique is exploited, namely the re-arrangement of phrases of the pre-existent melody in a 
contrived manner. 
The present writer ha s now discovered that Browne 's cantus firmus is 
fundamentally Venit di/ecrus meus, an Office antiphon proper to the feast of the 
77 The corre1pondi na fi1ure 011 the north 1ide is now miuir:iJ a!tbouab Jamel i1 con nd enl thll it w11 tbat 
of tho Virain Mary . He abo 1atci tho.tit i1 probi:iblo_that tho fiauro ~f MarY_ Maadalono would ha~o 
co111tituted I.ho now ]oit fiftb figure in tho lower row 1en~• of tho JOuth side (11 m the parallel frca:oea 10 
the Lady Chapel of Wiochcster Cathedral ): Tlte Frescots in lht Cftaptf al £/oft Coflett, 3 
78Govaert, la Mifopit A.fttiqu~. Thtme 13. 
79Bcr:iham, LA1in Clturclt Music, S-4. 
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Assumption and a plainso ng that Browne also uses as a cantus finnus in his second Sa[ye 
regina setting in E (Example 2.23) . BO 
EXAMPLE 2.23 
">=::-:26 C? 
This is one of the chants that belong ed to the sixth mode transposed up a fifth according to 
'variationes in acutas constitutas' noted in the Sarum Tonale. 81 However, apart from the 
introductory cantus firmus statement in the first section, the plainsong is presented in the 
two complete structural statements down a fifth from its notated pitch in Sarum antiphonals 
so that its final is/inst ead of c•_s2 The most striking feature of Browne's canrus fumus is 
that in these structural statements the opening phrase of Venil dilecms meus is omitted, the 
cantus firrnus apparently taking up note 7 from the antiphon as i,s second note (Example 
2.24 overleaf). 
In keeping with the practice observed in Browne's treatment of a pre-existent 
melody in several other compositions in E, he tends to omit those notes that are repeated 
when laying out his cantus finnu s. This means that in the succession of notes used as the 
cantus finnus in the first section of O Maria sa!Yatoris mater only note 14 from the 
plainsong is noticeable for its absence; other than this, notes 7 to 20 from the antiphon are 
used without deviating from its melody. 
80special provi sion was made for lhe granting of plenary _indulgences in lhe Et?n College Chapel ~n ~e 
feast of lhe Assumption: Heywood and Wright, The Anc1enl Laws, 557. Ham.son com_me~ts that !"f1&h 
Mass was celeb rated by the provo st, and the whole college wa_s prese~t in s~hces: H~1son, 
'Background', 157. Therefore, it is nm surprising to find a w?rk of this magnitude ~~1c~ uses an anLLphon 
~roper lO the feast of Assumption as its cantus firmu~ appcanng as the first compos,oon trl E. 
1Harrison, MMB, 324. n. 2, Use of Saru.m 11, xl-xll. . 
82Venit dilecius meus is also transposed down a fifth when used as a camus firmus in the tenor in the 
surviving movements from Cuk's Mass on this antiphon, GB-Yi Mus I , fols l6v-20r. 
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(vir-go __ _ 
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The first complete statement of the cantus finnus is divided into segments over bars 
48 to 113 in a passage that is scored for seven voices instead of the full texture (Example 
2.25).83 The proposition that Venic di/ecrus meus is the cantu s finnu s in this composition 
is verifie.d by the quotation of the opening eleven notes of the antiphon in a paraphrased 
statement in the quatruplex simultaneously with the beginning of the first complete 
statement of the cantus finnus. 84 The elaborated version of Venic dilectus meus is not 
presente.d here at the transpose.d pitch employed in the structural tenor but rather starts on c" 
instead, that is an octave higher than its notated pitch in chant books. 
EXAMPLE 2.25 
, .. ,. 
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In this first complete statement, Browne retains the order of notes of the original 
melody until bars 62-3 when notes 27 to 29 are possibly stated in retrograde. At this point, 
tex.t underlay for the tenor is omitted and as the cantus firmus continues it finally presents 
the opening of Venit di/ecrus meus (bars 64-70, Ex.ample 2.26).85 
EXAMPLE2.26 
Y _ . Frnn-•n,flo 
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The cantus fumu s continues with the plainsong, ending the cantus finnus statement 
with the final notes of the antiphon. Th e second structural statement diffe rs in some 
respects from the appearance of the first and this is also true of Browne's treabnent of the 
bipartite cantus firmus in O regina mundi clara. Most notewonhy is the exclusio n of the 
mid•stateme nt presentation of the opening of Venit di/ecrus meus and the re•arrangement of 
the order of notes in the final section. In Browne's second Salve regina the order of notes 
in the final phrase of Venit dilectus meus is also altered (although not in the same way) 
suggesting possibly an acquaint ance with a variation of the melody not present in the 
published Sarum Antiphonal. 86 As a result of this 're•organization' of the final phrase 
from the plainsong, the cantus finnu s concludes in a similar way as it opens, as can be seen 
in Example 2.27 where the intrcxluctory cantus finnus and final statements are compared. 
EXAN1PLE2.27 
JS" ---===::-31 3& 
i-,-'-
The final phra se in the cantu s firmus begins with the word 'melodia' (bar 225) from 
the last line 'Hae no stra melodia' , ('in this our melody'). This offers an alternative 
explanation for the deviation from the Sa.rum Antiphonal of 1519•20. Browne may have 
intentionally re•modelled the end of the chant: its appearance alongside the words 'Hae 
nostra melodia' then reads as a veiled reference to the fact that he has altered the appearance 
of the plainsong in order to fit his ideas of balance and symmetry. 
An elaborated cantus fmnus statement not only appears with the first structural 
cantus firmu s statement but also occurs in the quatruplex towards the end of the final 
section (bars 210·14, Exampl e 2.28) simultaneously with the tenor cantus finnus and once 
again, transposed up an octave from the notated chant pitch. 
86SarumAntiphonal 1519-20,fo l.x ciiv. 
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E~l!s2.28 
COi d o_ 
\ ' Hi , 
A possible retrograde presentation of the cantus firmus may be perceived in the 
quatruplex in bars 36-8 with the statement of notes 1 to 6 associated with the opening 
phrase from the antiphon, 'Venit dilectus' (Example 2.29). If this is so, then it would 
represent the first statement of the notes from the cantus firm.us which were omitted from 
the introductory section . The retrograde statement is heard with the words from the set text 
'Paiit ilia mater fructurn ' ('That mother brings forth a fruit') implying a connection with the 
opening words of the chant, 'Come [my] beloved'. 
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EXAMPLE 2.29 
The highe st number of references to Venit dilectus meus in an embellished form 
occur with the stanza con ce rnin g the learned St Katherine (Example 2.30).87 Here, 
Browne was conceivably makin g an intentional parallel between the more comp lex mu sical 
procedure s used in the con cep tion of the canrus firmus in this piece and the saint who 
argued with the pagan philo sophers. Notes 11 to 20 from the antiphon are presented at the 
beginning of the line 'Katerinam Doctam philosophiam' (bars 183-7) in the quatrupl ex, the 
melcxly mi grati ng to the second voice in the duo, and to the secundus bassus at the end of 
the phrase . Notes 22 to 26 are then heard in the medius (bars 189-9 1) simultaneously with 
the openin g of Venit dilectu.s meus in the secundus contratenor (bars 189-92), with a 
further allu sion in a more para phrased version in bar s 192-4 . 
. ~~•h~:~;~~s ~°,;~~:~~~"ta~~!' ;,~:u~:';;,,~1i~~'. ~::' ,~~~ ;i!,i~;:::;•~;;!~.%: :~~';;~~o~ 
wh1chthesemusicaiexamplcsaret.1ken. 
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EXAMPLE 2.30 
,., . , ..... ,.
,'" i 1 ~· ·• 10 11 
THE RELATIONSHIP BE1WEEN POL YPHONJC TEXT AND CANTUS FIRMUS 
Browne selected the Office antiph on Venit di/ecrus meus as the cantos finnus in two of his 
compositio ns included in E: 0 Maria salvatoris mater and his second Salve regina setting. 
Conceivab ly the compose r, prese nted with the O Maria salvatoris mater text, reco gnized 
that this well-known antip hon su ited admirably the devotional text. Elements of the 0 
Maria salvmoris mater text are mirrored in the unstated chant text in a manner that achieves 
a perfect synthesis. 
The Song of Solomon provided composer s throughout the Middle Ages with a 
repertory of remarkab ly beautifu l liturgical poetry which also offered tant alizing 
possibilities for drawing upon the allegorical connections between the Virgin Mary and the 
sexual imagery inherent in many of the texts. The ideas in the antiphon seems to be 
particularly fitting to the content of the first six tercets of the text. Analogies berween fruit 
and the produ ctio n of offspring are made in O Maria salvatoris mater, whilst in the context 
of Venic dilectus meus, references to fruit are made with the tex t 'Venit dilectus meus in 
onum suum ut comedat fruc tum pomorum suorum' ('Let my beloved come into his garden 
and eat his plea san t fruits'). The manner in which Browne deplo ys the cantus finnu s of1en 
means that related ideas in the set text and unheard chant text are often placed in tandem. 
For examp le, the passage 'Parit Chri stum virgo manens; Quisnam negat? Numquid parens 
virga Aaron legitur, frondes, florc s produxi sse' is coupled with the melodic phrases from 
the antiphon associ ated with 'comedat fructum pomorum' and 'Veni t dileccus meus' . 
. Similarly, in the sixt h tercet , a reference to 'fructum' (implying 'offspring') in O Maria 
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salvatoris mater is juxtaposed to the chant phrase associated with 'fructum' (notes 28 to 31) 
in bars 103-6. The second structural stateme nt of the can tus firmus begins with the 
presentation of a short segment from the openi ng of the cantus firmus (bars 170-5) 
associated partly with the words '[dile]ctus me[us]' ('my beloved '). This cantus firmus 
phrase coincides with words from O Maria salva toris mater that are used to complete a 
formal section in the music. 'Adest semper Maria' ('Mary eve r attends to us'). 
Similarly, such parallels between the Venir dil ecrus meus and set texts may be 
observed in Browne's Salve regina. Again, analogie s may be drawn i>etween the Sa/ye 
regina and Venit dilectus meus texts with refere nces to 'fructum ' occurring in each. In 
setting the portion of the Salve regina text 'benedic tum fructum venuis tui, nobis post hoc 
exsilium ostende' ('the blessed fruit of thy womb, reveal to us after this our exile ' ), 
Browne place s the notes of the cantu s fm nus associa ted with the words of the chant 
'comedat fructum pomorum suorum' connecting ideas expressed in each text.88 
In this Sa/ye regina Brown e apparently sets the words 'V irgo' and 'Maria' from 
the text alongside the cantus firmu s notes associa ted with the words from the chant 'in 
ortum suum' on three occasion s (Example 2.31) . 
EXAMPLE 2.31 
Browne: Salve regina ll 
1=122-4 
1=1 30-1 
88Musical response to this part of lheSa/ve regina text in several settings in E is explorerl further in 
chapter3. 
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A comparison with the partial statement of the cantos finnus in the intrcxiuction of O Maria 
salvatoris mater reveals that here Browne presents note 7 to 20 from the chant, associated 
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wi1h the words ' ldile}ctus meus in ortum suum', together with the words from the set text 
'O Maria' thus setting the same ideas in parallel as found in the Salve regina setting.89 
In company with Browne's other compositions in E, 0 Maria sa/varoris mater is 
divided into formal sections in accordance with the sense of the text rather th.an by strict 
adherence to the sta nzaic structure of the rhymed 1ext. Neverthe less, line-by-line 
articulation by way of cadential progressions is fairly nonnal, although rarely does this 
cause a comple te cessation of all musical movement. There are five main sections in the 
composition, each separated by a vertical s1roke through all pans and a musical cadence. 
These serve to make distinction s between various ideas within the O Maria sa/vacoris macer 
text. The first occurs after the open ing words, 'O Maria', referring to the figure who is the 
principal subject of 1he text. The second section follows 'Colant et caelestia' at the end of 
the sixth tercel, separating the idea of celebrating lhe Virgin Mary from comments about her 
role as healer and comforter of the ill in the third section. 
The seventh and eighth tercets tum from standard phrases praising lhe Virgin, to an 
apparently personal plea for intercession on behalf of someone who is ill, perhaps 
dangerously so. Once again , Browne's feel for the dramatic moments within the text is 
particularly evident in the exclam ation 'En!' ('See') at the end of the third section in the 
middle of the ninth tercel, notated in the manuscript by way of a large maxima. There is a 
sudden expansion from three voices to a full eight-voice texture, with 'En' set as a fennata-
held chord. The new sect ion revert s to a reduced texture for 'quarn grata' with the two 
upper voices fom1ing a duet in which the quatruplex alludes initially to the opening of Venit 
di/ecrus meus (bars 166-7). 
As with the first section which ends with the name 'Maria', the fourth concludes 
with the words 'Adest semper Maria', re-emphasizing the centrality of the Virgin in this 
text. In the last section, the text introduces a new idea, the invocation of saints Frideswide, 
Mary Magdalene and Katherin e. As an exclusively Oxford saint, the reference to 
Frideswide places 1he inspirati on for the text firmly within the bounds of this County. 
Veneration of the two olher female saints named is so widespread in England at this time, 
tha1 it is impossible 10 tender a more specific origin for the text at present. It would be 
tempting to propose that the relati vely lengthy digression praising St Katherine, implies an 
academic orbit for the text; however, this remains purely conjectural. 
The final terce t, 'His iam sanctis iubilemus, Voce, corde decantemus, Hae nostra 
melodia', sugges 1s that the text was deliberat ely written with a musical setting in mind; 
ffi~r~:;rir JF{ ~i~;·~~~E~f;f,£::~;:Tl:.: ;1:~!;A:i~;.;z~i~1j~ 
arc omitted from lhc structural statcmcms or the camus finnus in O Maria sa/vaioris mater oug 
reasonforthcomissionisnOlyc t apparcnt. 
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possibly the illness of an important personage necessitating the hasty composition of text 
and music as a plea to the Virgin and pertinent saints for recovery.90 As discussed earlier, 
Browne's deviat'ion from the chant as the cantus firrnus at this point seems to imply a 
creative response to this pan of the text. 
Browne's O Maria salvatoris mater is one of the glories of E. The discovery of the 
identity of the cantus firrnus in the present study has illuminated to an even greater extent 
the depth of Brown e's imaginati ve and creative qualities. Examination of the techniques 
employed in the presentation of this cantus firrnus also provides furthe r evidence that 
Browne was using technique s of cantus firrnus manipulation not witnessed previously in 
England. 
The manner in which Browne joins ideas present within both unheard cantus finnus 
and se t texts is one that is not unique. In preceding generations of composers, 
interrelationships between text s may also exist. This will be explored in the following 
examination of O Maria et Elizabeth, a composition by one of the earliest composers 
represented in E: Gilbert Bane ster (c. 1425/30-87). 
DISCURSUS: BANESTER 'S O MARIA ET EUZABETII 
Eis the only known source for the prose text O Maria ec Elizabe1h. As Banester wrote the 
first English vers ion of a narrativ e poem based on Boccaccio ' s Guiscardo e Sismunda 
(c.1450) and a poem entitled Miracle of St Thomas ( 1467), he was conceivably responsible 
for its authorsh ip.91 The cantus finnu s in O Maria et Elizabeth has eluded identification 
until the present study. The significance of the interrelationships between the set text and 
that of the cantus finnus can now be assessed as a result of this discovery. 
Flood sugges ted that the impul se for the composition of O Maria et Elizabeth was 
the marriage between Henry VII and Elizabeth of York in 1485.92 In view of the many 
references to the motherhood of the Virgin Mary and Elizabeth in the text, Harrison's 
propos ition that it was writt en in celebration of Elizabeth's pregnancy wilh Arthur, the 
future Prince of Wales, in 1486 is more plausible.93 The historiated initial 'O' in the 
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medius part depicts two young babies Conning the 'O' by linkin g hands and feet, thus 
illustrating the two children described in the text: 
OMari:1 cLEli1..abcth 
0 fccundc cognmac, omnium matrcs matrum fcliccs, ex quibus Deus novum commercium prolis 
cducand i naturamiranlC spcci:1!itcr opcratuscst 
Tu, Maria , vclut rubus Moysi, ignc h:1ud concupiscentiac conbusta cundcm filium ct non alium 
quern pater ab aclcmo gcnui t, lhcsum, ex tern pore mater et virgo pcpcrisli. 
Et tu, Elizabeth, ut arida virga Aaron miro ordinc florida cunctis sanctiorcm prophet.is procrcasti 
Sic ambarum. ubcra de caclo plcn:1, scd Maria supcrplen:1. de cuius plcnitudined:1emoncs 
conculcanlur,homin cssalvanlu r,angcli rcintcgrantur;c tquicquidpanu sElizabcthbonihabctcx 
donisg ratiac filii Mariccst 
Ovi sccra c:1c lirorconu sta(sic)quarumobscquiisdcvotcsalutandohumilitatisinviccmpracstitis 
Ev:1c pccca mina vctcris abolita, pracconia Trinitatis audita, cl nostrac rcdcmptionis primordia 
dcclarantur , ac obtrusis vcntrc crcatorcm scrvus reg cm salvatorcm cognovil Cl more tripudii mutuo 
filiiconga udcban t 
Mattes quid::im gratam soc ictatcm, noridum aspcctum, ac colloquia caclica cum dulcibus ad 
inviccmosculisadlibitumhabucrunt. 
Suscipci gilurpii ssimamatcrh asprcccsnostras,ctadsoliumdcfcrfiliituiubiiuxtascteipsam 
posuit,namncfascstalibilcc sscquamub i cstidquodatcgcnitumcst 
Protcgc , qucsumus Libi dcvotum athlctam, rcgcm nostrum N(ominc], gratiam clans hubcrcm qua 
c lcmcnscumi ustitiadi ur cgnct 
Da vinu tcm illi in arm is triumphant cm hostcsquc rabidos iugo premat iusto ct prospcritatcm nobis 
confirmct 
Et post fcliccs grandaevi {sic] patris annos, succcdant libcri rcgno in patcrno et avito virtutc 
anliquos cxsupcra ntcs cclcbratos, ac ccclcsiam ct rcgnum ct fidcm Cl paccm habcal, populos amorc 
timcat Dcum, rcgcm et Jcgcm, ct nobis pcccatoribus det veniam et graliam immortalis Deus tuus 
gloriosusfil ius. Amen 
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OMaryandEl izabelh, 
0 fertil e kinswomen, happy molhers of all mothers, from whom God especially put into effect a 
new communication for the upbrin ging of His offspring, LO the amazement of naurre. 
You, Mary, like the bush of Moses, not burnt by the fire of desire, bore, in time, a mother and 
virgin, Jesus, the same Son and no other whom the Father begat in eternity. 
And you, ElizaOCth, like the arid rod of Aaron nower ing by a wondrous dispensation. 
You,stcrile,gavebirth lOJohn , holier thana ll the prophets. lnthisway,thewombsofbothare 
full from heav en and Mary is full , by whose fullness demons arc crushed underfoot, humans arc 
savcd,angel s arercnewcd,and whatcvcrgoodEli.7.abeth'sofTspringhasisfromthegiftsofgraceof 
the Son of Mary. 
0 wombs pregnant with the dew of heave n, of you who presen t them lo one another, greeting each 
othcrd cvo tcdl yw ithth eserviceofhumility. 
They declare that the sins o f the old Eve have been abolished, the proclamations of the Trinity 
havcbecnhcard,andd cclarelOOthcbcginningsofourrcdcmption. 
And in the womb thrust forward the servant knew his creato r, his King, his Saviour and in the 
fonnofamutualdancethcsoo srejo icedtogether, 
The mOlhc rs indeed had pleasant society, eloquent appearances, and heavenly conversation with 
swectmutualki sses -asmu ch as thcywishcd. 
Thcrefore , kindestmother,taJc e upth csc prayersofou rsandbringthcmtothcthro ncofyou r Son, 
whcrchcputyouncxttohim. 
For it wou ld be unthinkable for you to be anywhere other than where that which you bore is. 
Protec t, we beg you, that faithful champion of God's, our king, N, giving him plentifu l grace by 
which he will reign, mercifull y and with justice, for a long time. 
Give him triumphant strength in arms, and let him subdue his enemies with a jus t yoke, and 
strengthe n our prosperity. 
And,aftcrth e happyycars ofthclong-Jivcdfathcr,lclhischildrensuccccd in their father's and 
grandfathcr 's kingdom,outd oingthcircelcbrat.cdancestorsinvirtue. 
Andmaythcpcoplehavcchurch andk.ingdomandfaithandpcacc,andmaythepcopleinlove,fear 
their God, king and law, and may immorta l God, your glorious Son give pardon and grace to us 
sinners. Amen. 
In the text allusion is made to a particular king in a prayer for intercession on behalf 
of king, Church and people that is includ ed from the beginning of section IV (bar l64). 
Banester is named as 'the king' s servant' in 1471 and surfaces in court records as a 
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gentleman of the Chapel Royal from 1474.94 He was appointed Master of Choristers in 
1478, retaining the post until his death in 1487. 
The cantus firmus in O Maria et Elizabeth has now been identified as Regnum 
mundi, a responsory sung on feasts of Virgins (Example 2.32),95 One of the earliest 
English sources for Regnum mundi is the thineenth •cenrury Worcester Antiphonal and it is 




1. mo mi 
~66 6"1-ct::::i 71 
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~~~~qu:~n~i~tq~::: a:~~~:c:=::~:::p:i;c~~ ?ter amorem Domini mei lhesum 
I have scorned lhe kingdom of I.he world and every pomp of the wo~ld for the love of God my Jesus 
Christ, whom I have seen, whom I have loved, in whom I have believed, whom I adore. 
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The earliest example of the use of Regnum mundi as a camus finnus in an English 
polyphonic composition may be the three-pan setting of its verse Eructavir cor meum and 
Doxology, preserved in fifteenth-century leaves bound into the early fourteenth-century 
Peterborough Psalter, GB-Ob Barlow 22, fols [iV]-liif"). In this setting, which is notated in 
score and composed in descant style, the plainsong is quoted in the middle voice. A paired 
Sanctus and Agnus Dei setting in the Trent Codices also adopt Regnum mundi as well as its 
verse, Eructa vit cor meum, as the cantus firmus.97 The Agnus Dei is ascribed to Driffelde 
who, on stylistic grounds (as well as his name), is considered to be English, whilst the 
Sanctus is anonymou s, although the repetition of music from the Agnus Dei in the Sanctus 
points to the same authorship .98 
The selection of Regnum mun di as the cantus firmus is highly appropriate to a 
setting of O Maria et Elizabeth as this latter text makes frequent references to 'ruler' and 
'king', references mirrored therefore, in the unheard responsory text with its allusion to the 
'kingdom of the world'. Evidently, Banester intended a subtle interrelations hip between 
heard and unheard texts. The prayer to God for protection of the king in O Maria et 
Elizabeth is underlined by the phrase associated with the words 'Regnum mundi' from the 
responsory that is heard repeatedly in this section. However, the words 'Regnum mundi et 
omnem omatum saeculi contemp si' ('I have scorned the kingdom of the world and every 
pomp of the world') have a negative con notation in the responsory text, manifestly 
implying the supremacy of Christ over the worldly kingdom. The employment of this 
chant as the cantus finnus may be interpreted as a statement that worship of Christ was not 
dependent on worldly ornaments. 
The disposition of the cantus firmus is outlined in Table 2.2 (overleaf) with the 
principal structural statements printed in bold type. 
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TABLE 2.2 Dispos ition of the cantus finnus in O Maria er Elizabeth 
Camus 
finnus 
Section Bars Voice notes Tcxtofscttino99 Chant text 
II 45-50 T 1-9 1Johan1nem. Sicambarumutx:radccae lo lcna Rcirnummundi 
45-8 Tr 1-9 1lohan1nem. SicambarumuOOradccaelo lcna Re nummundi 
51-2 M 10-16 su...,.mlcnadccuius 
scdMariasupcrplcnadccuiusplcnitudinc 
51-58 T 16-26 dacmones conculcantur,hominessalvantur 
58-61 Tr 27-33 anirclircintc..,.,..ntur 
angelircintcgramuretqui cquidpartus 
58-63 T 57-64 Eli1.a[beth] 
63-5 T 17-26 Elizabcthbonihabctexdonis11ratiae 
quarum obscquiis devote salutando humilitatis omatum saeculi 
71-8 T 22-38 inviccmp racstitis,Evacpcccaminina contcmpsi 
92-4 T 80-4 scrvusrc ircm 
95 T 59-61 fsallvatorem l nhclsum 
111 104-6 Tr 1-6 Maires "uidam "ratam sofcictateml Rellnum munfdil 
106-8 M 7-9 lsolcictaftcrnl lrmun ldi 
IV 170-4 C 1-9 ltilbid cvommathlccamrc2emnostrumN Re nummundi 
207-9 Tr 1 1-9 CI TV'IStfoliccsorandaefvil Rcl!nummundi 
2 15-16 Tri 1-4 in mitcrfnol Rc1mum munfdil 
2 15-19 Tr2 1-9 libcrireonoinnaterfnol Rcirnummundi 
234-9 M 6 4 -7 4 ac ccclcsiam ct rcvnum ct fidcm Oucmvidi 
quemamavi,inquem 
239-47 T 75-98 ctrY1ccmhabcat..,...~·lus amoretimcalDeum credidi,qucmdilexi 
255-61 T t -16 dct vcniam cl 0 ratiam immortalis Deus Reirnum mundi Cl 
267-71 T 44-52 Amen almorcm Domini 
The first statement of the cantus finnus commences with the words of the polyphonic 
setting ' [lohan]nem Sic ambarum' in bar 44. Thi s occurs in a passage scored for four 
voices instead of a full five-voice texture , a procedure that is fairly unusual in E (Example 
~::~~u:~tci;e~~si~o~~:s~~:o;;%~s:~~; ~ ~;;:;~£~1:::::~~~h:~~::i 1~r ;:~csc::! 
wordsfromOOingincorporatcdinthcundcrlay. 
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2.33).100 The full complement of voices entering immedi ately afterwards with 'sed Maria 
superplena' emphatically support s Mary's right to a place in heaven_lOI It is particularly 
notewonhy that together with this first structural statement of the canrus finnus may be 
found a paraphra sed statement of it in the triplex, the highest voice in the texture , a 
presentation observe.d earlier in Browne's O Maria salvaroris mater. 
EXAMPLE 2.33 
Subsequent statements of the can tus firmus in the tenor are almost wholly confined to full-
voice passages. Several paraphrased statements of the cantus firmus are heard in voices 
other than the tenor in passages for reduced voices. A structural cantus firmus statement 
beginning with note 64 in the final sectio n is initially intrcxluced with a reduced-voice 
passage and is further highligh ted by its appearance in the medius rather than the tenor 
(Example 2.34). At this point the words from the O Maria et Elizabeth text are 'ac 
ecclesiam et regnum el fidem ' ('and [may lhe people have] Church and kingdom and failh') 
so that the word s associated with the part of the responsory stated here, 'Quern vicli' 
('whom I have seen') lead to the understancling that Christ oversees Church and king. 
With the migration of the cantu s firmus to the tenor in bar 239, there is a return to the 
traditional full -voice texture with 'et pacem habeat populos'. This coincides with the 
melody in the cantus firmus associated with the responsory text 'quern amavi, in quern 
credidi, quern dilexi' ('whom J have loved, in whom I have believed , whom I adore'). 
Therefore, the appeal for peace for the people is given greater poignancy. 
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EXAMPl.£2.34 
,...:.__~I-···"'__:., , •. ,.., ... .. - ... 
,:. 
This is stylistically a later work than Banester's technically less complex , small-scale, twer 
and three-pan compositions in p. 102 The predominantly syllabic setting of the text in 0 
Maria et Elizabeth is quit e unu sual for an Eton compos ition and, as Caldwell has 
suggested, was probably dict ated by the length of the prose text. 103 This resuhs in 
awkward and unwieldy melodic lines that have a tendency towards being rhythmically 
static. The ralher stilted manner which characterizes the setting is frequently retained even 
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in the passages where the cantu s firmus is absent. Although greater me1cxlic and rhythmic 
interest is infused in passage s leading to the cadences at the end of sections, on the whole 
the compo sitio n lacks the inven tiveness and fluidity that typifies many of the later Eton 
compositions. Nevertheless, it does enable the words to be distinguished in a manner that 
is normally rather foreign to the intri cate melodic lines and melismatic writing which 
abound in many of the Eton settin gs by elder composers. 
The affinity between Regnum mundi and O Maria et Elizab eth is particularly 
noticeable in the prayer to the king (section IV). Nearly every ti.me the word 'regno' (or its 
derivatio ns) appears in O Maria et Elizabeth the cantus firmus - especially that 
corresponding to the first textual phrase, 'Regn um mundi' - is also present. The sole 
exception is the long melismatic treatment of 'regnet ' in bars 181-7 where the canrus firmus 
is introduced only with the final syllable , in bar 187. The subtle relationships between 
unheard cantus firmus text and that of O Maria et Elizabeth in th.is manner may suggest that 
not only may Ba.nester ha ve written the prose text him self, but he may have chosen the 
Regnwn mundi antiphon as his cantus finnus first, and then written the prose text to fit the 
cantus firmustext 
Benham cites 'the use of crotchets ' with the words 'ut arida virga Aaron miro 
ordine florida ' ('like the rod of Aaron flowering by a wondrous dispensation') as one of 
the few instances of word-painting in E (Example 2.35). 104 The juxtaposition of the 
melismatic treatment of the word 'fl orida' which follows the syllabic underlay of 'ut arida 
virga Aaron miro ordino' seems to capture the sense of the words. 
EXAMPLE2.35 
Banester's sensitiv ity to the meaning of both texts extends beyond the one instance 
of 'word-painting ' to which Benham refers. The relation ship between the O Maria et 
Elizabeth text and that of the responsory, although unheard, is subtly mirrored in the music 
in a manner that perhaps one might not expect from an early Eton composer. Essentially, 
this textual interdependence in an early Eton composition raises the question of the exte~t to 
which such personal text association s are similarly in1egral to the understanding of prevtous 
insular and continental compo sition s from the fifteenth century. The evidence from 
Banester's O Maria et Elizabet h suggests that the subtle linkin g of cantus firmus and set 
104
Benham, Latin Church Music, 61. 
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texts is not idiosyncratic to one composer but is a stylistic approach that was explored by 
other composers in England in this pericx:I. 
CONCLUSION 
John Browne appears to have been the most prolific and possibly also creative composer 
represented in E. As yet it has not been possible to establish a chronology for Browne's 
oeuvre on the basis of stylistic developments. The conventional deployment of the cantus 
firmus in O regina mundi clara may indicate that it is an early work. The apparently 
experimental treatment of the cantus finnus in his Stabar mater dolorosa suggests that this 
composition pre-dates the Srabat iuxta Christi crucem setting in which the incorporation of 
a cantus firmus from a secular source is managed in a far more confident manner . 
However, it has been postulated in this chapter that the Srabat iuxra Christi crucem and 0 
regina mundi clara settings may have been inspired by the death of the young Prince Arthur 
(see pp. 36-8 and 47 above). Therefore, despite the marked differences in the choice and 
treatment of the cantus finni between these two compositions they may have been wriuen 
within a shon rime of one another. Thus, until funher documentation about Browne's life 
surfaces it may well prove difficult to provide a chronology for his extant works. 
The discussion of Browne's compositions in E has revealed that there is 
considerable stylistic variety present in his works. The focus here has been on his selection 
and treatment of a cantus firmus and has demonstrated that the incorporation of one is an 
essential compositional ingredient for him. Each of his compositions in E uses a cantus 
firmus, with his six-pan setting of Stabat virgo mater Christi employing a double cantus 
finnus. The majority of Browne's compositions in E are scored for five or more pans, 
thus the use of a cantus firmus as a means of structural cohesion in these large-scale works 
is evidently an important feature. Nevertheless, the range of methcx:ls employed in the 
incorporatio n of a cantus fimrns indicates that the choice of using one extends beyond a 
purely structura l function. The rich variety of means used by Browne to manipulate a 
cantus firmus - including embellishment, segmentation, transposition, migration - is typical 
of his style. 
Drawing on diverse sources for his pre-existent material, Browne's imagination 
enables him 10 explore the possibi lities for integrating a cantus firmus on a number of 
levels. In this chapter it has been argued that intentional parallels may exist between ideas 
expressed in the set text and those present in the unstated text of the cantus firmus in some 
of his compositions. Such links are not apparent in all of his compositions . However, the 
propo sition that they exist in others is not undermined by this observation, it simply 
confirms that Browne used a multiplicity of compositional approaches to the exploitation of 
acantus finnus. 
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CHAPTE R 3 
THE SALVE REGINA SETTINGS 
INTRODUCTION 
The Salve regina text is a regular feature of Englis h and continental books of devotional 
poetry in the fifteenth century. In company with the Magnificac settings, Ei s the source of 
the larges t collection of pre-Reformation English polyphonic settings of Salve regina. They 
form the second largest group of compositions on a single text in E, after the Magnificat 
settings. Originally, there appear to have been fifteen Salve regina settings in E (grouped 
together on fols f3V-k3f, see Table 3.1), as fourteen are listed in the index on fol alr. The 
nine-voice Salve regina by Wylkynson is not listed in either the intermediary index to Eon 
fol. ee9V or the later one on fol. atr, indicating that i1s inclu sion followed the original 
co mpilatio n. Of the fifteen settings, fourteen survive complete, with that by Brygeman 
now existing only in a fragmentary form. A further setti ng on a related text, Salve regina 
vas mundicie by Fawkyner (fols e6Y-fJI), is now lost. 
TABLE 3.1 Scnings of Salve regina in the Eton Choirbook 
Order No. in 
inMS ed"(on Fol'at"on Attribution Cantusfirmus 
; ::::_ Liturgical use us 
11•~-pl •yn• 
GB ·Obl..au.l . MiK . 299. 
fol.392' Antiphon 
S•nimAntiphon•l 
lS19·20.fol.n.iiii ' Antiphon AllSaUIII 
GB·ObMise . lk6. 
ro1,;100•-102v 
Son,mAn "phond 





46,fol . So'-so" lllliphon Thun d•y 
S•nimAnLiphond 
!S\9-20.fot,cii" 
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Examination of the Eton Salve regina settings, of which over half are written on a cantus 
firmus, reveal s that panicular features of compositional design are recurrently treated in 
similar ways. On the most formal level, clarificatio n of the structure of the Salve regina 
text is effected by dividing the text in certain ways; mensuration schemes, textural 
alterations and the manner in which a cantus firmus is disposed are among the principal 
means by which this is accomplished. These recurrent features affirm the existence of 
recognized ways of setting the Salve regina in E. In addition, musical re sponse to the 
Salve regina text is witnessed by procedures that appear to emphasize particular rhetorical 
aspects. The treatment of specific words in certain cadentia l, melodic, hannonic and 
imitative ways, along wir.h the manipulation of a cantus firmus, are further dimensions that 
seem to be indicative of musico-rhetorical approaches to the text The following discussion 
will focus especially on the role of the cantus finnus and its function in clarifying the 
structure and sense of the Salve regina text. 
THE SALVE REGI NA TEXT 
Salve regina is referred to as a processional chant in Cluny from 1135 and its use as a daily 
processional chant by the Cistercians is recorded in 1218.1 Salve regina is identified by the 
words 'post purificationem in evangelium' as a Magnificat antiphon in the Worcester 
Antiphonal of c. 1230 and in the Office for the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary in 
thineenth-century additions to the Hanker Antiphoner.2 In England, from the thirteenth 
century onwards, the singing of Salve regina became an important constitue nt of a separate 
devo1ion 10 the Virgin Mary although in some institutions it continued to form part of the 
Office.3 Salve regina was sung daily after Compline at Westminster Abbey c.1266, and 
evidently by the fifteenth century the singing of Salve regina after Compline (either of the 
day, or of the Virgin, if that was sung in the choir) had become an estab lished practice in 
England. 4 
The nine-line 1ext is essentially a petition to 1he Virgin Mary for intercession, 
concluding with three invocations: 'O clem ens', 'O pia' and 'O dulcis Maria'. Some 
differences in the text may be discerned betwee n secular and monastic sources, the most 
frequent variations occurring within the first and last lines of the text. The first line, 'Salve 
regina mater misericordiae', appears regularly without the word 'mater';5 whilst the final 
11Ingram, The Polyphonic Salve Regina', 18; Roper. 'Medieval English Bencdicline Liturgy', vol. 2,241 
2Pa1Mus 12, 352-3; CH-SGs 390, p. 10. Salve regina is also mentioned as a Magnificat antiphon in the 
Hyde Abbey Breviary, (GB-Ob Rawl. lit. e. I, c.1300) allhough the textoflhe anliphon is nol included: 
Ropcr,'Mcdieva!EnglishBencdictineLiturgy',vol.2,260. 
!~~~•:~~e~a~g7:f~s~a~:~:,~~~~~e Li1urgy', vol. 2,252. 
5sec, for example, CH-SGs 390, p. 10; GB-Ob Lat. lit. f. 2, fol. 42r (c.1410) and CB-Lbf Harl. 2942 
(mid.s.xv). 
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line, 'O dulcis Maria', may be seen in some English processionals and devotional 
collections with variations including 'O dulcis virgo Maria'6, 'O dulcis Maria mater, salve'' 
and 'O dulcis Maria, salve'.8 The last of these versions is that employed in the polyphonic 
settings of Salve regina in E, resulting in the symmetrical inclusion of 'salve' for the first 
and final wordsofthetext.9 
In English and continental sources dating from the thirteenth century, the text of 
Salve regina is often extended by the addition of new material. One of the most common 
accretions is a trope derived in part from the six-stanza hymn, Virgo materecclesiae.lO In 
these earliest appearances, three stanzas of the hymn are normally included: the first, 
'Virgo mater ecclesiae', fourth, 'Virgo clemens, virgo mater', and fifth, 'Funde preces tuo 
nato'. These were inserted following the first six lines of the Salve regina text and each 
trope stanza (shown below in italics) was separated by an invocation from the main text:11 
6GB-Ob Misc. lit. 104, fol. 122r (s.xiv2) 
7GB-ObGoughlit.9,fol.62r(s.xv 214). 
8sec the Books of Hours. GB-Ob Rawl. liL f. 2, fol. 46v (mid . s.xv) and GB-Ob Auel D. infra 2. 13, fol. 
J08Y(c.1470) 
9Jn two Salve regina sett ings attributed to DunsL:lblc - MB 8, nos. 46 and 63 - the final line is 'O dulcis 
Maria'. However, in Tr90, one of the sources for the latter setting (ascriood lO 'Leonel' in ModB, fols 
86v-88r),r.heunderlayofr.hehighcstvoiceis'OdulcisvirgomaterMaria' . whilstinr.hcsamesctting in 
Tr92 this is replaced by 'O dulcis lhcsu Maria'. The differences in underlay arc noted in the Commentary: 
MB 8,207. 
1D&emplificd in the Salve regina preserved i_n thirt.ccnlh-ccntu1:Y ad_ditions to lhe Hanker Antiph?ne r, Cfl-
SGs 390, p. 10. An edition of lhe hymn, Virgo mater eccfesiae, 1s AH 23. 57. Four of lhe six stan1.as 
from lhe hymn were used as trope material; two stanzas, 'Stella maris, lux refulgens' and 'Alma mater 
summi rcgis', do not appear in lhe trope in any of lhc sources of Salve regina. Amongsl founcenlh-century 
English devolional collections may be seen rhymed paraphrase tropes of Salve regina - for example, Salve 
regina celorum in GB-Ob Misc. lit. 6. fols 99v - IO(Y. Two different tropes from Virgo mater ecclesiae are 
used in polyphonic settings of Salve regina by Dunstable and Fawkyncr. The tex1 of Dunstable's selling. 
Salve regina mater mire, from ModB, fols 91v.92r, is not recorded in liturgical books of the Sarum rite or 
AH according to lhe editors: MB 8. 197. Fawkyner's Salve regina vas mundicie (mentioned on p. 88 
above)islost. 
11Insomedevotionalco\lcctions,lheacclamationsappearnotonlybctweenscanzasoflhetrope,bulare 
also repeated, one after lhe other, in lhe final line. Sec, for example, lhe Book of Hours GB-Ob Gough lit. 
3, fols 39v.4or (c. 1500) in which the final line is 'O clemens. 0 pia, 0 dulcis, 0 mitis Maria, salve'. An 
anonymous four-voice setting in Ca r , fols 141 v. 149r ends with 'O benigna, 0 clcmens, 0 pia, 0 dulcis ct 
gloriosavirgoMaria,salve· 
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Line ) Salvereg ina,mat.ermisericordiae: 
Line2 vita,du\cedoctspesnosu-a,salve. 
Line 3 Ad t.e clamamus, exsules filii Evae. 
Line4 Ad tesuspirarnus,gementcsetflcntcs 
inhaclacrirnarumvalle. 
Line5 Eiaergo,advocata nostra, 





illos tuos rnisericordes oculos ad nos convcrtc tum thy merciful eyes wwards us. 
Linc 6 Et Ihcsum, bcncdictum fructum ventris tui, And, after this our exile, show w us 
nobispost hoccxsiliumostende. lheb lesscdfruitofthywomb,Jesus. 
Verse l Virgomater ecc/esiae, Virginrru)lheroftheChurch, 
Aeternaportaglorine, everlas1ingga1etog/ory, 
Estonobisrefugium beourrefuge 
Apud Pat rem et Filium before the Father and the Son 
Line 7 0 clemcns O merciful, 
Vcrsc2 Virgoclemens.virgopia, Gentltvirgin,lovingvirgin 
Virgo dulcis O Maria, 0 sweet virgin Mary, 
Exaudipreetsomnium heartheprayersofall 
Ad te pie clamantium who humbly cry to you. 
Line8 Opia Oholy, 
Verse 3 Funde preces tUlJ nato, Pour out prayers to your Son, 
CrucifU(), vulnera10, the crucified, the wounded, 
Etpronobisflagella to, scourgedforoursak, 
Spinispuncto.fellepotato. piercedwiththornsandgivengalltodrink. 
Line9 O du\cisMaria,salvc! OsweetMary,hai l!12 
Although variations in the arrangement of the trope stanzas may be seen in the thirteenth-
century sources such as the Hanker Antiphoner - where the second stanza of the hymn 
'Gloriosa Dei' is substituted for 'Funde preces nato' so that the order of stanzas used in the 
trope is 4, 1 and 2 - in England the arrangement of trope stanzas was standardized by the 
fifteent h century.13 During the fourteenth century, the number of trope stanzas that 
appeared with Salve regina in chant books and devotiona l collections had expa nded from 
12TranslaLion of main Salve regina LCxt: Harper, The Forms and Orders, 275. 
13Thcl ineswilhinandbctwccnstanzasarcalsoarrangcd inadiffcrcnto rdcr intheStGal lcnvcrsionoflhe 
troperecordcd inHanker'sAntiphoncr. 
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three to five in most English sources, with the addition of stanza 2 from the hymn 
'Gloriosa Dei mater' and a new stanza, 'Dele culpas miserorum', for which a liturgical 








through your prayers 
English processionals from the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries normally provide a 
plainsong melody for all five trope stanzas.14 A sixth stanza following 'Dele culpas 
miserorum' and the invocation 'O mitis' also occurs in fifteenth-century additions to the 
abridged Sarum Processional GB-Lb/ Harl. 2942, fols zv_3v, the mid-fifteenth-century 
Processional GB-Ob Misc. lit. 6, fols 10Qf-1Q2V and mid-fifteenth-century Godstow 







intoth ek ingdomofli ght. 
Another stanza beginn ing 'Supra celos exaha1a' is appended to the six-stanza trope in the 
Gcxlstow Psalter, whilst a funher three stanzas that were sung by the Brigittines of Syon 
are preserved in the Breviary GB-Ob Rawl. lit. C. 781, fol. 68V.16 None of these stanzas 
appears in English polyphonic settings of Salve regina. 
14For exa mple, GB-Ob Rawl. lit d. 4, fol. 181, (s . xiv2) and GB-Lbl Harl. 2942, fols 2v_3v (s.xv 
addition). 
15The provenance of neilhcr GB-Lbl H.:irl. 2942 nor GB-Ob Misc. lit. 6 is known. Roper omits any 
menlion of the Brit.ish Library source for this stanza, staling that GB-Ob Misc. lit. 6 and GB-Mch 6717 are 
theonlyknownsourcesofit: 'McdievalEnglishBencdic tineliturgy',vol.2,28 1. 
16Jbid ., IJ4-1 5. 
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ENGLISH POLYPHONIC SElTINGS OF SALVE REGINA 
The popularity of Salve regina is testified to by the large number of polyphonic settings on 
the text that emerged in the fifteenth century both on the Continent and in England. A 
single part thought to be designed for perforrnance as a three-part rota is one of the earliest 
senings and is preserved in British Library , Royal Manuscript, 7. A. Vl, fols 35v.36,T, a 
composition that may be dated c.1380-90_17 The trope stanzas are absent from this setting 
and, although the plainsong is used for the setting of the first text phrase 'Salve regina 
misericordiae', the melody thereafter continues independently of the plainsong. Although 
found in a British source, the case for English authorship of this polyphonic setting has not 
yet been conclusively establi shed.IS 
Over one hundred Salve regina settings by continental composers dating from the 
fifteenth century exist, with compositional approaches to the text exhibiting more diversity 
than is found in English settings. The trope Virgo macer ecclesiae is almost never included 
in these settings. The only known exception is that by Hubertus de Salinis in QlS , one of 
the earliest continental settings, that includes the first three stanzas of the Virgo mater 
ecclesiae trope.19 By contrast, this trop e appears in all fifteenth-century English 
polyphonic settings of Salve regina. Therefore, it is probable that the anonymous Salve 
regina settings that include the Virgo mater ecclesiae trope in gatherings of the Trent 
Codices containing predominantly English compositions are also of English provenance. 20 
Th e practice of incl uding the trope stanzas in Salve regina was established in 
performances of the plainsong antiphon, for which a choir would normally sing the main 
Salve regina text and a cantor, or other soloist, would sing the trope stanzas. 21 The 
possibilities for dramatic exploitation may explain the apparent preference for the troped-
sianza version of Salve regina by English composers. Moreover, the longer text proved to 
be ideal for the composition of the large-sca le votive antiphon, a favoured genre in the last 
quarter of the fifteenth century. Engli sh polyphonic settings of Salve regina from the late 
fourteenthtoearlysixteenthcenturiesarelistedinTable3.2: 22 
17Di.scusscdbySandonin'Mary,Meditations,MonksandMusic' . 
18AconcordanceexistedinF-Sm222(copicds.xv2,dest.roycdin 1870): lbid.,52. 
19Q tS, fols236v.237 r (de Van). 
20Harriso n,MMB,301,n.2. 
21Harriso n, 'An English "Caput"', 206 
221n this Table, the manuscript GB-Lbl Harl. 1709 is the medius from a set of partbooks of c. 1525. See 
Sandon, The Manu script London, British Library Harley 1709'. The mcdius from a setting by Ludford of a 
related text to Salve regina, Salve regina pudica mater. appears on fols 9r.11v. The anonymous Salve regina 
setting that follows Comysh's .setting in the Scottish choirbook, Car, has been included in this Table because it 
includes the trope stan1.as suggesting that it might have been wrincn by an English composer although as yet it 
hasnotbeen con firmcdthatth esct tingisofEnglishprovenance. 
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TABLE 3.2 English polyphonic settings of Salve regina 
GB-lb / Royal 7.A. VI, 
fols 35v -36r 
015 , fols269 r-27or 
ModB, fols82v_g4r; 
Tr87 , fols 34v_36r 
Tr90 , fo\s 366v-368v; T r 92, 
fols 231v.233v;A o, fols 203v. 
206 r:Mo dH ,fols86v_ggr 
Tr90. fo\s 305v.307 r 
R, fo1s 124v- 129r 
E, fols f6v-g1r 
E, fols g5v -g7f; Car , fo\s 136v. 
14\r;GB-Lbl Harl. 1709, fo\s 
5]v .53r 
E,fols!!.7v-h\ r 
GB-Lbl Harl. 1709. fols 15v.1gr 
GB-lb! Harl. 1709. fols 18'-19v 
GB·Cll Peterhouse471-4: 
GB-Lb! Harl. 1709, fols 26r.2gv 
GB·CuPeterhouse471 -4: 
GB-Lb/ Harl. 1709, fols49v.51v 
Leone\P ower [Durut.ableJ 1,2 ,3 
OTO53:8 
OTO53:13 
Brygeman I 13 
Com ysh 1,2,3 
Hacomplaynt 
anon.(Ma istcrA ndrca H?) 1,2,3,4,5 
Pygou 
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Apart from the founeenth-century rota, no settings of Salve regina exist in any manuscripts 
now in England before that in the fifth layeroFthe Ritson manuscript (c. 1500). Appearing 
in the earliest layer of the continen tal manuscript QIS, Leonel Powe r's three-voice Salve 
regina incorpora tes a lightly paraphrased versio n of the Marian antiphon Alma redemptoris 
mater in the highest voice throughout most of the setting, althoug h it is excluded for the 
acclamations 'O clemens', 'O pia', 'O dulc is Maria'. In the three-part setting by Dunstable 
(preserved in ModB , fols s2v_g4r, and Tr87, fols 34V-36f) the plainsong antiphon Salve 
regina is not used; howev er, in the setting ascribed vario usly to Leonel Power and 
Dunstable - although most probably by the former - the plainsong is used in conjunctio n 
with the three invocations 'O clemens', 'O pia' and 'O dulcis Maria'. The emphasis given 
to these supplicatory phrases by way of inclusion of the relevant plainsong melody is also a 
prominent feature of the Eton settings, although in these the cantus firmus is virtually never 
the plainsong melody for Salve regina. 
In the first layer of the Ritson manuscript, a monophonic mensural version of Salve 
regina, wriuen in plainsong notation, includes all five stanzas of the trope (fols 47v_48f).23 
This may have been the model for the three-voice polyphonic versio n found on fols 124v_ 
129r from the fifth layer of the manu script (written in strene notation) , although in this 
setting only the first three stanzas are included.24 
In the majority of the Eton Salve regina settings the three trope stanzas that were 
first associa ted with Salve regina in monophonic sources - 'Virgo, mater ecclesiae', 'Virgo 
clemens, virgo pia' and 'Funde preces tuo nato' - are incorporated in prefere nce to the five-
or six-stanza ver sions of the Salve regina text that appear in contempo raneous 
processionals and devotional collectio ns. Three Salve regina settings in E also employ the 
fifth stanza or the trope 'Dele culpas miserorum '.25 
Although the singing of Salve regina is recorded throughout the year for some 
institutions, the Eton College statutes specify that Salve regina 'with its verses ' was to be 
sung during Lent.26 However, many of the Eton settings include a can1us firmus derived 
from a plainsong source not associated with Lent and the choice of some of these seems to 
have been influenced by the foundations and chape ls with which individual composers 
were associated. 
23TwofoliationsequenccsexistatprcscntonR3Jldappcaro n lhcuppc rri ght-handmarginoflherectoof 
each leaf. Thesystc mu scdwh enrcf crringtothcma nuscriptistheinncron e. 
24Bcnham. 'Stroke or Strcnc Noiation', 158. Benham discovered that it seems to be a simplified version of 
theSalvereginavariou slyascribcdtoD unsLablc3JldPowcr. 'Salve rcgina(PowcrorDunstable)'. 
25The stanza 'Funde preces tuo nato' is replaced with 'Ocie culpas miserorum' in Hacomplaynt and 
Wylkynson's five-voice Salve regina settings, whilst Hampton's Salve regina adds lhe stam.a 'Ocie culpas 
miserorum' after 'Funde prcccs tuo nato' following the invocation 'O mitis'. The fourth stanza. 'Gloriosa 
Deim atcr',appcars in anano nymousSa/veregina inCar(s.xv/s.xv i). 
26Heywood 3.Jld Wright, The Ancient Laws, 555; quoted in Harrison. 'Background', 158-9 
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SOURCE OF CANTUS FIRM! 
Sources for cantus firmi in eight of the ten Eton Salve regina setti ngs that incorpo rate a 
struc tural cantus firmus have been identified. Tho se used in the settings by Davy and 
Hacomplaynt have so far eluded recognition although the ambitus of their cantus firmi (d-d' 
and d-c' respec tive ly) with g as the final in both cases sugges t plain song sources.2 7 
Allusions to the Salve regina melody also appear in Fayrfax's and Horwood 's settings; 
however, in these the plainsong is not treated as a cantus firmus. ln Fayrfax's setting, the 
opening 'salve' motif from the antiphon is transposed up a fourth in company with the 
words 'Virgo mater eccles iae' (bars 82-5), whilst parap hrase d references to the Salve 
regina opening are also possibly made in stanza 2 with 'Virgo clemens' and 'Exa udi 
preces' (bars 123-5 and 142-4) in Horwoo d's Salve regina. 
Lambe's setting is the only one that uses the plainsong Salve regina melod y as the 
cantus finnu s; the employment of the corresponding plainsong is also a feature of his 
Nesciens mater and Ascendit Christ1tS settings in E. Lambe incorporates the antiphon in a 
series of panial state ments that see the cantus finnus treated various ly in struc tural and 
parap hrased versio ns in which migrant cantus finnus procedures are prominent. The 
comple te antiphon is not stated in the setting; however, port ions of the plain song with 
corresponding text underlay are given with the appropriate set text instead. 
The Eton statutes spec ifically authorize the singing of Salve regina during Lent; 
however, apart from Lambe' s setting, the only other Eton Salve regina settings that use a 
plainsong from the Lent or Passiontide seasons are those by Hygons and Browne (the first 
one). In each of these, the plainsong used is associated with the Mandatum cere mony on 
Holy Thursday. The employment of Maria ergo wi.xic as the can tus firmus in Browne's 
first Salve regina seuin g sustai ns the Marian assoc iation s between the set text and 
underlyin g text of the plainsong. As far as can be ascertained, (allowing for the fact that 
two camus firmi are still to be identified) a comp lete plainsong melod y is almost always 
used as a cantus fimrns in the Eton Salve regina setti ngs. The only exception is Hygon s's 
use of 1he 'caput' melisma from the Sarum processional antiphon associated with the 
Mandatum ceremony, Venir ad Perrnm. A compositional preceden t for the employment of 
this plain song melisma as a cantus firmus survives in Tr93 amongst othe r compositions 
thought to be of English provenance. 28 
27Thc camus firmus in Davy's setting may be assoc iated wilh Gcvac n 's ThCmc 17 and Hacompla ynt's wilh 
Gcvac rt's ThCmc 14: Gcvacrt, La Metopie Antique, 275-7 and 282-9 respective ly. 
28Dufay. Opera Omnia, II. no. 5. An extensive bibliography exists on Lhc use o f Lhc 'caput' mclisma in 
Lhc fiftcen lh century ; sccpanicularly Lhc studies by Bukofzc r, 'Capul: A Liturg ical-Musica l Study' in 
Studies; Planchar t (ed.), Missae Caput; Harrison, 'An English "Capu t"'; and M. and I. Bent, 'Dufa y, 
Dunstab le, Plummer'. The ·caput' mclisma is also used in settings of the Mass Ordinary by Ockcghcm and 
ObrcchL 
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Two Eton Salve regina settings adopt Office antiphons assoc iated with the feast of 
the Assumption for their canms finni, thus serving to consolidate the Marian co nnectio n. 
In Wylkynson's nine-part Salve regina the cantus finnus is Asswnpta est Maria ,29 whilst in 
the second of Browne 's settings Venil dilectus meus, the text of which is derived from the 
Song of Songs, is employed. 30 Earlier, it was noted that celebration of the feast of the 
Virgin's Assumption was one of the most important liturgical occasions of the year at Eton 
College. 31 It is not implausible that the nine-voice setting by Wylkynson , Master of 
Choristers at Eton from 1499/1500 to 1515 was composed specifically for celebration of 
this feast at Eton College . Browne's setting was also probably intended for performance 
especially on the feast of the Assumption. 
One of the two compos itions by Brygeman listed in the contemporary index in E is 
a five-part Salve regina for which only fragments survive (a five-part Magnificat has been 
lost altogether). The cantus firmus employed is the Office antiphon Omnes elecri, proper to 
the feast of All Saints. Minimal biographical information regarding William Brygeman is 
available, ahhough it is recorded that he spent three terms as Master of Choristers at Eton 
College in 1503 32 and Bowers notes that he was associa1ed with the parish church of All 
Saint s in Bristol as a clerk, and possibly Master of Choristers at the time of his death in 
1524.33 Therefore, his incorporation of an All Saints antiphon suggests that this Salve 
regina may well have been composed whilst Brygeman was resident at Bristol. 
Similarly , the inclusion of Libera nos, salva nos in Sutton's Salve regina setting 
probably reflects the status of this Office antiphon at Magdalen College , Oxford where 
Sutton was Master of Choristers between 1477 and 1479. 34 The singing of Libera nos, 
sa/va nos is specified in the Magdalen Co!Jege siamtes and its importance in this institution 
is confi rmed by two polyphonic settings of the text by John Sheppard, Master of 
Choristers during the years 1543-8.35 The Marian connection is further explored in 
Huchy n's setting of Salve regina, which uses Ne rimeas Maria, an antiphon sung at 
Advent,asitscantu s finnus 
29An early English appearance of the text of lhis antiphon is found in the eleventh-century Exeter Breviary, 
GB-lb/Harl. 2961,fol. 132r. 
30song of Songs, 5: I. For the most recent discussion of Marian antip hons. includ ing Venit dilu tus 
meus, sec Steiner, 'Marian Antiphons at Cluny and Lewes·. 
31Sccn.80above. 
32Harrison,MB 12,xiv. 
33Bowers, "Brygcman',40 1. 
34Wulstan, Tudor Music. 273. The singing of Libera nos, sa/va nos is also noted in lhe Eton College 
statutes: Heywood and Wrighl. The Anci enl laws. statute 30. 552. 
35PrcscrvedinthepartbooksGB-Och979-83. 
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PRESENTATION OF THE CANTUS FIRMUS 
In common with cantus finnus treatment throughout E, the scaffolding type of cantus 
firmus is favoured in the Salve regina settings, with the cantus firmus laid out mostly in 
note values longer than those of the surrounding voices. The presentation of the structural 
cantus firmus is almost invariably confined to the tenor voice, its occurrence in other voices 
appearing to highlight and strengthen associations between the music and text. This 
procedure may be seen in only two settings, the nine-voice one by Wylkynson and 
Lambe's (discussed further on pp. 107 and 120 respectively). Various attitudes to the 
structural tenor cantus firmus result in the quotation of a pre-existent melody sometimes in 
a strictly literal fashion with minimal deviations from the Sarum plainsong, whilst at other 
times, a melcxly may incorporate additional notes or omit repetitions inherent in the source. 
The extension of a plainsong melody by way of repeating each of its notes several times, a 
technique used for instance in the first statement of Ne rimeas Maria in Huchyn's Salve 
regina, may also been seen in Obrecht's treatment of the cantus firmus in the Credo of his 
Missa super Petrus Aposrolus.36 
Statement of the cantus finnus in a structural fashion is normally avoided in the 
trope stanzas, so that rare appearances of a cantus fimms in these sections suggest a 
function in underpinning ideas within the text. The presence of the cantus finnus alongside 
the invocations 'O clemens', 'O pia' and 'O du leis Maria, salve' in all the Eton settings for 
which a cantus fumus has been identified confirms the establish ment of a convention that is 
not so evident amongst fifteenth-century continental settings. Since this procedure occurs 
in passages of text that are inserted between the trope stanzas, the effec t is to distinguish 
sections of the main Salve regina text from those belonging to the added trope stanzas. 
Paraphrased statements of the cantus finnus, in which the pre-existent melody 
undergoes a degree of melodic embellishment and is of a rhythmically more lively 
disposition, are used extensively within the Salve regina settings. As with such cantus 
firmus treatment in the Pepys manuscript, the elaborated camus finnus is most frequently 
presented in the highest voice - in E occurring largely in passages scored for fewer voices -
and is recognizable chieny at the beginning rather than midway through these sections. By 
this means, allusion to the cantus finnus in the openings of the trope-stanza sections, that 
are settings of the text that otherwise omit structural cantus finnus statements, is also made 
possible. The incorporation of both structural and elaborated ca ntus firmus statements 
within the same composition is a characteris tic feamre of compositions on a cantus fumus 
in E. Previously, this was a far from widespread practice in Eng land, although it was not 
36sec Sparks. CFMM. 269. Example 96. 
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wholly unheard of - as attested by a few compositions in P in which paraphrased cantus 
finnus statements are used in some stanz.as whilst structural statements are heard in others. 
The use of both elaborated and structural cantus firmus statements within the same 
composition does not impl y that such methods of cantus firmus treatment result in 
simultaneous statements of the cantus firmus being heard regularly. These are rarely 
encountered, although a most striking exception is the opening of the incomplete Brygeman 
Salve regina, in which the first six notes of the cantus firmus, the Office antiphon Omnes 
electi, are stated in all three extant voices in a quasi-canonic fashion creating a stretto effect 
(Example 3.1). 
EXAMPLE 3.1 
In Browne's first Salve regina setting, notes 29 to 36 of the cantus firmus are sounded 
simultaneously in the triplex and tenor with the final invocation, 'O dulcis Maria, salve' 
(bars 183-5). The 'O pia' sections in the settings by Lambe, Sutton and Wylkynson's first 
setting also feature simultaneous statements of the cantus firmus in two or more voices. 
The presentation of the cantus firmus in more than one voice at the same time occurs with 
greater frequency in Wylkynson's nine-voice Salve regina setting than in any other Eron 
Salve regina. The simultaneous statement at the beginning of the second stanza of the trope 
'Virgo clemens' arises throu gh a point of imitation between quatruplex and inferior 
contratenor(Exarnple 3.2). 
EXAMPLE 3.2 
In section XI, the cantus finnus is heard in several voices other than the main structural 
statement in the triplex. The opening motif, notes 1 to 4, is state d in the secundus 
contratenor in the opening of 'Et pro nobis' (bar 185, Example 3.3) and re-stated, 
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is 1111 f----; 4. s 1_ 
M-bis_fla • 1el 
Other examples of motifs from the cantus firmus being created as points of imitation may be 
seen in the final 'salve' sections in the two Salve regina settings by Browne and in the 
'gementes et flentes' passage in Lambe's setting (Example 3.4). 
EXAMPLE3.4 
Imitatio n involving a struc tura l cantus firmus also occurs in the 'O pia' section in Sutton's 
setting (Example 3.5) whe re notes 32 to 39 are stated firstly in the primus contratenor, then 
rhythmically augmented in the tenor statement and imitated by secundus contratenor, 
mediusandtriplelt. 
JOO 
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EXAMPLEl.5 
Simultaneous statements of the cantus fmnus serve to extend the meaning of the Salve 
regin.a text by combining portion s of the antiphon text with it. They also provide musical 
cohesion through recurring references to the opening melcxiic gesture of the cantus firmus. 
DrYISION OF THE SALVE REGINA TEXT 
MENSURATION 
1n terms of large-scale organization , delineation between the main Salve reg in.a text and 
ttope stanzas is effected primarily by changes in mensuration in the majority of the Salve 
regin.a settings in E. Compositional precedents for this distinctio n between Salve regin.a 
and trope texts may be seen in the settings by Leonel Power and Dunstable and in the 
anonymous three-voice Salve regina in R modelled on the setting ascribed to both these 
composers . In these settings there are five mensurations throughout , comme ncing in 
tempus perfecium cum prolatione minori (fabl e 3.3). 
TABLE 3.3 Mensuralion schemes in English fiftcenth•century settings of Salve regina 
Composer ~~~:~~urcc Lines 1-4 Linc 5 I Linc 6 











37 A change lO ~ occurs at the mid-stanz:i, i.e. with the words 'et pro nobi.s flage!Lato'. 
c37 
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From this Table it can be seen that new mensurations are always introduced at the 
beginning of a new line or trope stanza in the Salve regina text. In the Eton Salve regina 
settings the use of two different mensurations over the course of the first six lines of the 
text is abandoned in favour of one mensuration. There is also a preference for a single 
mensuration for the trope stanzas and invocations. The last mensuration change normally 
occurs with the final invocation, 'O dulc is Maria, salve'; however , in some settings it 
appears with the commencemen1 of the third stanza of the trope 'Funde preces', in common 
with earlier practice (Table 3.4). 
TABLE 3.4 Mensuralion schemes in lhc Salve regina settings in the Eton Choirbook 
Composer :i~= & Lines 1-6 Verse 1 I Line 71 Verse 2 I Line 8 I Verse 3 Line 9 
MB!l:15 (I I ¢ I 0 
Davy MBI0:11 ¢ 
Comysh MBl0:12 (I 
MB 10: 13 (I 
Brygeman 
MB 12:59 
Diss. edition ¢ 1. 
Many of the settings make a distinction between the main Salve regina text and the first of 
the trope stanzas by a change from trip le to duple mensuration. A return to triple 
mensuration coincides with the final acclamation in six of the settings. 
The number of structural canms finnus statements varies from between one partial 
statement (Lambe's setting) to three complete statements plus a partial statement 
(Wylkynson's nine-pan setting). Settings that consist of multiple cantus finnus statements 
nonnally employ contrasting mensurations for a1 least two of the sta1ements. Harrison's 
claim that over half the E compositions on a cantus finnus dispose the tenor in such a way 
that there are two statements, each in a different mensuration, is not supponed entirely by 
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the Salve regina settings. 38 Only the 1wo settings by Browne adhere to this practice (with 
an additional panial statement - notes l to 6 of the camus firmus in q, - in Browne's second 
sening). The other two settings that have two complete cantus finnus statements are those 
by Huchyn and Hygons. In each of these settings, the first statement is in $ whils t the 
second cantus firmus statement is apportioned to$ and ¢ in Huchyn's setting and to¢ ¢ qi 
in Hygons's setting . This presentation of one of the statements of the cantus firmus in two 
or three different mensurations also occurs in Wylkynson's nine-voice Salve regina and 
Sunon's Salve regina setting, both of which include three complete canius firmus 
statements. In each of these, one cantus finnus statement is wrinen in rempus perfecuun 
and one in lempus imperfeccum. However, the firs1 statement of the cantus finnus in 
Wylkynson's seuing is divided so that half is in O and half is in C. In Sunon's setting, it is 
the middle statement tha1 is distributed in a symmetrical fashion over three mensurations,¢, 
¢and~-
FORMAL DIVISIONS OF THE SALVE REGINA TEXT 
All the Salve regina settings in E highlight the structure of 1he Salve regina and ttope tex1s 
by means of dividing the tex1 inio sections, shown in the manuscript by way of a vertical 
stroke through all pans and a principal musical cadence. This results in the emphasis of 
panicular words in the text by the use of cade nrial material and a caesura in all voices. 
Table 3.5 indicates where these divisions occur in relation to the Salve regina 1ext; the end 
of each section is defined by the word upon which the cadence is made. The number of 
sections in each setting varies from four (Hampton) to thirteen (Cornysh); however, the 
majority of settings are divided into ten 10 twelve sections.39 
The divisions aJmost invariably occur at the end of a line from the Salve regina text, 
thus following i1s structure. There are two significant exceptions to this: the first 'salve' is 
sometimes isolated by a sectional division, whilst the end of a formal section is recurrently 
made following the words 'Et Ihesum', from the beginning of line 6. Wylkynson's nine-
pan setting, the first of Browne's seuings and Huchyn's Salve regina allo1 the first 'salve' 
a section on its own, thereby drawing attention to the word 'sa lve' which occurs three 
times in the Salve regina tex1 used by the Eton composers. Even though the words 'Et 
Ihesum' belong to the opening of a text phrase, they are set apart in a1mos1 all the Salve 
38Harrison,MMB,312. 
39
Division into twelve sections is the most popular scheme. Following Elders remarks on the symbolic 
linking or the number 12 with the crown of stars said lO adom the Virgin Mary, Judd commem.cd that the 
appearance of twe lve statements of the ostinato in Josquin's five-part Salve regina may have been a 
symbolically inspired compositional decision: 'JosquindesPrcz: Salveregi11a', 119;Eld ers,S1udie11zur 
SymbolikinderMusik, 125-6. 
TABLE 3.5 Division of the Sal ve regina texl in lhc Eton Choirbook sc1tings 
&5."·g7' 
~-W:!::c~h "~+---+----+-+----+-~t-=--+--i--+--+--~--+-~+--~ a~-1-~+-=---+--t---=--< 
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regina settings in E. Although the settings in E represent the first examples of this practice, 
it subsequently became an English tradition (see pp. 115-16 below).40 
As well as including changes in mensuration, the distinction between the main 
Salve regina text and that of the trope is further enhanced by the formal division of the text 
that occurs universaJly in the Eton settings following the end of line six with the words 
'nobis post hoc exsilium osrende'. No consistent ways of dividing lines one to five in the 
text may be discerned between settings. Following 'Et Ihesum', the divisions normally 
occur at the ends of the invocations and each stanza of the trope. 
The second and third trope stanzas are often divided into two sections, with a 
cadence at the half-stanza. This happens less frequently in the first trope stanza. With the 
exception of Browne's first setting and that by Hampton, all the senings have divisions 
after the invocations 'O clemens' and 'O pia'. This reflects the distinctions made between 
the two texts in plainsong practice whereby soloists would sing the trope stanzas and the 
full choir the Salve regina invocations. Another musical means by which the structure of 
the Salve regina may be clarified is through the manipulation of texture. 
TEXTURE 
In fifteenth-century liturgical books, directions for the performance of the plainsong Salve 
regina stipulate that the main Salve regina text (including the three invocations) was 10 be 
sung by the choir and the stanzas of the trope by the cantor or other soloist.41 This manner 
of performance is reflected in English polyphonic Salve regina settings, most noticeably in 
the separation of the main text from that of the trope by means of alterations in texture. In 
E, conventional treatment of texture leads 10 the juxtapo sition of fully scored invocations 
with reduced, 1wo- and three-part tex1ures in the trope stanzas, serving 10 distinguish and 
contrast main ideas from the Salve regina 1ext with subsidiary ones from the trope. 
There are considerable variations in the textures employed for the first two lines of 
Salve regina; however, two- or three-voice textures are preferred for the opening 'salve'. 
Only the nine-voice sening by Wylkynson and Browne's first setting open with full-voice 
textures, treating the first 'salve' as an introductory acclamation. The change in texmre that 
follows immediately serves 10 isolate and highlight this word funher. Almost every Salve 
regina setting in E uses a full-voice texture for the second 'salve', the words 'Et Ihesum' 
and 'os1ende' as well as the invocations, thus emphasizing these particular words by 
textural means. 
40
~rowne's first setting and lhat by Hacomplayn_l arc lhc only cxc~pl.ions. In contincmal Salve regina 
scwngs 'Et lhcsum· usually commences a new section ralhcr than ending one. 41
As in the Ordinal from St Mary's Abbey, York, c. 1400; quoted in Harrison,MMB, 82. 
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The third stanza is the only one from the trope in which more than three voices may 
be heard. Wylkynson's nine-voice setting expands from three to four voices and Browne's 
second setting begins with three voices, increasing to five voices before ending in a four-
part texture. The latter is exceptional for its inclusion of a fully scored passage in a stanza 
of the trope. Following the three-part texture of the first two lines, the collective response 
emphasizing the words 'Et pro nobis flagellato, spinis puncto' is mirrored in the 
employment of a full five-voice texture. The more varied treatment of the texture in the 
third stanza in most of the Salve regina settings appears to be a means of capturing the 
listener's attention and prepares the way for the climactic final invocation, 'O dulcis Maria, 
salve'. 
ARRANGEMENT OF THE CANTUS FIRMUS 
Examination of the distribution of the canrus finnus and divisions of the Salve regina text 
reveals that the disaibution of the underlying text for the plainsong used as a cantus finnus 
often governs the arrangement of the cantus firrnus. This is particularly true of those 
settings where the complete plain song is used. The interaction between each chosen 
portion of cantus firmus text (even though it is not stated) with that of the Salve regina text 
frequently intensifies the sense of the Salve regina text This is especially noticeable in the 
nine-voice setting by Wylkynson and those by Sutton and Huchyn. 
The cantus firmus in Wylkynson 's nine-voice Salve regina, the Marian antiphon 
Assumpta est Maria (Example 3.6), is always broken up in such a way that a word or 
phrase from the chant is taken as a musical whole into the cantus firmus , rather than 
divisions of the cantus firmus occurring within the middle of the associated word or phrase 
ofthechant.42 
EXAMPLE 3.6 
As-sum-pea efl Ma -ri- a in ee. lumgau -deo l ao -ge• li lau -dan • te5 bc-ne-di-eunt Do-mi-oum 
Assumpta est Maria in celum, gaudcnl angcli, laud.:mtes bcncdicunt Dominum 
Mary istakenupintoheavcn,theangelsrejoice,praisingandblessingth e Lord 
42
Thesymbolicaspectsofth.iscompo sitionwillbcdiscu sscdo npp . 124-32 
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TABLE 3.6 Arrangement of the cantus firm us in Wylkynson's nine-voice Salve ,egina 
Salvererdna text 
Linel:Sa lvc 




Line6: bcncdictum- exsilium 
Line6:ostende 
Verse I : Viroomatereccl esiae 





Verse 3: Funde - vulneraro 





Assumntacs t Mariaincc lum 1-11 
Assumpta est Maria in cclu m gaudc m 
ano-clilaudanlCSbcncdicunt 1-25 
Nocantusfirmus 
III Assumntacs t Mariaincc lum 
Nocantusfirmus 
IV o-audcnt ano-cli 
AssumntaestMaria incelumRaudent 1-14 
Nocantusfirmus 
Vl !NIII Nocantusfirmus 
IX bencd icunt Domifnuml 
Nocantusfirmus 
AssumptacstMaria in celum gaudent 
1- 11, 
18-23 
XI an eli laudanlCs bcnedicunt Dominum 1-28 
AssumptacstMariaincelumg audent 
an clilaudant esbencd icuntDominum 1-28 
In the first 'salve' sec1ion, the cantus finnus notes associated with the words 'Assumpta est 
Maria in celum' - are heard, coupling the idea of Mary taken up into heaven with the 'hail' 
of the Salve regina text. A complete statement of the cantus finnus is heard in the triplex in 
the penultimate section, XI , with the second half of the third trope stanza. The effect of 
this highly unusual treatment is to draw the cantus firmus into the foreground, so that its 
audibility is unquestiona ble. In addition, it intensifies the emphasis placed on the return of 
the cantus fumu s to the tenor in the subsequent, final section in which the complete chant is 
stated toge ther with the words of the last invocation, 'O dulcis Maria, salve'. The 
similarities between mensuration, texture and melodic material between this section and the 
opening one poin t to an inten tionally sym metrica l design, if not also a rhetori cally 
conceived one. The effect of the combi nation of the two texts is to add a further dimension 
to that of Salve regina, associating Mary's assumption into heaven with the antiphon's 
appeal for intercession. 
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Links between Salve regina and a cantus fumus are even more obvious in Sutton's 
seven-voice setting. The cantus finnus, Libera nos, salva nos (Example 3.7), is divided so 
that text phrases from the chant complement those of the Salve regina (fabl e 3.7): 
EXAMPLE3.7 
I l l , S 6 1 t \9 20 l! ?:! 23 z.i " 
ll )) ).4 JS l6 )7 .l8 l9 40 41 42 0 '4 4' '6 O '8 49 ,0 SI Sl '3 
TABLE 3. 7 Arr:lngemem of the cantus finnus in Sutton's Salve regina 





iusLificanos,Obeata Trinitas 1-53 
Line5 '---'-'No=c=ant="'-"'finn=""-'---+-----l 
Line6: Etlh esum Liberanos 
Line 6: benedictum. exsilium III 1--'-"No'-'can=t "'-"'finn=""-' ---+---I 
Line6: ostende salvanos 10-20 
TVN Nocantusfinnus 
li ne 7: Oc lemens 21-30 
Verse2 VIJN1II Nocantusfimlus 
Line8: Qnia Obc:ltaTrinitas 
Verse3 Y/Yl Nocantusfinnus 
Libcranos,salvanos, 
Line9: Odulci sMaria.salve iustificanos.ObeataTrinitas 1-53 
Following the complete statement in the first section, the canrus fi.nnus is divided in such a 
way that the first nine notes, associated with the words 'Libera nos' ('deliver us'), are 
combined wil.h those of Salve regina, 'and Jesus'. The next pa.rt of the cantus firmus , 
associated with the words 'salva nos' ('save us'), is set against 'ostende' ('reveal'). 
Therefore, it appears that Sutton amplifies the meaning of the Salve regina text by adding to 
it those layers repre sented by 'deliv er us' and 'save us' which are unheard, but are 
associated with the underlying antiphon text. The emphasis that is placed on the words 'Et 
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Ihesum' and 'ostende' by the formal divisions that occur in most of the Salve regina 
settings in E at these points of the text is further extended in Sutton's setting by the 
employment of particular portions of Libera nos, salva ncs. 
In Huchyn's setting the appearance of the cantus firmus (the Marian antiphon Ne 
timeas Maria, Example 3.8) in section TV, has the effect of reinforcing the idea of the 
revelation of Jesus, Mary's Son, in the Salve regina text (Table 3.8). In this section, the 
second half of the antiphon, notes 30 to 55, that are associated with the words 'ecce 
concipies et paries filium alleluia' ('behold, thou shalt conceive and bear a Son, Alleluia'), 
is coupled with the Salve regina text, 'Et Ihesum, benedictum fructum ventris tui, nobis 
post hoc exsilium ostende' ('And Jesus, the blessed fruit of thy womb, reveal to us after 
this our exile'). Funhennore, the cantus finnus is introduced in this section with the 
setting of the word 'ostende' ('reveal'), thus linking both 'ecce' ('behold') from the 
antiphon's text, and 'show' from the Salve regina text. 
EXAMPLE 3.8 
~e ti • in • ve-a..i-.Jti gr,, u - Im 1 - pud Do-mi • 
; - ~ ~, ." " ». •. » » n X ~ ~ ., " 0 " 0 ~ " " ., ~ " » » > » ~ n 
pi - u et~. ri. u (i-li • um_ al. le - lu - ia. 
TABLE 3.8 Arrangement of cantus firm us in Huchyn 's Salve regina 
Salvereginatcxt Section Textofcantusfirmuschant 
cantusfirmus 
Linet 1/11 Nocan1usfinnus 
Lines2 -4 
Ne timeas Maria invenisti gr::uiam 
aoudDominum 1-28 
Line6; Et lhesum III IDomilnum 29) 
Line6:ostcnde IV eccecond iesetoaricsfiliumalleluia. 30-55 
Verse! Noc.:intusfirmus 
Line 7: Ocl emens NetimeasMarfainvenirstil 
Vcrsc2 VIJNITI No c.:tntus firmus 
Linc8: 0 ia IX [invcnilsti ~mtiam apud Dom inum 
Versc3 X/Xl Noc.:tnrusfirmus 
Line9: OdulcisMaria.salve 
fDomi]nume cceconcipicse tparie s 
filiumalleluia . 29•56 
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With the two invocations, 'O clemens' and 'O pia', Mary is simultaneously addressed by 
the words 'O merciful' and 'O holy' from the Salve regina text and also the words 'Fear 
not Mary thou hast found favour with the Lord', associated with the two segme nts of the 
chant that are set against the invocations. Moreover, notes 16 to 19 of the cantus finnus, 
associated with the chant words 'invenisti gratiam' ('have found favour'), are constantly 
reiterated at the beginnings of sectio ns that make specific references to the virgin: sections 
II , 'regina mater', V, 'virgo mater', VII, 'virgo clemens', and a1so X I 'et pro nobis'. The 
last of these does not refer specifica1ly to the Virgin; however, an additiona1 meaning might 
well be extended here so that the words of the chant, 'has found favour', now encompass 
the appeal from mankind expressed by the words of the Salve regina text, 'And for us'. 
ASPECTS OF MODE IN THE ETON SALVE REGINA SEITlNGS 
The expans ion from three- and four-part textures to predominantly five-part ones, coupled 
with the extension of the overall ambitus to three octaves, is a prominent feature of the Eton 
compos itions . The inclusion of the number of notes signifying the range in eac h 
compos ition in the index on fol. a ir affirms this interest in overall ambitus.43 Many of the 
compositio ns in E are written with For G as the root of their final chords, corresponding 
to the use of a three-octave amb itus in which these notes represent the lowest extremes. 
Compos itions that have A, cord as the root of the final cho rd tend to be found among 
compos itions by the later composers (exemplified by Davy's In honore summae matris , 
Wylkynson's second Salve regina setting and Browne's two Srabar virgo mater Chr isti 
settings), possibly suggesting that they took a broader approach to questions of moda lity 
when compared with their earlier associates. However, a seven-part setting of Gaudeflore 
virginali by Kellyk, one of the earlier composers represented in E, also has a twenty-three 
note compass with c as the root of the final chord, and Lambe's setti ng of Salve regina 
similarly has d as the root of the final chord and a twenty-two note compass. 
Plainsongs chosen as cantos firmi in E are almost entirely classified in modes 5 to 
8, that is, in modes with F and G finals. Mode I plainsongs are rarely encountered as 
cantus firmi; Lambe's incorporat ion of the correspondi ng mode I an tiphon for his Salve 
regina setting is exceptional. In Lambe's composition, the appearance of d as the root of , 
the final Chord reflects his use of a mode 1 antiphon as the cantos finnus, whereas , several 
composit ions by the younger composers that have d as the root of the fina1 chord are ones 
that do not employ a ca ntus finnus and therefore, are not influenced by melodic 
charac teristics of a pre-existent plainsong. Transposed D mode, with G final is also 
43-rhc designation o f the compa ss also appears in Rat the lOp of the anonymous Gaude virgo mater Christi 
scttingonfol.I07v. 
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apparent from pieces that have G as the root of their final chords and a B~ signature in the 
tenor part. 
The desire to adhere to the modal propriety of chants selected as cantus finni in E 
may be seen in the reluctance to transpose plainsongs from their notated appearances in 
liturgical books. In Browne' s first setting, the final 'salve' (notes 39 to 46 from the cantus 
finnus associated with the antiphon text '[im]pl eta est'), is treated as a point of imitation 
between four of the five voices in a manner simila r to the final section of his four-part 
Stabat virgo mater Christi (see p. 62). Initially, the segment from Maria ergo unxir is 
transposed down a fifth so that it begins in the bassus on d. It is then stated an octave 
higher, on d' in the contratenor, before being taken up by the tenor a fourth below - that is, 
at the true cantus finnus notated pitch - and is finally stated by the triplex an octave higher 
than the tenor. Th erefore, in this passage, it may be considered that the bassus and 
contratenor voices and tenor and triplex voices appear to be operating in modally 
contiguous pairs. Each pair presents the same portion of the cantus finnus melody, but 
beginning on notes a fifth apart, suggesting possibly incipient authentic - plagal distinctions 
of a modal octave. 
Upwards transposition by an octave is encounte red fairly often with elaborated 
presentations of the cantus finnus in the triplex, and is in keeping with techniques of 
treating the cantus firmus seen in earlier compositions of this type in England. In 
Wylkynson's nine -voice Salve regina, Assumpta est Maria is especial ly noticeab le as a 
structural cantus finnus statement in the triplex, the highest of a complex of voices, in the 
penultimate section. Embellished cantus firmus statements that are transposed up a fifth 
from/to c' final are included in the medius on several occasions, the most notable of these 
is the almost complete statement that occurs with lines I to 2 of the text (bars 7-17, see 
Example 2.4, p. 33), following the opening 'salve'. This is treated as an anticipatory 
statement to the first comp lete structu ral statement in the tenor (beginning bar 29). A 
funher brief transposed reference is made in the medius with 'O clemens' (bars 105-7). An 
allusion is also made to the notes from the chant associated with 'laudantes benedicunt' in 
the secundus bassus at the beginning of section III (bars 22-5) transposed down an octave 
from the original notated chant pitch. 
Mostly, the melodic lines of voices without cantus finrn.is extend over a wide 
ambitus in Wylkynson's Salve regina, often exceeding an octave. Whilst the openings of 
melodies or the intervals of imitation are sometimes suggestive of the prevailing modality, 
the rapidity with which melcx:iies appear to assume new structurally significant notes means 
that these markers are relatively unhelpful in defining the mcx:iality of this Salve regina. 
There is no possibility of adequate ly describing such constantly evolving melodies in the 
theoretical mcxlal terminology (whereby initial and final notes, imitative intervals, ambitus 
and melodic procedure are indicative of mode). More emphas is is placed on triadic 
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relationships, both in the construction of melodies and in the movement between chords in 
the resultant harmony, than in movement defining speciesof founh or fifth. In much of the 
Eton music, the harmonic syntax is largely governed by the consonant relationship between 
several contrapunt.a.l. ines. 
In several Salve regina settings, it may be observed that in the third trope stanza 
there is a shift towards the soft hexachord either on F (as in Horwood 's Salve regina) or 
more usually on Bl. The latter is expressed either by the introduction of E~ accidentals or 
by the addition of £1, in the signature, thus indicating the new semitone placement. D-E1,. 
Whether or not this was recognized as constituting a different tonal area remains open to 
conjecture; however, the procedure happens only with this stanza in a number of settings 
suggesting that existence of such a recognition and possibly a link between it and the 
subject of the text. In Browne's second setting, the cadence on B i for 'O pia' (bar 171) 
anticipates the introduction of the two-flat signature in the outer voices in stanza 3 (Example 
3.9). The el" that is incurred towards the end of a syncopated melodic figure in the triplex 
with the word 'nato' (bar 178) contrasts sharply with the chord on d that suppons it, 
suggesting that the distinctive colouring in the melodic figure takes precedence over 
harmonic considerations here (Example 3.9). 
EXAMPLEJ.9 
~ 
The choice of mode 6 plainsongs by Browne for both his Salve regina settings 
facilitates the move 10 the B~ hexachord that occurs in stanza 3. This conside ration may 
also have partly influenced the decisions by Brygeman and Sutton to incorporate antiphons 
in modes 5 and 6 respectively as their cantus firmi. In Brygeman's setting, £ 1,s are 
introduced with 'crucifixo' and a semitone movement in the melody of the bassus also 
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occurs particularly in this stanza in the Salve regina settings by Davy (bars 155-6) and 









-l 1 'j ! I · .. -~ c . </ ~ 
c, • . <• ·// · • • , .. , . 
Sutton does not move to the soft hexachord for stanza 3; however , he does make 
considerable use of the flattened seventh H in the final section in a most unusual manner 
with the melody of the bassus vacillating continually between£ ' and F. 
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CADENCES 
The earlier Eton composers tend to restrict the notes on which the principal cadences are 
made to the final and fifth of the prevailing mode. Harmonic differentiation between the 
first six lines of the 1ext (ending with the word 'ostende') and the trope stanzas may be 
eviden1 from the use of cadences on the fifth and final. In Lambe's setting on the mode I 
Salve regina antiphon, the only cadence not formed on D is tha1 for 'ostende' at the end of 
line 6, which falls on A. This divides the eleven•section composition symmetrically at the 
end of the sixth section and separates the Salve regina text from that of 1he trope by 
hannonic means. Similarly, in Horwood's selling, g is the roo1 of the last chord at the 
ends of line 6 and 9, as well as for the invocations in lines 7 and 8; these are contrasted 
with cadences on d formed at the ends of sections within the trope stanzas. Hygo ns also 
restricts his principal cadences to these notes, with the cadences at the ends of lines 6 and 9 
falling on g. Howeve r, unlike Horwood, cadences at the end of the trope stanzas are 
formed on g, with the contrast between fifth and tonic reserved for the invocations, lines 7 
and 8 (and also on the words 'sa lve' and 'valle' in lines 2 and 4). Presenied with the 
difficulty of introdu cing a cantus firmus beginning on bq (the first note of the 'caput' 
melisma), Hygons provides a solution with its initial appearance in a cadential passage (bar 
31). The first note 1hcn becomes the third in a chord on g and the cadence is fanned by the 
movemem to a chord on d with the word 'salve'. An unusual feature of the principal 
cadences on D in this setting is the use of JII. Among the earlie r composers there is a 
preferencefor/'linsuchcadences. 
In the two settings by Browne, the division of the text into predominantly ten to 
twelve musical sections as observed in most Salve regina settings in E is abandoned in 
favour of settings with five and six sections. In the second setting, the number of sections 
is reduced, pem1ining the aniculation of key struc tural points in the text: on the words 
'lhesum', 'ostende', 'O clemens', 'O pia' and 'O dulcis Maria, salve'. An extra division is 
insened following the last trope stanza, with the effect that the final acclamation is treated in 
a section of its own. Once again, relationships between fifth and tonic are noticeable , with 
the root of the last chord, c, contrasting with that of Jwith the word 'oste nde'. Both this 
setting and his first one use mode 6 amiphons as their cantus firmi and this is reflected in 
the polyphonic comext by the use of cadences 1hat fall largely on C, F and B~. In the first 
sening, a cadence on A, the nonnal recitation tone in mode 6, occurs with the setting of the 
second 'salve', while in the second setting, variety is introduced with the unusual inclusion 
(in this polyphonic comexl) of a cadence on d at the end of line 7. 
Among the later composers, variety in cadential schemes is evidently a new 
development. It is established in Comysh's Salve regina setting (which is not on a cantus 
firmus, but the mode of its tenor appears 10 be that of the transposed D mode with G final), 
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panicularly with 1he employment of cadences on d' ('misericordiae') BJ. (second 'salve') g 
('converte') e' ('E1 Ihesum') and c ('os1ende') in the first main part of the text (lines 1-6). 
The cadences in the subseque nt sections are fanned on either F, G or C. Therefore, in this 
setting, the more varied cadential pattern coincides with the completion of the first six Jines 
of the Salve regina text, thus differentiating this part of the text from the trope stanzas and 
invocations that follow. Davy adopts a similar approac h 10 the planning of cadences in his 
seuing on a cantus finnu s that has not yet been identi fied, but has g as its final. Cadences 
are fanned on G ('firs t 'salve'), B ' ('secon d 'salve'), c ('Ihesum') and A ('os1ende') in the 
first part of the text; howeve r the cadences in the eight sections that follow all fall on G, 
except for one on ca t the mid-point of the second trope stanza and one on d (with/# third) 
at the end of the invocation 'O pia'. Although grea ter variety is infused into the cadential 
schemes of the later composers, suggesting new approaches to hannonic questions, the 
distinction between the first pan of the Salve regina text and the troped second pan made by 
their elder colleagues, continues to be observed in these settings. 
RELATIONSHIPS BEnVEEN TEXT AND MUSIC IN THE SALVE REG INA SETTINGS 
Clarifica1ion and projection of the sense of the Salve regina text was evidently a most 
important compositional cons ideration in the sett ings in E. The iniegration of a cantus 
finnus is an extre mely important adjunct to processes that elucidate the structure and 
meaning of the text. The strUctural camus finnus is a1most invariably stated in fully scored 
passages, with the result that the three invocations are differentiated from the trope stanzas 
not only by sectional divisions and textural varia tions but also by the presence of a cantus 
firmus. 
The Marian aspect of the Salve regina text is often amplified by the selectio n of a 
certai n plain song as the cantus fim1Us. The text associated with the latter frequently 
complements and expa nds the sense of Salve regina. Plainsongs in which Mary is central -
Ne rimeas Maria and Maria ergo wait - and particularly those prope r to the feast of the 
Virgin's Assumption, are clearly chosen 10 resonate with the Marian theme of Salve regina. 
Even where thematic links are less direct, as with Libera nos, salvo nos, in Sutton's 
seuing, the arrangement of the cantus finnus is managed in such a way that complete 
phrases from the cantus finnus may be synthesized with similar ideas in the Salve reg ina 
As well as being aue mive to the structure of the Salve regina text, panicular words 
in the Salve regina text are emphasize d by way of certain musical procedures. In lhe Salve 
regina settings in E , the words 'E1 Jhesum' almost invariably rece ive special treatment. 
These words are further distinguished in the settings by Horwood, Huchyn and Fayrfax, 
by their syllabic decl amation in a series of three or four chords, eac h notated with a 
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fennarn. The isolation of the name 'lhesu' by similar means is also apparent in other 
compositions in E: Lambe's Stella caeli, Hol yngborne's Gaude virgo salurata, 
Wylkynson's Salve decus cascitacis and Turges's four• and five•pan Gaudeflore virginali 
settings. The compos itional dec ision to emphasize significant names. panicularly 'Ihesu', 
'Christe' and 'Maria' • is a recurrent fea1ure of fifteenth·century settings of the Mass 
Ordinary; however, this practi ce is more obvio us in continental compositions than ii is 
among English ones. Amid the seuings of the Gloria and Credo in OH, informal 
separation of the words by means of a cadential move in some but not all pans is a more 
commonly encountered procedur e than the use of fennata chords.« Occasionally, the 
words are used to comp lete a section of the composition as in the Gloria settings by Darnen 
and Cooke.
45 
Thi s is also sometimes found in Dunstable's settings of the Gloria; 
however, such carefu l attention 10 the names 'Jhesu' and 'Maria' is neither a feature of 
Leonel Power's settings of the Mass Ordinary, nor of English settings from 1he middle of 
the fifteenth century.4 6 Cox's Mass Sine nomine in Br contains one of the relatively few 
examples in which the name 'lhesu Christe' is set in a cadential manner. 47 Similarly , 
English polyphon ic settings of Salve regina prior 10 those found in E do not distinguish the 
words 'Et lhesum' from the surround ing text by seuing them in chords, or treating them in 
a cadentia l fashion. The on ly mid .fifteenth-century English Salve regina in which the 
words 'Et lhesum' are espec ially noticeable is that in Tr90 (fols 3Q5V-JQ6r), where a 
chord and fennara are employed for the final syllable of 'lhe sum'. 48 The simp le 
homophonic manner used in setting 'Et Ihesum' is highly characteristic of continental Salve 
regina settings from 1he late fifteenth century.49 The chordaJ treatment of 'E1 Ihesum' in the 
Eton Salve regina senings is unlikely 10 have warranted improvisatory embellishment; 
however, the appeara nce of notes added on a staff above the words 'Et Ihesum' in a 1523 
Sarum Processional may suggest tha1 the possibility of such creatmenl cannot be discounte.d 
entirely.SO 
44
Thec hordal approac h is used in Byncring's G lor ia, OH, fols 13v.14r, CMM 46, no. 17. 45
0 H.fo ls9v. J0v (CMM 46, no. 13)and fols 1ov.11r(CMM46, no. 14) respectively. 46
A sc!ting or the Gloria asc ribed to Dunsl.'.lble in manusc~pt l•B~ 2216, pp. 24-25 makes a f~lh~r 
distinctJon be tween the words ' lhcsum Christe' and the following sect ion by changing the mensuration m 
lhenewscction: MB 8.no.3. 
:;:;· ~~ii;~~• ;,';~C~ei~E~;;,:~ ·counterp:i,ts, comineotal composm tend to isolate 'lh su Christe' n 
settings of the Mass Ordinary far more frcqu enLly, exemplified by the cadence made on 'Chnste'. in the_ Olona of 
Ockcghem's Missa Au travail suis and Credo in Missa L'homme armi. As well, lhe sylla_b1c scumg of the 
words in a chordal fashion. accompanied by fcrmaia signs , is seen fairly often among Bi~cho,s's settings of lhe 
~i~n:~~::~~e3~::p: ~i;h;a~::'::;:';;'.'.'1t2t~:/;;;ho1; ~~;,:t~!~~O:i :s::~ :i.;,mon for l t 
lhe~m'toappcarat thcbcg inningratherthanthcendofascct1on,forcxampleJosqumsfive•partSa/ve 
regina. 
5
°CB-Ob 4°. W59. Th fo l clxxiiir Above the four notes normally assigned to 'Et lhcsum', d·A•c•d, the 
notC$ d-g{-g-a{~-d ha~e ~n added and may be filled in counterpoint with lhe plainsong 'Et lhcsum' notc.s. 
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The exclamation 'salve' ('hail') occurs three times in the text and in most 
compositions eilher the first or second 'salve' (and sometimes both) is highlighted. The 
word may be allocated a section of its own, or else contrasts between reduced and full-
voice textures distinguish it from the surrounding text. The words 'salve' and 'lbesum' are 
sometimes prominent because cadences are fonne.d on them on notes that are unusual in 
tenns of the prevailing mode. For example, the second 'salve' in Comysh's setting (which 
has Gas lhe root of its last chord and uses the transposed D mode idiom) cadences on B', 
whilst 'Et Ihesurn' cadences on e'. Similarly, the only cadence on B' in Sutton's Salve 
regina occurs with the words 'Et Ihesurn'. 
The juxtaposition of the words 'exsilium ostende' ('exile, reveal '), from line 6 of 
the Salve regina text, provides an opportunity within the settings on a cantus firmus to 
'replicate' musically the sense of the text. In four settings - those by Sutton, Huchyn, 
Wylkynson (first setting) and Browne (second setting) - the canrus firmus is present until 
the word 'exsilium', at which point it is omitted or 'exiled'. The readmission or 
'revelation' of the cantus firmus coincides with the word 'ostende' (Example 3.11). 
EXAJ.1PLE3.l1 
Browne(secondsctting) 
~ h< ,. . , 1.1i . 
ln the first settings by Wylkynson and Browne, this procedure is also observed with the 
earlier occurrence of the word 'exsules' Oine 3) as a possible representation of the 'exiled 
Fcrmata-hcld chords arc used in Browne' s carol Jesu , mercy, how may this be (GB-Lbl Add. 5465, fols 53v. 
~8r, MB 36, no. 51) at the beginning or stanza 3 with the words 'Ah, Jesu!" (bars 93-4) and there are several 
umcswhcnthcfirstsyllableor'Jesu'isalsotreatcdinthisway . 
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sons of Eve'. An English precedent for treating this part of the text in a special way may be 
found in Leonel Power's Salve regina on Alma redempt oris mater, preserved in QlS. 51 
Here, the oiplex is omitted for the setting of the word 'exsules' and the melismatic 
treatment of the word 'ostende' may be considered to be a musical parallel with the Salve 
reginatext.S2 
In nearly every setting in E, attention is drawn by musical means to the words 'illos 
tuos misericordes oculos ad nos converte' ('tum those merciful eyes of yours upon us') 
from line 5. Thi s is accomplished in a number of ways. In Cornysh's Salve regina the 
three•voice texture used in the setting of the preceding text, 'Eia ergo advocata nostra' 
('Therefore, 0 thou our advocate'), is reduced to two voices (retaining the triplex and 
med.ius) in the subsequen t passage , 'illos tuos misericordes oculos ad nos converte'. 
Musical treatment that serves to focus attention on this passage includes the employment of 
b'", the highest note in the piece for the first note of the triplex with the setting of the word 
'oculos' and imitation (Exampl e 3. 12). Conside rable rhythmi c variety and figurativ e 
writing characterize the long melismatic melodies on 'converte', with the descending and 
ascending scale in the triplex extending over a range of a tenth. 
EXAMPLE3.12 
As with Comysh, Hacomp laynt reduces a three·part texture to a two-pan one with 'illos 
tuos' and features imitatio n between the parts. Rhythmic intricacies and particularly the 
triplet resolution at the cadence highlight the text. Lambe's setting also ensures that the plea 
to 'turn those mercifu l eyes of yours upon us' is heard (Example 3.13). The words 
'misericordes oculos' are stated three times, each time with a different scoring. The first 
statement (bars 53·5) is given by the rnedius and contratenor, with the triplex melody 
descending from[' to gll' with the words 'illos tuos'. This is one of the few occurrences 
of git in E, and in this instance forms the perfect third in a cadence idiomatic of modes with 
~~~~:~~ ~:~~::lS~~7i~' {: ~~j Power's se1t.ing there is an 'incredibly subtle planning of musical 
effects': The Rise of Eu.ropetJ/1 Mu.sic, 2 19. 
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E final, that is, with the lowest part moving by semitone from/t oe (bar 55).53 The words 
'misericordes oculos' are then stated in the conrratenor, tenor and bassus before a final 
statement in the triplex, medius and tenor resolving again by semitone movement, this time 
B~ to A (bar 59). The repetition of I.he phrase 'misericordes oculos' by various vocal 
groupings is a fairly unusual procedure in E, suggesting intentional texrual focus. The 
five-part texture used for the subsequent text, 'Ad nos convene', appears to assume the 
same function as it does in the third stanza of Browne's second Salve regina where the 
introduction of full texture with I.he words 'Et pro nobis' emphasizes a collective response 
(seep. 122, Example 3.16). 
10q l\O 
•,. 
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In Brygeman's Salve regina only one voice for the text section 'illos tuos misericordes 
oculos ad nos convene' survives. Notable features in the melcx:ly include the semitone 
53Harrison observed that G# is also used in Lambc's Sulla caeli: MMB, 323, n. 2. The caden~ in Sie~la 
ca.eliiso nthcw ord 1hcsu'which,ash asbce n secninlheSa/veregi.nasctl.ings,isoftcntrc::ue~maspccia.1 
:~~~~~v:~c;r::~c ~:C~~~: :~t~:.~J~~:.e~~~:~:r ~~~nut'~ ~~!:~~ ~ 
fragmentary Salve regina by Brygem::m on the words 'Evae', 'et (rlemes)' 3rld 'valle' (Dissenation ed.iuon, 
OOfS44,48and(i(}respcctively). 
/19 
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inflections at the beginnings of the words 'illos' and 'misericordes' and the sequences in 
bars 82-5 with the word 'convert e'. In Fayrfax's Salve regina, the first section of the 
setting occurs at the end of thi s word, the cadence formed here incorporating a 6-5 
suspension. 
The Salve regina settings on a cantus finnus also draw attention to the text 'illos 
tuos misericordes oculos ad nos converte' through manipulation of the cantus firmus. For 
example, in Wylkynson's nine-voice Salve regina, the pan of the cantus firmus linked with 
this passage of the set text is that for the words 'Maria in celum' ('Mary in heaven'). 
Therefore, the invocation to 'tum those merciful eyes ofyo~ upon us' is directed towards 
Mary, the subject of the petition. In Hygons's setting, the canrus finnus is present until the 
word 'nostra'; it is then omitted for 'illos ruos misericordes oculos', re-entering with 'ad 
nos convene' . Obviou sly, this passage of text was considered by the Eton composers 10 
be significant, as a variety of musical treatments are used that result in its prominence. 
In two settings in E, the word 'ecclesiae ' from the first trope stanza is treated in a 
special way. In Lambe's setting, the distinctly unusual procedure of including a structural 
cantus firmus in the highes t voice (the medius) of a three-pan textu re for the words 
'ecclesiae porta' ensures that the antiphon melody is heard at this point (bars 80-5). This is 
one of only two instances in the Eton Salve regina settings where the canrus finnus is state.d 
in breves in the highest voice. The other occurs in the triplex in the penultimate section of 
Wylkynson's nine-voice setting (see p. 107 above and a further discussion of its possible 
symbolic implicatio ns on pp. 128-9). Finally, in Fayrfax's Salve regina, which is not 
composed on a canrus firmus, the opening five-note gesture from the Salve regina antiphon 
associated with the word 'salve' is quoted transposed up a fourth in the highest voice of a 
two-pan texture with the opening line of the first trope stanza 'Virgo mater ecclesiae' (bars 
82-4, Example 3.14). This quotation from the plainsong melcxly is exposed by its 
presentation in a simple rhythm and in long note-values. 
EXAMPLE 3.14 
The words 'exaudi preces' are conspicuous in several settings because they are 
preceded by a sectional division. Imitation figures prominently as a means by which the 
invocation to 'hear our praye rs' may be emphasized. This is seen in Wylkynson's nine-
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voice Sa/Ye regina and the settings by Comysh, Fayrfax , Hygons, Hacomplaynt and 
Browne (Example 3. 15). 
EXAMPLE 3.15 
Browne(secondscuing) 
The words 'exaudi preces' are sometimes set syllabically in breves and semib reve s thus 
ensuring that they are heard with clarity (exemplified in the second SalYe regina settings by 
Wylkynson and Browne and those by Davy, Hacomplaynt and Hampton). 
The subject of the third trope stanza, beginning with the words 'Funde preces tuo 
nato', concerns the Crucifixion. The potential musical resonan ces offered by this emotive 
pan of the text are realized in several settings in similar ways. One of the most striking of 
these is the use of semitone inflection s - D-E~. G-A ~ - which in some settings is 
supplemented by a shift to the B~ hexachord (discussed earlier on pp. 112-13). The 
opening of the second half of the stanza , 'Et pro nobis' ('And for us'), is often expressed 
as a point of imitation between all voices (exemplified in the settings by Cornysh, Fayrfax, 
Hygons and both of Browne's SalYe regina settings), the repetitio n of the words providing 
rhetorical emphasis. Imitati ve treatment of the words 'funde', 'crucifixo', 'flagellato', 
'spinis puncto' and 'felle potato' in variou s Safye regina settings establishes cohesion and 
also projects the text. Although imitation is not extensive in these settings, its increasing 
prominence in works by the later composers demonstrates that, whilst it is not as pervasive 
or strict as the imitative treatment that characterizes many of Josquin's motets, imitation 
was beginning to be viewed as an important constructional device, organizing and unifying 
melodic lines in a way that was previou sly absent from English compositions. 
Musical intensification of the collective appeal 'Et pro nobis' is witnessed funher by 
the unusual procedure of inrroducing the cantus finnus at this point. The most striking 
example may be seen in \Vylkyn son's nine -voice Sa[Ye regina where a complete strucrural 
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statement of Assumpt a est Maria is heard in the highest voice. In Huchyn 's Salve regina, 
notes 16 to 21 from the cantu s firmu s (Ne timeas Maria), associated wit h the words 
'[inveni]sti gratiam' ('has found favour'), are quoted in the tenor wilh 'et pro nobis' , once 
again linking the text of Salve regina wilh that of the cantus firm.us. Fayrfax's Salve regina 
makes a reference to the opening of the Salve regina melody with the words 'et pro nobis 
flag[ellato]'. 
In Browne's secon d Salve regi na a full five-voice texture is introduced in the 
middle of the third trope stanza with the words 'et pro nobis flagellato, spinis puncto' 
(Example 3.16). Th is is the only Salve regina in E in which full texture is introduced in a 
trope stanza and seems to have a rhetorical function in reinforcing the collective appea l, 
'And for us'. The text und erlay in the trope stanzas is normally writte n in red ink , 
confirming that the pa ssage is for reduced forces; however, it may also have indicated that 
the passage was for solo voic es.54 If this was so then the five-voice passage in stanza 3 
written in black ink may have been intended for the whole choir, thus extending the 
dramatic presentatio n of this part of the text 
EXAMPLE 3.16 
. - . 
Certain cadences appear to acquir e rhetorica l significance by their choice of cadence tone, 
melodic movement in the bassus (most noticeably in the use of the characteristic E-mode 
cadence moving from F-E or B~-A) or by the use of dissonant suspensi ons. The words 'E1 
54
Scc thcdiscussio nin ch::iptcr 2,n .59. 
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Ihesum' are sometimes distinguished by the formation of a cadence on a note that is 
unusual in the particular modal context.55 In the nine-voice setting by Wylkynson, that has 
Fas the root of the final cadence , the only cadence at the end of a section that is formed on 
A occurs with 'Et Thesum'. In Sutton's Salve regina, the cadence on 'Et Ihesum' occurs 
on B', the only cadence in the composition to do so; whilst the cadence for 'Et Ihesum' in 
Comysh's setting is on the highly irregular cadence note, e'. As well as on 'Et Ihesum', 
irregular cadences are formed on the words 'salve', 'O pia' and 'potato' in a number of 
compositions. 
The employment of the E-mode cadence (the so-called 'Phrygian' one) is highly 
unusual in the Salve regina settings in E. However , there are two instances in which this 
type of cadence is used at the close of a section, coinciding with the words 'vulnerato' 
('wounded') and 'misericordiae' ('mercy'), in the settings by Huchyn and Cornysh 
respectively (Example 3.17), suggesting a link between the use of this type of cadence and 
sombre ideas. The cadential movement that occurs with the words 'ad nos converte' in 
Sutton's Salve regina also proceeds in this manner and appears to reinforce the entreaty 
expressed in the text, 'turn those merciful eyes of yours upon us'. In all three cases, the E-
mode cadence is employed as a means of drawing attention to the sense of the text, and in 
the Huchyn and Comysh settings the effect of the cadence is heightened by the use of a 6-5 
suspension. 
EXAMPLE 3. 17 
Huchyn 
5
~JuddpointstothcsolccadcncconF(thcothc rsareformedonGofD)inJosquin'sfive-partSalve regina 
Wllh'exsulcs'asaharmonic:i.llyconceivedexile: 'JosquindcsPrez: Salveregina', 12 1. 
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Comysh 
WYLKYNSON'S NINE-VOICE SALVE REGINA 
It would not be possible to leave discu ssio n of the Salve regina settings in E without 
considering the symbo lism inherent in the nine-voice setting by Robert Wylkynson. This 
composition epitomizes the complexities of meaning that arise in the English votive 
antiphons with a cantus finnus in the late fifteenth century. The symbiosis of Salve regina 
and unheard chant texts attains further significance from the incorporation of concepts 
derived from pseudo-Dionysius' Celestial Hierarchy . 
The concep t of a hierarchy among the Nine Orders of Angels is not mentioned in 
the Bible, receiving its first exposition in the writings of Dionysius, the pseudo-Areopagite 
c.500. Pseudo-Dionysius devised the Nine Orders of Angels according to the names of the 
celestial powers mentioned particularly in the Pauline Epislies.56 ln this hierarchy, the 
angels were divided into three orders. The highest order consisted of the Seraphim, 
Cherubim and Thrones. The second order included the Dominions, Vinues and Powers 
and the lowest order consisted of the Principalities, Archangels and Angels. Pseudo-
Dionysius regarded the process of man's deification as synonymous with the transmission 
of divine light through the tripartite division in the order of angels. Only throu gh 
understanding the function of perfection, illumination and purification - the three processes 
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that were distributed within each of the three orders • could man hope to imitate God . 
Pseudo•Dionysiu s' ideas were transmitted into medieva l discussion s through the Latin 
translation of De Caelesri Hierarchia by the ninth•century philosopher, Johannes Scotus 
Eriugena. 
Symbolic repre sentati on of the Nine Orders of Angels is evident throughout 
Wylkynson's Salve regina, in both iconographic and musical forms. The most immediate 
connection is the nine·voice scoring. Each of these parts is ascribed to one of the orders of 
the angels within the decorated initials at the beginning of the setting, as indicated below in 
Table 3.9. Fol. f4r is shown in Plate 1 over leaf; howeve r, unfortunately, the names of the 
angelscannotbeeasi lydiscemed in this. 
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These initial decorations are paste-downs that were added at a later stage. The verse 
annotations on fol. f4r (which do not observe a common metrical fonn) make the 
connections between the Celestial Hierarchy and this setting of Salve regina. explicit: 
Antiphona hcc Christi laudcm sonat atquc Marie 
Etdccusangclicisconcinitordinibus 
QuisuntAngeli,eruntArch::lng eli etorcloscquctur 





Those which arc Angels will be Archangels. and there follows lhe order of 
VinucsandofPowers:lhcnlheolherordcr ofPrincipalities. 
After Dominions add Thrones and Cherubim, 
andjtolhesc]youwilljoinScraphimwh oholdthchighestp lacc. 
The nine voices are named in the initial leners from approximately highest to lowest 
ambitus according to the order of the angels from highest to lowest order. Representation 
of the number 9 - and hence the Order of Angels - is also suggested by the relatively 
narrow ambitus of the tenor part, which consists of nine notes, from c to d'. This is the 
voice which predom inantly states the cantus finnus. Having a significant function in the 
structure of the composition, it is the tenor which is assigned the orde r of 'Potestates' 
('Powers'). In Wylkynson's thirteen-part setting of the Apostles' Creed - a composition 
also infused with symbolism concerning Christ and his twelve apostles - the ambitus of the 
tenor melody used is thirteen notes. 
The extent 10 which numerological symbolism permeates Wylkynson's Salve regina. 
is open to conjecture . In Wylkynson 's setting, the cantus firmus Assumpta est Maria 
consists of twenty-seven notes. The number of notes for the antiphon varies between 
different litur gica l sources. In the fourteenth-century mona stic Antiphonal from 
Peterboroug h Abbey, Cambridge, Magdalene College, manuscript F. 4. 10 (fol. 270v), 
this antiphon cons ists of thirty-one notes. In 1he fifteenth-century Sarum Antiphonal GB-
Ob Laud. Misc. 299, fol. 392r it has twenty-nine notes , whilst in the Antiphonal GB-Cu 
Mm. ii. 9, fol. 24 gr (AS 499) it consists of twenty-eight notes. 57 Comparing 
Wylkynson's camus firmus with the version used in AS 499, note 10 from the liturgical 
57
Wylkynsonuscsashiscantuslirmusaversionoflhcchantwhi chdocsnotincludethcbplicawhichoccurs 
between notes 12 and I3 in some liftccmh-century sources such as GB-Ob Laud. Misc. 299, fol. 392r and CB· 
0bBodJ.948,foJ.305r. 
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source is the only note that is omitted in nearly every presentation of Wylkynson's cantus 
firmus, with the exception or the elaborated statement in the medius at the beginning of 
section II when it is included. Note IO not only repeats note 9 of the AS 499 version but 
significantly, there is no tex t underlay for note 10. Note 10 is the only one of several 
repeated notes in the chant for that there is no underlay and therefore , it is the only note that 
might conceiva bly be omitted. Wylkynson may have deliberate ly chosen to use twenty-
seven notes in the ca ntus firmus because 27 is divisible by nine and hence linked 
numerically to the Nine Orders of Angels. The number 27 is also perceived to be 
'perfection of perfectio n' because it can be expressed as 3 x 3 x 3 and may be considered as 
symbolizing the perfection of the Virgin.58 
Anothe r aspect of the symbolism inherent in this setting may be seen in the 
appearance three times of the name 'Wylkynson' in the margins of the setting, including the 
phrase 'Robenus Wylkynson cuius anime propicie tur Deus' ('Robert Wylkynson, 10 
whose soul may God be propitious') on fol. f6r. These additions imply that Wylkynso n 
was dead by the time they were inserted. Wriuen in a Gothic cursive script in the same 
hand as that for the verse annotations, the names of 1he angels in the decorations and the 
text underlay for the whole setting, the commentary on the ange ls may well have been 
included by the copyist. The number 3 is symbolic not only for its associations with the 
Trinity, but in this case it may also indicate the scribe's hope to ensure Wylkynson's 
attai nment of a place in heaven, corresponding to the three stages of spi ritu al 
enlightenment. Although it cannot be stated categorically that Wylkynson intended a 
connection betwee n the ange lic hierarchy and this setting of Salve regi11a, the evidence 
indicatesthatthiswasentirelyprobable. 
The text or the antiphon used as the cantus firmus, Assumpla est Maria, describes 
Mary's assumpt ion into heaven accompanied by rejoicing angels and its choice is therefore 
highly appropriate for use in conjunction with the Nine Orders of Angels symbolism. Art 
scholars have remarked in connectio n with the iconographic representation of the Nine 
Orders, that 'often che Virgin Mary is brough t into the centre of this hierarchy '.59 This is 
also apparent in Wylkynson's Salve regina. The Marian aspect is immediately evident in 
the choice of the set 1ex1, Salve regina. This is reinforced by the selectio n of the Marian 
amiphon Assumpta est Maria as 1he canius fimrns and thirdly, by its placement 
predominamly in lhe middle of the nine-voice texture. 
An examinatio n of the dep loyment of the cantus finnus in this Salve regina 
demonstrates that divisions in the cantus firmus always coincide with the ends of complete 
words or phrases in the associated Assumpra est Maria text. In considering the symbolic 
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aspects of this composition it is pertinent to note that the portion of the structural cantus 
firmus stated wi1h 'os 1ende' (' revea l') is tha t which has lhe underlying words 'gaude nt 
angeli' ('the ange ls rejoice') from the Assumpra est Maria text This has the func tion of 
ex1ending the meanin g of the Salve regina text in this passage by synthesiz ing the idea of 
the choirs o f angels (from the underlying chant text) and 'ostende' from the Salve regina 
It is interesting to co nsider the highly unusual presentation of the seco nd statement 
of the cant us finnu s from a pseudo-Dionysian viewpoint. The canius firmus is placed in 
the triplex in the penultimate section, with the collect ive appeal 'E1 pro nob is flagellato, 
Spinis puncto, fe lle potato ' ('for ou r sake, pierced with thorns and give n gall to drink') 
from 1he third trop e stanza. Stated in long notes in the highest voice in the texture, 
Wylkynson evidently intended tha1 the cantus finnus should be audible in this section. 
Ordinarily, the cantus finnu s is almost never includ ed in parts of the trope in the E settings. 
hs use here empha sizes and recognizes the co llect ive acceptance that Christ died for the sins 
of a11 mankind , and Mary 's assumption into heaven is seen to offe r the mediation by which 
man may take advantage of Christ;s atonement for humanity's sins. The triplex, the second 
highest voice in the composition, is designated 'C herubyn' in its initia l letter and, as such, 
represents the middle choi r of ange ls in 1he first orde r : Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones. 
According 10 pseudo-Dionysian interpretation, the cherubim are assoc iated with the process 
of illumination: 
hopcpurifics to unity,s implicityandst.cadfastncss;faithillumincstoknowlcdgeofthings 
rcvealcd;charityinnamesus 1opcrfection.60 
This coup ling of 'knowledge of thin gs revea led' with illumination suggests why 
Wylkynson may have placed 1he cantus firmus in the triplex (rather than the Quatruplex). 
By doing so, the cantus firmus, Asswnpra est Maria, is revealed; the source of the cantus 
finnus unmistakable because it is placed in the highest voice of this particular texture and is 
stated in long notes, a manner of presentation normally associated wi1h the tenor. 
The repre sentation of the Nine Orders of Angels and 1he Virgin Mary is central to 
the musical conception of Wylkynson's nine-part Salve regina The questio n of the means 
by which Wylkynson became acquainted with this concep1 may now be addressed. 
60
Colet, lntroducLion to I Cor inthian s 13: An Exposition 0/S 1 Paul's First Epistle lO the Corinthians, 137. 
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WYLKYNSON AND THE CELESTlAL HIERARCHY 
The Neoplatonic co ncep t of the Nine Orders of Angels appealed 10 many medieval writers 
and 1he Celes tial Hierarc hy is mentioned by Hildegard of Bingen , Danie and Boccaccio.61 
Significa nt commentaries on De Caeles ri Hierarchi were writt en by the most famous 
theologians active in Pari s from the twelf th 10 the fifteent h centuri es , including Hugh of 
Saint-Victor (d.1141), Thomas Gailis (d. 1246), Thomas Aquinas (1224/5-74), Albert the 
Great (1200-80), Jea n Gerson (1363-1429) and Dionysius Cartusiensis ( 1402-71) .62 
Extant manu script s in Britain attest to the wide dissemination of Dionysius Cartusiensis' 
writings in 1he fifteenth century, with the manuscript Oxford , Bodleian Library, Rawlinson 
c. 564, a copy of the earliest surviving redaction of a list of his own works, including a 
commentary entitled 'Supe r angelicam iherarch iam sanc ti Dioni sij' .63 However, the mos1 
widely read La1in translations of pseudo-Dionysius' writings were those by the fifteen th-
century Italian human is1s, Traversari and Ficino. 
In the fifteenth century there appears to have been a verita ble cult of the Nine Orders 
of Angels in England. The subject may be seen in varied iconograph ic forms from the late 
fourteenth century and is witnessed especially in a profusion of iconog raphic 
representation s dating from the second half of the fifteenth century. The splendid 
illuminati ons in the Sherbome Missa l, wh ich was probably co mpil ed for the Benedictine 
Abbey of St Mary at Sherborn e c.1396 10 1407, include figures of the Orders of Angel s 
with their names wriuen in sc rolls in 1he margins around the perime ter of music for Trinity 
Sunday. 64 They are also listed in an early fifteenth-century devotional co llectio n possibly 
originating from Pen shur st, Kent, and now in the Bodleian Library, MS GB-Ob Bodi. 
850. On fol. 1r, a prayer naming the archangels (Gabriel, Michael, Raphae l, Urie l, Saric!, 
Romie!, Ema nuel, Pavachie l) is followed by the names of the Nine Orders of Angels. 65 
6 1
Hildegard of Bingen, Scivas J: 6; Dante, Paradiso 28: 124-6, 304; Boccaccio. DecamJ!ron, lhes tocy of 
KingChar les lhe Old (six lh swry,temhday)765 
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~Dionysius Cartusiensis, completed his comme ntari es on lhe wril_ings of pseudo-Dionysius by c. 1467. 
His commentaries on De Caelesti 1/ierarchia are found in Paris. BibholhCque NationaJe, MS lat. 12293 and 
Zwick:iu, Ratsschulbibli othe k MS VII. 8 63
0the r references to Dionysi us Cartu siensis, or his works, in manuscripts in British libraries arc to be 
· · Library,MSHh. i.t ;the fiftce nth-centu ry 
riti sh Library, MS Arunde l 309 ; London, 
Roya l 2. A. II; Oxfo rd, Bod leian L_ibrary: 
MS lat. lh. e. 29; and the ear ly six teenth-century manuscript Oxford. S1 John's College, MS 177: D1onysi1 
~~:~~~'.h~r;;:,t:}:;;a~fissal, 276, Pl. XIX 
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0n lhe pseudo-Dionysian hierarchy in the sequence Salve pater dyonisi, wilh text and music probably 
emanating from Saint-Denis in Paris and now preserve d in the Missa ls, F-Pn lat. l 107. fols 3g4r_3g5r 
(s.xi ii) and GB-Lva 1346- 1891, fols 393v .394r (s.xiv) see Robenson, The Service-Books of the Royal 
Abbeyo/Saint-Denis,277-85. 
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The early sixteenth-cen tury double hammerbeam ceiling in St Wendreda, March, 
Cambridgeshire repre sen ts figures of angels in three tiers_66 Duffy notes that along with 
several examples of the subject in fifteenth-century glass, other representa tions of the Nine 
Orders of Ange ls occur in wood on the rood-screens in St Michae l's, Banon Turf in 
Norfolk and Sou1hwold in Suffolk. 67 Two such pane ls survive from the St Michael's 
rood-screen (c.1480, see Plate 2) depicting the Orders of Thrones and Archangels. The 
subject of the Nine Orders of Angels may also be seen in an alabaster altarpiece which dates 
from the secon d half of the fifteenth centu ry, in the Church of St Peter Mancroft in 
Norwich and there is another in Norwich Cathedral. 68 
Althou gh purely conjectural, some possible connections between the Nine Orders 
and Eton College are interest ing to explore. John Somerset, Henry Vi's phys ician, who 
was panly invo lved in the foundation of both Eton and King's College, was also 
responsible for the foundation of a chapel, hospita l and Guild of St Mary and the Nine 
Orders of Angels at Brentford End, Middlesex, in the 1440s.69 Accordi ng to Visser-Fuchs 
and Sutton, the foundation for the chape l was established first, with the provision for a 
hospital and gui ld 'to be called "of the nine orders of holy angels" by Syon' following in 
1446.70 
A Latin translation of the pseudo-Dionysius' Cele.stial Hierarchy by J. Sarazenus is 
found in the Eton College Librnry MS 120, fols 25Jr-258V.71 This manuscript includes a 
fifteenth-century entry 'Don um Johann is Borowe quondam soc ii huius rega lis collegii'. 
According to Emden, this was the John Bonour who was a fellow of Eton College from 
1441 until his death in 1467.72 The manuscript, which contains miscellaneous tracts by 
Saints Augustine , Anselm and Bernard, also includes translations of pseudo-D ionysius' 
Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, Divine Names and My.srical Theology. 
The symbo lism inherent in the nine-voice Salve regina suggests that Wylky nson 
may have had a persona l devotion to angels. Moreover, his interest in angels seems to 
reappear in the now fragmentary selling of O virgo prudenrissima. 
66
Pevsner. The BuUdings of England. Cambridgeshire, 355. PL 29a. 67
Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars, 270- l. 68
Sheingom, The Te Dcum Altarpiece', 172. 69
BRUO 3, 1728. Jam gratefol lO Livia Visser-Fuchs for generously ~!lowing me to~ a typescript ~f 
her forthcoming article with Anne Suuon on I.he Guardian Angel which draws auenuon lO Somersets 
foundation of theNincOrdcrsofAnge lsatBrcnlfo rd 70Jbid 
71
~er comments lhat 1he translatio n is by Sarazenus. The foliation of the manuscript is not e~Lirely 
reliable; the reference above has been made to lhe foliation nwnbcrs th.:11 arc a1 present on the manuscnpL 72BRUO 1,219. 
PLATE 2 Screen from Barton Turf Church, Norfolk showi ng two or lhe Nine Orders or Angels 
Reprodu ced from Ricker1: Pai11ti11g ill Briraill, PL 190. 
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WYLKYNSON'S O VIRGO PRUDENTISSIMA 
Only one leaf swvives from Wylkynson's O virgo prudentissima. The text was written by the 
Florentine humanist Poliziano and appears under the title 'Hymnus' in his Opera Omnia, 
prin1ed in Venice by Aldus Manutius in 1498. 73 Three voices remain of this six-voice 
composition, and only the music for the first four verses of Poliziano's text is extant 
(transcribed in Appendix III). 
It has now proved possible co establi sh the source of the cantus fmnus in Wylkynson's 
O virgo p rudentissima. Th e cantus finnus clearly commences in the tenor part with the 
opening words, 'Per te tetro carcere', from stanza 4 of the hymn (bar 74). Prior to this stanza, 
the setting is scored for redu ced voices and, as the cantus firmus is rarely stated in such 
reduced textures in E it seems logical that this is the first statement of it.74 The cantus finnus 
in O virgo p rudenrissima is the Paschal antiphon Angelus aurem Domini (transposed up a 
founh) an antipho n sung at Lauds (Example 3.18).75 
EXAMPLE 3.18 
i ll l9 )(Ill ll n :M )} :W ; 
Angelus aut.cm Domini descend.it de caclo: 
etacccdens revolvi1l:i.pidemetscdeba.1supcr eum,allelui:i.,alleluia. 
Anan geloflheLorddescendcdfromhe::i vcn; 
hec:imcto thestoncandrollcditawa y,ands:ithimsclfdownoni1.,alleluia,alleluia. 
The choice of this antiphon as the cantus finnus strengthens the proposition that Wylkynson's 
personal sense of religion involved a particular devotion to the angels. In addition, a reference 
10 'Cheri stupen t angelici' at the end of stanza 5 of the text may have appealed especially to 
Wylkynson: 
73R_H 13910. Josquin des Prez' six-part seu.ing of O virgo pru.denrissjma appears to~ lhe. only other ,music~~ 
sctung of this I.ext. Werk.en, 3: no. 45, I-IO. Both Elders and Judd mcomx:l.ly cl.:iss1fy this t.ext as~ pr~es. 
Judd, 'Modal Types and Ur. Re, Mi Tonalities', 432; Elders. 'Short Report of I.Ile Third Josquin Meeting with a f0posaJ for an Ordering of lhe Works in lhe New Josquin Edition•, 29. 4
Thebreves inthetenorpminbars25-8don ot,f orthisr eason,constitu1epmofthecantus fumu s. 










Unfortunately, this part of the tex t is now lost from Wylkynson's setting. Nevertheless, in 
view of the choice of cantus finnus and Wylk ynson's obvious interest in angels in his nine-
voice Salve regina, it seems pos sible that the reference to angels in the text may have inspired 
his selection of this devotional poem. 
The remnants of Wylkyn son's setting are divided into two sections by a stroke through 
each pan. Only the firs t word of the text, 'O', is set in the introductory section and features a 
point of imitation between the triplex and primus contratenor. Of the seven other surviving 
compositions in E which have texts beginning with 'O', Davy's O Domine caeli terraeque 
creator is the only work in which the word 'O' is treated as a separate section in a manner 
similar to Wylkynson's Salve regina setting (Example 3.19). Davy's introductory section is 
nine bars in length and features quasi-imitative statements between the contratenor and triplex. 
As with Wylkynson's O virgo prudentissima, the tenor entry in Davy's setting is delayed. 
Funhennore, Davy repeats the word 'O' at the beginning of the subsequent section, as does 
Wylkynson in O virgo prudenn ·ssima. 76 
EXAMPLE 3.19 
Wylkynson: Sa/veregina 
7_6In O Mariap/ena gratia and O regina caelesti.s g/oriae Lambe also U'CalS •~• separately ~oi:n _the :est of the first :cti~r~; ::-:..:::. it in conjunction with the whole line; however , there 1s no fonnal d1vis1on mto a separ:nc 
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EXAMPLE 3.19 (continued) 
Davy:ODominecaelite"aequecre{U()r 
Davy was Master of Choristers at Magdalen College, Oxford, from 1490 to 1492. The 
similarities between the two compositions by Davy and Wylkynson suggest that Wylkynson 
was familiar with Davy's O Domine caeli terraeque creator and may, to some extent, have 
modelled aspects of his own O virgo prudentissima on it.77 
DAVY'S O DOMINE CAEU TERRAEQUE CREATOR 
According to an annotation written at the end of Davy's O Domine caeli terraequ.e creator in E, 
this composition was written in one day, during the time that Davy was Master of Choristers at 
Magdalen College, evidently a feat of some note.78 The text is written in praise of Christ and 
the Trinity and invok es Mary to intercede on the behalf of those 'servants in peril of death'. 
Such references suggest that the motivation for the composition of O Domine caeli rerraeque 
creator may have been Lhe imminent death of someone connected with Magdalen College, the 
prospect of which would then explain the necessity of its hasty composition. 79 
The discovery of the can tus fumus has proved elusive, with Harrison suggesting that it 
belonged 10 the same melodic type as Jrarus rex Saul and Bearus Marrinus.80 A further 
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poss ibility may be postu lated here. The Lenten antiphon Symon dormis bear.; a close similarity 
to the canrus finnus as demonstrated below (Example 3.20) .81 
EXAMPlEl.20 
21 2l 2' 
ii· la 
Simondonnis nonporuistiunahoravigilare 
Aslccp,Simon? Wcreyou not ableiostayawakefo r onehour ? 
Davy: ODominecaeli le"aequecreaJOr 
First statcmcmofthccanrusfir mus 
85 
' 90 




81Sarum AntiphonaJ 1519-20, fol. cxviiv. Brev dcclxxi. The text is St Mark's Gospel, 14: 37. 
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EXAMPLE 3.20 (continued) 
Ut_ - ius sac-cu- Ii_ de-fcn-d.3.spe-ri-cu-
120 
lis, Ut po,s1 
Secondstat.cmcntofthccantusfirmus 
240 
- di- o_ 
I 
202 122232A 25 "' 
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At present, no specific connections between the set text and I.he text of Symon 
dormis are apparent and it is probable I.hat thi s antiphon may have been chosen simply 
because it was liturgically appropriate for the time of year at which O Domine caeli 
terraeque creator was to rece ive its first performance. Further re searc h is required to 
explore whethe r Davy may have influenced the development of Wylkynson's 
compositional style. Wylkynson a composer who, together with Browne, conbibu1ed two 
settings of the Salve regina text 10 E also appears 10 have been interested with possible 
in1errelationships between the text of I.he source chosen as the camus firmus and the text set 
polyphonically. 
CONCLUSION 
Exploration of the ways in which the Salve regina text is set in E confirms that the 
introduction of a cantus firmus is integral 10 the articulation of the structure of this craped 
text. Moreover, our under standi ng of 1he composer's sense of craftsmanship may be 
enhanced through this combination of chant and set texts. Compositional conventions 
evident in these seuings further establishes recognized ways of sening the text, as 
exemplified by the treatm ent of the words 'El lhe sum'. The disregard for such conventions 
• seen in 1he introdu ctio n of the cantus firmus into passages in which a cantus firmus is not 
normally heard• is also apparently intended to focus attention on specific parts of the text. 
The acknow ledgement of textually generated musical procedures in Josquin's five•part 
Salve regina setting that parallel those employed by a number of Eton composers 
substantiates the evidence that English composers responded to this text in similar ways. 82 
Harri son recognized tha1 the struc ture of the Salve regina text in the Eton settings is 
important for detemlining the di spos ition of the cant us finnus. 83 Howev er, Benham stated 
that 
lhe connection between words and music in the Ewn choirbook is often a very loose one, much or 
lhc logic,c harac1cr andstructureoflhcmusicbcingindcpcndentofthctextralherthanalliedt0 
it.84 
These analyses of the Salve regina settings have demonstrated that this view may be 
questione.d. Harrison also commented in respect of the relationship between text and music 
in E that 'the depiction of words by melody has no great er place in medieval polyphony 
than it had in plain so ng•.85 He acknowledged the possible depiction of the serpe nt in 
8
2on lhisaspcctofJosquin's scu ing.sccinpanicu lar,Judd, 'JosquindcsPrcz:Sa/veregina(i\5)', 117-l8 
andl21. 
::::~:~•~~:Bci~~h Music, 59-00. 5Harnson,MMB,322. 
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Fawkyne r's Goude rose sine spi11a but he was concerned primarily with searching for 
direct musical representation s of individual words which are indeed few and far between in 
this music. As a resu lt of this approach, both he and Benham overlooked the possibility of 
recognizing the exis tence of the subtle procedures of an entirely different kind commonly 
employed by composers in response 10 the Salve regina text. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SETTINGS OF THE MAGNIFICAT IN TI-IE ETON CI-IOIRBOOK 
INTRODUCTION 
The Et0n Choirbook lists twenty-fou r Magniji.car se1tings in the index on fol. ai r, making it 
the largest-known collection of pre-R efonnatio n polyphonic settings of the text. Those by 
Horwood, Kellyk, Lambe and Stratford are pre served complete , with a further four 
setti ngs by Browne , Wylkyn so n, Sygar and Da vy surv iving in fragments.I The five-pan 
Magnijica r by Nesbe tt inc luded in Harri son's edition was taken from the Cruvor Choi rboo k 
(Ca r ), because only fol. z tr remains in E. Fayrfax's Regale Magniflcat is lost from the 
manuscript; however, severa l concordances have made it possible to include this setting in 
1he edition. That thi s is indeed the Magnifi ca t by Fayrfax listed for fols aa2V-aa4r is 
affinned by the annotation 'regale' that is written in a contemporary hand, in the right-hand 
margin of the index next 10 the Fayrfax entry. 
The Ma gnijic ac was integral to 1he Office of Vespers and the text was sung to the 
canticle tone corre sponding to the modal construction of the antipho n that preceded and 
followed the Ma gnificat. The surviving Eton Magnijicat settings provide music for only 
the five even-numbe red verses of the text, plus the second verse of the lesse r doxology 
(hence forth re ferr ed to as verse 12). The odd-numbe red verses were presumably 
performed in a different manner, the most logical conclusion being that the appropria te 
plainsong cantic le tone was sung. Consequently, an appropriate plainsong canticle- tone 
intonation for the odd-numb ered verses is required for a comple1e perfonnance of an E 
Magn ificat. The process of deciding the correct canticle-tone for the E settings of this text 
isthecentralconcemofthischapter. 
It is now known that the various endings or dijferemiae that were available for each 
of the eight canticle tones in the Sarum Ton ale were employed in many English polyphonic 
settings. The availability of alternative final notes for each canticle tone means that the pitch 
of the ro01 in the final chord in a polyphonic Magnificat setting cannot be au tomatical ly 
equated with a corresponding mcxlaJ final. Consequently , certain of !he Magnijica, settings 
of Engli sh provenan ce have been assigned to diverse canticle tones by scholars 
endeavouring to identify their teno r, with little attemp t to address the problem of how such 
diversity of opinion arose. An example of the difficulties that arise from the assignment of 
a canticle tone may be seen in Fayrfax's 'Regale' Magnifi cat, one of the setti ngs listed in 
the index in E . Thi s Ma gnifica r has F as the root of cadences at the end of every 
polyphonic verse, and since 1949 scholar s have assigned it to either canticle tone 6 or 
cant icle tone 8 without querying the discrepa ncy. Thal such a famous and well-known 
1
The five-part setting by Com ysh in Caius , pp. 112-117 may conceivably be the losl setting by him 
rccordcdinlh c indcxofE. 
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Magnificac as Regale should be the source of divided opinion is confirmation that correct 
canticle 1one assignment has been somewha1 problematic. In the firs1 modem edition of 
Regale in 1949, Anselm Hugh es supplied canticle tone 6 for the odd·numbered verses.2 
This assignment was supported by Reese in his brief comments on the Magnijicat in 
1954.3 With the publication of the 'Regale' Magnificat in the Musica Britannica edition of 
E in 1960 Harrison supplied canticle tone 8 beginning on c for the intonation. However, in 
1961 Warren, citing Dom Anselm Hughes' comments on Regale, again assig ned tone 610 
thissecting.4 
In a seminal article published in 1962, 'Faburden in Practice', Harrison proposed 
the idea tha1 many mid·fift eenth· to sixteenth•century English polyphonic settings of the 
Magnificar employed a contrapuntal variation of the camicle tone, rather than the plainsong 
canticle tone itself as a basis for the composition.s These melodic variations fit in 
counterpoint with the canticle tones and may have been partly derived in the manner 
associa1ed with faburden; hence Harrison called them 'faburdens'. With the publication of 
this anicle, Harrison assigned the faburden for tone 8 to Regale and subsequent comments 
about this Magnificar by Warren and Sandon have iterated that canticle tone 8 is appropriate 
forRegale.6 
Examination of the counterpoin1s 10 the canticle tones (or 'faburdens') is essential 
for understanding the construction of the English polyphonic Magnificat of this period. 
Correct identification of these coun1erpoin1s is fundamental 10 the correct assignment of an 
appropriate camicle tone for the verses that are not set polyphonically. 
Counterpoims for each of the eight canticle tones in mensural notation with 
underlay from the Magnificat text are notated in several comemporary sources and the 
contents of each of these sources will be discussed on pp 138·52. The most striki ng 
features of these sources are that firstly, the counterpoints are written in mensural notation, 
often providing versions of melodies in both cempus perfeccum and cempu.s imperfeccwn 
for each of the canticle tones; secondly, text underlay, when supplied, is included for only 
the even•numbe red verses • that is, those which are nonnally set in polyphonic Magnijicat 
settings; and thirdly, the counterpoint supplied for each of the several canticle tones in each 
of 1he sources is fundamentally cons1ant throughou1 all the sources. This stock repertory of 
melodies provides a coumerpoint that is, in principle, panicular to each of the eight canticle 
tones. Studies by Harrison, Doe, Sandon and Caldwell have revealed that a large 
proponion of English Mag11ijica1 settings in the fifleenth and sixteenth centuries use these 
2
T~ Regafi Magnijicat, ed. Anselm Hughes. 1-14. 
1g~;!~~g~~Jf :!:::~:::.:;~:,::::;:~•~lclo:c;,o Partbooks', 137. 
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coun1erpoints as a melodic basis.7 In this chapter, the extant E settings will be analysed to 
assess the exten t to which these contrapuntal melodies are incorporated. The principal 
sources for these melodies will be identified and a brief discussion of terminology will 
explain the adoption of the term 'counterpo ints' in this study. 
MAGNIFICAT COUNTERPOINTS, FABURDENS AND SQUARES 
A collection of mensural settings of the even-numbered verses are copied as a single voice 
and arranged in order of the eight canticle tones, in the manuscript London, British Library, 
Royal Appendix 56 [RA56] .8 Flyleaves at the end of the 1528 printed Sarum Hymnal, 
London, British Library , c. 52. b. 2 1 [C] provide melodies for all eight tones, whilst a 
further four flyleaves appended to the front cover of court records for New Romney in the 
manuscript Maidstone, Centre for Kent ish Studies, NR/1B6 [N], supply melodies for six 
tones.9 The contents of these sources are transcribed in Appendix IL An additional 
mensural setting of canticle tone 1 is found on the flyleaf of a fifteenth-century Gradual of 
Sarum Use: London, British Library, MS Lansdowne 462, fol. 152r. 
In each of the three main sources (C, RA56 and N), plainsong differentiae (the 
alternative cadential formulae) for each canticle tone in the Sarum Tonale are given in 
plainsong notation. JO The plainsong canticle tones and differentiae that appear in the Use 
of Sarum are shown in Example 4.1. For convenience, each differentia has been assigned 
a number so that it may be distinguished in the following descriptions of the contents of the 
sources for the Magnificat counterpoints. 
Mensural melodies that fit in counterpoint with the plainsong canticle tones are 
included in these sources for each canticle tone and its differenriae, and are written in black 
void notation. In the Sarum Tonale the number of differenriae for each canticle tone varies 
from one for the sixth canticle tone to nine for canticle tone I. Accordingly, there are 
sometimes as many different mensural versions for the differentiae in the sources. In 
RA56 and N, the counterpoin ts for each differentia are also written in two different 
mensural versions, one eac h in tempus perfecrum and tempus imperfecrum. 
7Harrison, 'Faburdcn in Practice', 20-2: the Preface to Early Tuder Magnificats I, ed. Doe, x; Sanden, The 
r;:~a; ~5~k~,u~~~/~du~~!;~;i,~~ ; 1:ew;JA~!~:c~;r;e:,~~~ ~;~~~ 1:~t:g~~~~~~~ :24Sacred 
Music, 205; c. 1525 by Harr ison, 'Faburdc n in Practice', 20; c.1530 by Sister Thomas More [Mary Berry), 
~::~i:g:~;f~~ ~:~::;~~:\~~h:)~~ob~!; 0:~• !;b:t~~~~~~w ~~:c~•j~:cs as a possible 
sourceoffaburdc ns. 
1Dfrcrc's edition of the Sarum Tonalc draws upon three Sarum Ordinals : Oxford, Corpus Christi College, 
MS _44; Salisbury Cathedral MS 175 (bolh from lhc c~d s.x iv) and GB-lbl Arund~ I 130 (s.xv). The 
canllclc tones and correspo nding differentiae arc given in Use of Sarum. If: The Ordinal and Tonal, cd 
Frere,h:vi -lxxi 
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M•& fi - cat: • - ni - ma me - a 
- ul-ta-vil Jpi - ri-D.11 me - 111: in De - o 11-lu-ta-ri me 
Mag - ni 
Et CI - uJ - ta - vit spi. ri. IW mt: -111; in De- 0 .. ·Ju· ta· ri me· 0. 
Mag-ni 
Et u - ul-1.■ -vit IJ)i - ri -D.ls me • 0 p-lu-ta-ri me-o. uc-C11•lo-rum A-men 
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When Harrison drew attention to the melodies in RA56 he called them 'faburdens'. A 
specific connection between the tenn 'fabu rden ' and Magnificar is made in very few 
contemporaneous sources, although interestingly, one of these was made by a fellow of 
Eton College. In 1462 'William Wey, Fellow and sometime Precentor of Eton College' 
recorded that several hymns, antiphons and responsories, and also the Magnijicac, were 
sung in 'faburde n' by his group of pilgrims in the 'account of his pilgrimage 10 the Holy 
Land': 
.. xxj die Julii cquitav imu s Bcthlccm, Cl xx ij die Julii cquitavimus ad montana Judce, ct prope 
locum ubi sancia Maria s.aluiavit Elisabc1 camabamus in honorc Dci c1 bcatc Marie Magnifi ca1 in 
fabunhon. 11 
the 1wenty-firs t day of July we rode IO Bethlehem and lhe twenty-se.cond day of July we rode IO the 
mountains of Jud ea , and near to the place whe re Mary greeted Elizabclh we sang a Magnificat in 
faburdcninhonourofGodandStMary. 
The paucity of extant English treatises on composition from the fifteenth century may have 
contributed 10 the lack of references to faburden. Therefore, interpretations by modem 
scholars regarding the construction, employment and performance of faburden have been 
acquired from a smal l number of sources. The anonymous 'Sight of Faburden ' treatise that 
appears in London, British Library , Lansdowne MS 763, fol. I 16f- l 16v, copied by John 
Wylde in the mid-fift eeni h century, provides the most detailed description of faburden 
technique that exists today.12 
According to the Wylde treatise, the essential elements for the construction of a 
faburden were as follows: the plainsong was placed in the middle voice, the faburdene r 
would then imagine pitches a third above, or in unison with, the plainsong 'in Sight' and 
then sing 'in Voice' a fifth below the imagined notes. The resuhant melody lying beneath 
the plainsong in thirds and fifths was tenned the 'faburden'. The faburden nonnally opened 
and clo sed in fifths below the plainsong; the progression within a phrase was 
predomina ntly in co nsecutive thirds, interspersed with fifths (consecutive fifths were 
eschewed). A third voice was added a fourth above the plainsong, either duplicating the 
plainsong melody, or supplying a melody that was independent of both plainsong and 
fa burden. The treatment resulted harmonically in success ions of~ chords interpolated with 
11 
Harrison, Faburden in Practice', 24-5. The ear liest-known reference 10 the tenn 'faburden' is made by 
Richard Cliffe in a lcuer 10 the Prior of Durham, probably written between 1427 and 1432; Trowel_l, 
'Faburden and Fauxbourdon., 71. Anothe r reference to faburden emanating from Durham Calhedral Priory lS 
~~eintr~:~:;\:lc~~;:~cl~ 0°~~
4
i~gl~:h::• ~~:!~~ si~u~~:!·a~~:tusikluicon, vol. I, 493 and 
Subscq~ently Pscudo-Chi lcston by Reese. Music in 1he Middle Ages, 400, n. 76. The text of lhe treatise, 
andanmtcrprctationofi1appcaredinTrowelrs'FaburdcnandFauxtx>urdon ',47-8. 
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~ chords, the lauer occurring especially at 1he beginnings and ends of phrases. The 1enn 
'faburden' may have been originally appl ied only to the lowest voice, the elaboration of the 
plainsong, but eventually ca me to refer 10 the whole complex of three voices and the 
technique itself. 
Faburden treatment is frequent ly evident from the additio n of notes in thirds and 
fiflhs (tha1 is, 'in Sigh!'), indicated above a chant on the same staff either by notes, lightly 
sketched dots or poss ibly, in one sou rce, short stro kes.13 The latter represe nts common 
faburden treatment 1owards the last quarter of the fifteenth ce mury whe rein the melody of 
the lowe st voice in a three- or four-pan complex created by improvisatory techniques came 
10 exist as an entity in its own right and has been ca lled by Harri son the 'faburde n' of a 
chan1. As suc h, faburd en melodi es were incorporated in written polyphonic compositions 
most often in the teno r voice. 
Severa l scholars have referred to the counterpoints to the canticle to nes in RAS6 
and C as 'faburd ens', mo st not a bly Harrison, Berry, Trow ell , Doe and Sando n. 
Reservations were exp resse d by Beny and Eaton abou t the validity of using this term in 
connection with the Magnijicat counterpoints because some of the mensural counterpoin ts, 
and particularly that associated wi1h canticle tones I and 6, do not adhere stric tly to the 
principles of faburd en as explained by the theorists. In some senses, these melodies may 
also be called 'sq uares '.14 Th e modem 1enn 'square' has bee n adopted from contemporary 
references of paym ents for books of 'squarenote' and also from the title 'apon the square ' 
assigne d to 1hree Masses by Mundy and Wh itbroke in the Gyffard Partbooks. 15 The 
Masses 'a pon the sq uare' use melodies associated with monophonic mensural setti ngs 
underlaid wi1h the tex ts of the Kyrie and Sanctus found on flyleaves of GB-lb/ Lans. 462 
(fols JV and l 5 1V-J52f). Some of 1hese melodies occur as the lowes t voice in polyphonic 
composit io ns, most notabl y di scam sett ings dating from OH and LoF. 16 Th erefore, 
'squares' were possib ly derived from the lowest part of written discam compositions and 
were integrated later in polyphoni c co mposi tions. Converse ly, 'faburdens' orig inated from 
13
Mary Berry idcmificd several sources of faburdcns: The Performance of Plainsong·. 248. The 
manuscript CB-Ob Digby 167 replaces noi.c-hcads by SLrokcs on fol. J JY, a lhrce-part selling of lhe hymn 
Aeterne rexaltissime 
~:;:~~ t~~~~-U:: ic: i! e~~ l::~~~-1:di O:r~::~:bcu':~~:~a~~~ ::; c~~~~ i~~:i~ ~~ ~;:;~~ 
are. lhercfore, very similar LO 'squares·: The Origins of Camus Firmus', 5 1. 15
BaillicandHarri sonc itc scvcralsourcesfromthclai.cfiftecnlhccnturyofrecordsofpayme ntf orbook.sof 
'squarenoi.c'; 'Squares',180,andMMB. 186-7 respcclively. Furthcr refcrcnces to'squarcnotc'areincludcdin 
Wathcy's description of CB-On e 7. fols 299r.3oor. in Bowers and Wnthey, 'New Sources of English 
Fiftccnth-andSixt ccnth-CcnturyP olyphony',332-3, n. 62. 16
Scc, for example, lhc melody of lhc lowest voice in the paired Gloria and Credo settings by Oamcu (0~. 
folsJ JY-J4r, no.39and79Y-8CY,no.93respcctivcly)which is used as a Kyriesquarein Ludford'sfc ria iuj 
Mass in GB-Lb! Roy. App. 45-8. The anonymous Sanctus in 01-1, fol. 84Y, no. IOI has a concordance 
with LoF , fol. 11v ('Fountains', no. 9) and is the fifth Sanctus given in CB-Lb! Laos. 462. fol. Iv. 
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the lowes1 voice of impr ovi sed polyphony, wi1h strict rules governing 1he intervallic 
relationship between the lowest part and the plainsong above . Neverthe less, it is evident 
that whatever the original impetus for their conception, by the last quarter of the fifteenth 
century melodies written in the tenor range were circulating separa tely as monophonic 
mensuraJ entities and were being recurrently employed in the tenor, functioning either as 
the lowesr part or in the middle of polyphonic compositions.17 Simi larly, mensural 
counterpoints exist for the Magnificat tones and are found in manuscripts dating from the 
first half of the sixteenth century . In comradistinction 10 true faburdens, the mensural 
melodies for the Magnific at fit most readily above the plainsong rather than below. 
Therefore, rather than attempting to prove conclusively whether the Magnificat melodies 
were derived from techniques more closely aligned 10 either 'faburdens' or 'squares', it is 
perhaps more constructive to view the Magnificat melodies simply as counterpoints 10 the 
canticle tones that were employed as a pre-compositional starting poin t for a number of 
English polyphonic settings of the Magnifi cat in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 
Familiarity with the counterpoint melodies to the canticle tones is necessary for 
understand ing how the E M agnific01 settings were composed. The recog nition of a 
counterpoi nt and its corresponding 'ending' or differen tia is essentia l for correct canticle-
tone assignment. Therefore, before the E seuings are analysed, the contents of the three 
principal sources for counterpoints will be discussed on pp. 148-56. 
LONDON. BRITISH LIBRARY, c. 52. b. 21 
The Sarum Hymnal London, British Library, c. 52. b. 21 [CJ, printed in Antwerp in 1528 
by Christoph er Ruremond, incorporates a co llect ion of mensural melodie s for the 
Magnijica t. 18 These are found on flyleaves bound into the hymnal - fols 191r.197v - on 
hand-ruled (with a rastrum) staves. A transcription of these is included in Appendix n. 
The melodies are ordered sequentially from tone 1 to tone 8 and are shown with text 
underlay from verse 2 in Example 4.2. For every tone, plainsong differentiae are included, 
;:~e~ll::a~: ca~u;;~; ~1:u~~ i:I~:~ ~ ~t;e e;; ~~~!?~ c: ~;~~~i:: i\~~;::t;e~ 6~at~~':~~~;: 
ma.mlains tha1 written faburden should be included with 'squares', and exemplifies her argument with the 
lowest voice of the discant setting of the Magmfi cat in GB-Cu Kie. i. 6: •~quare', 29. 18
Thepre scnceoffaburd ens inthi s hymnal,i ncluding thoscto thecanocleto ncs, was first discussed by 
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Serrings of the Magnijicar 
accompanied by 1he mensural counterpoints for each differentia in tempus perfectum. The 
counterpo in1 for each complete canticle tone is written out several Limes, with each new 
setting including the underlay of one of the even-numbered verses of the Magnijicat, except 
for that of tone 6 for which the counterpoint melody is written only once, with underlay for 
verse 2. Occasionally, one of these settings has text incipils of no1 one, but two, of the 
even-numbered verses. This is exemplified in the counterpoint for tone I where the words 
'Sicul locutusest' (verse 10) and 'Sicu1 erat in principio' (verse 12) are written under the 
same staff. However, the procedure occurs mos! frequently with verses 6 and 8, with the 
insertion of 1he opening word from verse 8, 'Esurientes', under 'Feci1' from verse 6, 
indicating that verse 8 was to be sung to the same melody (and in the same mensuration) as 
that for verse 6. This procedure is repeated in the counterpoints to tones I, 2, 4 and 5, 
whilst verse 8 is omiued comp le1ely from the counterpoints to tones 3, 7 and 8. There are 
two comple te se1s of counterpoint melodies for tone 2 in C; however, apan from a few 
minor variations between 1he melodies, there is nothing that would ostens ibly account for 
the inclusion of two complete settings of the tone 2 counterpoint. 
An examination of the counterpoints 10 all the tones reveals that the melodies for 
tones 1 and 6 are iden tical, apart from their 'endings' which are cou nterpoi nts lo 
differenriae 1.8 and 6 respectively. In RAS6 and N the complete counterpoi nt melody for 
tone 6 is omiued altogether. 
LONDON , BRITISH LIBRARY. MS ROYAL APPENDIX 56 
RAS6 comprises a variety of different types of compositions, including nineteen pieces for 
organ (written on double, six- or seven-line slaves, fols 1v-22r and 29V-321), with incipits 
of liturgical texts - such as the respo nsories Felix namque and Beata viscera - and also 
vernacular texts. A Te Deum in plainsong notation appears on fol. 30v. There are also 1wo 
tables, one showing different kinds of proportion (fol. I I) and the other a table of scales 
(fo l. 32V). Mensural melodies which may be fiued in counterpoint wilh the canticle tones 
appear on fols 22v-29r, and are transcribed in Appendix II. The counterpoint for each tone 
is also included in Example 4.2 above. 
With one except ion, the plainsong neuma and dif/erenriae are supplied in the 
manuscript for every tone, along wilh a contrapuntal melody in mensural notation with text 
underlay from the even-numbered verses of the Magnijicar and also contrapuntal mensural 
melodies for the differentiae in both tempus perfecrum and tempus imperfecrum. The 
seuings for each new tone commence with one of its differentiae in plainsong notation. 
The counterpoint melody is then given in mensural notation - with verses 2, 4, 10 and 12 in 
tempus perfectum, and verses 6 and 8 in rempus imperfectum. The plainsong differentiae 
follow, accompanied by mensural counterpoin t versions in both tempus perfectwn and 
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imperfectum. The set of melodi es for each tone concludes with the appropriate neuma in 
plainsong nota tion. R A56 is the only one of the three sources that includes these 
newnae. 19 
The counterpoi nt for each tone is repeated several times for most of the tones and 
each repetition is provided with a different even-numbered verse text underlay. The only 
excep tio ns are the first and sixth tones, for each of which the counterpoint melody is 
supplied once only and is provided with the underla y for the second verse (beginning 'Et 
exultavi t'). The tones , and associated counterpoints, are arranged in this manuscript in the 
order: 1, 6, 8, 2, 8, 3, 4, 5 and 7. In RA56 the counterpoints for the tone 2 differemiae 
are misplaced, appearing in the middl e of the counterpoints for tone 8. Although the 
counterpoints 10 tones 2 and 8 are very similar - the melodies of their respective canticle 
tones being identical - the setting that appears with the six-verse underlay on fol. 24'-24V is 
that for tone 8. The setting in RA56 is preced ed by dijferentia 8.4 (notated beginning onf 
and with an F4-clef rather than beginning on c'and with a C-clef as in the UseofSarum), 
and the ending in the setting is correspondingly one that appears as the counterpoint for 8.4 
in both C and N. Following the six setti ngs with even-numbered verse underlay for the 
counterpoint to tone 8 there appear the plainsong differentiae for 2.1 and 2.2 with 
corresponding men sural counterpoints and the tone 2 neuma. The scribe then returns to 
tone 8, supplying plainsong differentiae 8. 1 and 8.5 (notated a fifth lower than they appear 
in the Use of Sarum) and corresponding mensural counterpoin ts, finishing with the newna 
for the eighth tone on fol. 2sr. 
MAIDSTONE, CENTRE FOR KENTISH STIJDlES, MS NR/186 
The manuscript Ma idstone, Centre for Kenti sh Studies, NR/ JB6 [N] consists of mid -
sixtee nth-century court reco rds from New Romney Borough. These include the dates, 
1551 (fol. 1r.1v), 1556 (fol. 166'), 1555 (fols 215r.216') and 1553 (fol. 244v). Written 
on pape r and forming eight-leaf gatherings, these reco rds have been re-bound between 
modem boards. Four parchment flyleaves precede these cou rt records and, as with the 
paper leaves, are pasted on to new strips. On the two flyleaves [iii] and [iv], are copied 
counterpoints to canticle tones in mensural notation, along with plalnsong differentiae, and 
counterpoints to the differenriae. They are almost cenainly from the second quaner of the 
sixteenth century. The contents of flyleaves [iiir:J to fivVJ are transcribed in Appendix TI 
and the counterpoints for each or the tones represented may be compared with those from 
19Harrison notes that for 'all antiphons to the Magnifi cat, Benedic1us and Athanasian Creed (Quicumque 
vu/1), the neuma of the mode was added, except during the three weeks before the Sunday after Easter and in 
scrv_ices f? r the dead': 'Plainsong into Polyphony Repertories', JJJ;_B,e11 I, dccxiii, and 2, 4~5. There fore, 
the mclus1on of the neuma for every tone in RA56 may provide evide nce that the c_ounterpomts may have 
been s_ung t?g:the~ with the plainsong cant icle tones for the even-numbered verses m a pcrfonnance of the 
Magni[lca1m 1ts liturgicalcont ex L 
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Va,e6 
The discovery of the precise counterpoint melody used in Fayrfax's 'Regale' 
Magnificat has proved conclusively that it is based upon the counterpoint to tone 8 on c' 
and transposed down a fifth, and that it uses a counterpoint to differentia 8.1. It has been 
demonstrated that examination of cadential schemes alone may be insufficient to establish 
the correct fundamental canticle tone. However, a knowledge of all possible cadential 
schemes available to each tone, incorporating the last note of each of its differentiae as well 
as possible transpositions of these, will provide a restricted number of feasible alternatives 
that may be considered. Fayrfax's 'Regale' Magnificat employs Fas the root of both 
medial and final cadences. Following the Use of Sarwn, this scheme is characteristic only 
of canticle tone 8 on c' , with differentia 8.1. This means that although identification of the 
counterpoint used in this Magnificar identified also the canticle tone which is appropriate for 
the odd-numbered verses, a complete understanding of how cadential patterns function in 
Sarum canticle tones will also prove to be an important adjunct to explaining compositional 
decisions in English Magnificar settings of this period. 
LAMBE'S MAGNIFICAT 
Initially, Lambe's Magnificat setting appears to be freely composed and independent of any 
canticle tone. This is because references to either a canticle tone or one of the counterpointS 
are mostly avoided in the tenor (that is, the contratenor in E) in the openings of sections.28 
The endings are similarly not ostensibly derived from the canticle-tone melodies. 
Examination of the cadential scheme in this Magnifi.car reveals that the medial cadences fall 
28Harrison notes in the editorial commentary in MB 12 that Lambe'~ Magnifi c~t is also found in Car: with 
~e~~;:~~~~r~~ci~o~ r~v~rs:~~n:~~i= ;!~~::t;;;~c;/;~:;a~~n:o~~~~:~spn~~~y~:u~~~ 
~eEtonscribeprobablyconfusedthelabcllingoflhetwopartsbecauselherc!tlcontralenorpartbegins 
w1lhthenotesg-a-c'-d'inverse2. 
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predominantly on c (that for 'Abraham' being on G), and the cadences ac the end of every 
verse are on G. Therefore, this scheme corresponds with that for canticle tone 8 on G, 
with differenria 8.4, the latter being the only differentia for canticle tone 8 that ends on G. 
This Magnificat is indeed based on the coumerpoint to tone 8, which is embedded 
in the triplex, often in a highly paraphrased fashion , instead of the tenor. At the beginning 
of verse 2, the opening four•note motif of the coun terpoint is stated with some elaboration 
in bars 1 to 2. The canticle tone itself is then stated in the contratenor, initially unadorned 
but becoming increasingly elaborated until 'meus' (bars 4·12), as shown in Example 4. 14. 
EXAMPLE 4.14 
I 
Elaborated Statements of the counterpoint motif are also heard in the triplex in the openings 
of verses 4, and poss ibly 12, and in the contrat cnor in verse 6 (Example 4.15). The 
presentatio n of the counterpoint in the conrratenor in verse 6 may be of significance, 
because for many English settings of this time it is this verse in which the counterpoint may 
be most clearly discerned. 
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EXAMPLE 4.15 
The counterpoint to 8.4, with its characteristic fall from d tog, is barely discernible 
in this setting. However, there is possibly a highly paraphrased version of it in the triplex 
in verse 6 (bars 79-93) migrating to the medius for the final note, g', a treatment 
reminiscent of the canticle-tone migration from middle to lowest voice for the final two 
notes of each verse in the fourteenth-century Magnificat GB-Cu Kk. i. 6, fol. z47r.z47v. 
The counterpoint to 8.4 may be also conceivably in the triplex in verse 10 (bars 158-61), 
once again migrating to the medius for the final note. 
The incorporation of the counterpoint in the triplex rather than the tenor is highly 
unusual for an English Magmficat of this period. However, it is possible that this 
treatment may also be seen in the 'Dartmouth' Magnificat, a setting dating from the 1480s, 
that will be discussed funher on p. 184. 
THE SETTINGS BY STRATFORD AND SYGAR 
The Magnificat by William, monk of Stratford, does not appear to be based on the melody 
of either a canticle tone or its corresponding counterpoint, as neither the openings nor 
endings of the verses are derived from these sources.29 The only exception is possibly 
verse 10 where canticle tone 8 on g may be traced in the second contratenor (Example 
4.16). 
2'?rhe words 'dompnus wyllimus monachus su-a1.fordic' arc wriucn at the top of fol. cc2v. 
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EXAMPLE 4.16 
Essentially, when setting a Magnificat, composers were faced with the task of 
Miring a set of variations on a very simple plainsong melody or else, in the case of the 
English, the counterpoint to that canticle tone. It has been shown that these melodies are 
imponant for establishing the correct canticle tone that was sung in plainsong for the odd-
numbered verses. The cadential scheme of a polyphonic Magnificat may be considered to 
be even more crucial in the assignment of an appropriate canticle tone for the verses not set 
polyphonically. The sa-ict cadential plan in Lambe's MagnijicaI suggested that the setting 
may be founded upon an underlying canticle tone or its counterpoint, even though such 
melodies are barely visible. By contrast, Stratford's MagnificaI employs a variety of notes 
as the roots of chords in medial cadences, resulting in three cadences on c and one each on 
F and d. Only the cadences at the end of every verse fall consistently on F. This means 
that if c is taken to be the predominant medial cadence note then, acco«ling to the Use of 
Sarum, canticle tone 8 on g, with differentia 8.5, would be appropriate for the odd-
numbered verses. Conversely, a cadential plan in which both medial and final cadences fall 
on F would be indicative of canticle tone 8 on c with dijjerentia 8.1 .30 It is the latter option 
that Harrison adopts for the plainsong intonation supplied for this setting in MB 12.31 
The descending melody that opens Stratford's Magnifi.caI and which is also seen in 
verses 6 and 12, is not a known counterpoint to the canticle tones. Eaton 's contention that 
30Tho 81 si1natures and accidenuls th:it occur in this setlina •e not Econsistent with c~ticle tone 8, a 
the counterpoints to diffcrclf.tiae 8.1 and e.5 ioclude B~ accidentals in all of the monophonic mensur:i.l 
1emn11. 
31MB 12,104. 
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this melody's appearance as a countermelody to 'faburden 8' in several other English 
settings confirms the faburden to tone 8 as the basis for Stratford's Magnificat cannot be 
endorsed.32 This descending melody is a common pattern and occurs with such frequency 
in late medieval polyphony that it in no way verifies 'faburden 8' as the foundation of this 
Magnificat. lndeed, a descending melcxlic line is also employed as a countermelody to the 
counterpoint 10 tone 7 in the anonymous Magnificat in the Lambeth Choirbook, (Lam, fols 
4JV-44f) and also Turges's setting in the Caius Choirbook (Caius , pp. 122-129, Example 
4.17). 
Magniji ca1(an on.; Lam.fol.4Iv) 
Turges: Magnifica1 
32
The Magnificat settings by Lambe, Comysh, Prcntycc, Fayrfax (Regale), and the anonymou~ settings in 
Lam fols 3gv-41r and Ca r , fols 132v_5r, E:iwn, The OriginsofCanrns Finnus', ~69. It is highly likely 
lh:u lhesetting in Car to which Eaton refers is freely composed; the only poss1bleoccurrenceoflhe 
countcrpointtotone8isinlhebassusinlheopcningofversc2. 
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In Srratford's Magnificat, the lively and intricate rhythms that often incorporate very 
short note values are highly characteristic of this setting (Example 4.18). Imitation plays an 
imponant role; the openings of verses 2, 6 and the second half of verse 8 are especially 
noteworthy for the interest generated from the interplay between the voices. 
EXAMPLE 4.18 
Although at least some music survives for every verse in Sygar's four-pan 
MagnijicaI the tenor is missing from verse 2 to the first half of verse 8 and this has severely 
hampered any attempts to ascertain whether or not this setting is based on one of the 
counterpoi nts. The opening melody in the tenor in verse 10 conceivably may be an 
elaboration of g-c'-d'-c' (Example 4.19) 
EXAMPLE 4.19 
A recurrent ending is not discernible and there is very little evidence in the surviving music 
to suggest that the setting uses a counterpoint melody. The cadences at the end of the 
verses all appear to fall on G, and the medial cadences seem to be mostly on C except for 
that at the end of the first half of verse 6, which is on F, and that in verse 10 for 
'Abraham', which is on either f or A. This is the only setting in E in which a different 
pitch from the prevailing medial cadence note is employed with 'suo ' halfway through 
verse 6. This setting is also unusua l because a formal division, indicated by way of a 
cadence and venical stroke drawn through the pan s, also occurs at this point - although ic is 
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normally avoided in the E settings. The cadential scheme of this Magnificat , coupled with 
possible allusio ns to the opening g-c'-d'-c', suggests that an appropriate canticle tone 
would be tone 8, with differentia 8.4. 
WYLKYNSON'S MAGNIFICAT i\6 
Two Magnificat settings by Wylkynson are listed in the index at the beginning of E. The 
five-voice one on folios aa6V-aa7r is now lost. and the six-pan setting from folios aa8v-
bb2r is fragmentary. Of the latter, music for three voices exists for verses 2, 4, 6 and first 
half of verse 8: [medius], secundus tenor and [bassus]; whilst music for a different three 
voices, [triplex], primus tenor and contratenor survives for the second half of verse 8, and 
verses 10 and 12. Two tenor parts are designated in the manuscript, one of only two 
settings in E in which this occurs (the other being Davy's Stabat mater dolorosa). 
Wylkynson's Magnificat is most unusual because it quotes the counterpoint to not 
one, but two canticle tones in succession: 4 and 5. Harrison noted that the use of two 
coun1erpoin1s in this Magnificat was an 'apparently unique case'.33 An obvious practical 
difficulty that surfaces from the use of more than one canticle tone, or counterpoint in a 
Magniflcat, is deciding which tone should be used for the odd-numbered verses. It may 
have been feasible to have performed Wylkynson's Magnificat with either canticle tones 4 
or 5 for the odd-numbered verses as the arguments presented below will demonstrate. The 
availability of two canticle-tone attributions also would permit the possibility of performing 
this Magnificat with a variety of antiphons. The two counterpoint melodies are deployed in 
themannershowninTable4.2. 
TABLE 4.2 Disposition of the counterpoints in Wylkynson's Magnifica1 
Counterpoint 
Cantos firmus to tone and 
differemia Bars 
Et exultavits iritusm cus 
4.2or4.7 24-31 
4 Ouia fecit mihi ma2naQ!!.i .  PO=lC""--''cs=1+=="--+-----t-'"'32~-4~g 7 
Fccitnotentiam inbrachiosuo 73-95 
mcntecordissu i 110-22 
10 Sicut locutuscstadnatrcsnostros nrimustenor 193-204 
Abraham orimustenor 207-9 
Etscminiciusinsaecu\a nrimustenor 
12 ctinsacculas.-.eculorumAmcn orimustenor 
33Harrison, 'Faburdcn inPracticc',22. 
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Wylkynson appears to use the count erpoints to differentiae 4.2 and 5.1 as the respective 
endings in this Magnificat. These differentiae are also those supplied with the complete 
canticle tones in the Use of Sarwn and in the complete counterpoints in C and RA56.34 In 
Wylkynson's Magnificar the counterpoint to tone 4 begins with the notes a-b-b-a, thus 
replicating the opening of this counterpoint in RA56, instead of c'-b-b-a, the opening used 
in the C version of counterpoint 4. 
The counterpoints to tones 4 and 5 are treated as a structural cantus finnus 
throughout, with minimal deviations from the melodies found in the sources for the 
mensural counterpoints. References to the counterpoints are mostly avoided in the 
passages scored for reduced forces, namely 'in Deo' in verse 2, 'dispersit superbos' in 
verse 6, the whole of verse 8 and the first half of verse 12. A notable exception is the 
appearance of the counterpoint to tone 4 in the bassus in the first half of verse 4 (Example 
4.20). 
I•· ~ 
Normally in an English Magnificat, a counterpoint melody is avoided in verse 4, which 
also tends to be scored for fewer pans. Therefore, Wylkynson's treatment of the verse is 
unusual, for although it is has a reduced texture (indicated by means of the red text 
underlay in the manuscript) the counterpoint to tone 4 is presented in a structural layout, 
with vinually no deviations from the melody in RA56, apan from some elaboration 
leading up to the cadence. In addition, the cantus finnus is no! stated in one of the two 
lenor parts but in 1he bassus instead, a treatment that is not encountered in any other 
34
D1fferen1ia 4.2 is I.he only differentia from I.he eight that are supplied in the Use of Sarum for canticle 
tonc4lhacendsoneandwhichlhcrcforecorrespondswithlhcfinalofmod c4 
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English Magnijicat from this period. The cantus finnus is completely avoided in the extant 
parts for the ensuing second half of the verse (the bassus and medius are tacet throughout). 
The cantus finnus may have migrated to one of the now missing parts, or it may indeed 
have been omitted from this half of the verse altogether, however, its unu sual presentation 
in the first half of the verse prompts an attempt to identify Wylkynson's intentions in 
treatingthecantusfinnusinthismanner.35 
Although there are voices missing from the Magnifi.cat, it is possible to say that all 
the medial and final cadences fall on A, with the exception of the medial one for 'nostros' 
in verse 10 which is on/ Desp ite using counterpoints associated with two different tones 
as his cantus finnus, Wylkynson is able consistently to maintain A as the root of cadences 
because this note fits the cadential schemes of both canticle tones 4 and 5. The medial 
cadence note in canticle tone 4 is a and the last note of differenria 4.2 is e, which may be 
harmonized by a chord on A when E is in the tenor part. The medial cadence in canticle 
tone 5 falls on c' (which again may be hannonized by a chord on A), and the last note of 
differentia 5. 1 is a. The availability of the chord on A in both canticle tones 4 and 5 lhus 
establishes a degree of modal agreement between those verses employing lhe counterpoint 
to tone 4 as their cantus finnus and the verses that have the counterpo int to tone 5 as lheir 
cantus finnus.36 Therefore , inst ead of adhering to the cadential scheme that is appropriate 
to one canticle ton e he draws upon elements that are common to both tones. In effect, 
Wylkynson treats the two counterpoints not as a basis from which to extrapolate melodic 
variations for every verse, but rather as a structural canms firmus that is stated throughout 
extended passages of the music and, therefore, exerts a degree of influence over the who le 
hannonic structure when it is present. 
Un like the earlier co mpo sers in E such as Nesbett, Kellyk and even the much la ter 
Fayrfax, Wylkynson make s no attempt to disguise the counterpoint melodies. Rather than 
paraphrasing them and making references to them only in the openings and endings of the 
verses, Wylkynson presents the counterpoint melodies to canticle tones 4 and 5 as a 
structural cantus finnus that is stated throughout passages scored for full choir as well as in 
an anomalous manner in the reduced texture of the fourth verse. His choice of the 
counterpoints to canticle tones 4 and 5 is also unusual as these tones previously had almost 
never been used as the basis for an English Magnificac setting. 37 However continental 
settings on either tones 4 or S may be traced from the mid-fifteenth century onwards. 38 
35Wylkynson employs a similar procedure in his nine-voice Salve regina when the camus firmus is placed 
inthetrip lexi n thepenultimat escctio n (scc p. 107). 
36An inlCresting feature of the cadences is that many of them include a C# (the missing pans preclude 
cate~orical stalC_ments regarding the inclusion of C# in all cadences on A). Cadences formed at lhe ends of 
scct10ns on A with C# are rarely encountered in E. 
37Anexception is lhat oncanticl etone5by Hothbyprcscrvedin/-FZc 117. 
38Th~se include settings by (among others) Dufay, Binchois. Janue, Obrecht, Prioris, Pierre de La Rue, 
JosqumandMouton. 
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BROWNE'S MAGN/FfCAT 
For Browne's fragmentary five-pan Magnijicat the tenor survives for verses 2, 4 and 6 and 
the counterpoint 10 tone I is quoted in this voice in verses 2 and 6. The counterpoint is not 
apparent in the opening of verse 2, except perhaps in a highly elaborated fonn. The 
melody becomes more apparen t with the words 'spiritus meus' in bars 6 to 14, but is 
absent for the words 'in Deo', re-emerging with '[saluta]ri meo' (bars 22-31). The melody 
is ornamented to such an extent that it is not possible to state from which differentia this 
melody is derived. In contrast to the paraphrased statement of the counterpoint in verse 2, 
the counterpoin t to tone 1 is laid out simply in the tenor in verse 6 (Example 4.21). This 
manner of presentation also occurs in the Magnificat settings by Davy and Wylkynson. 
Initially, there are no deviations from the counterpoint that is found in the sources for the 
mensural counterpoints, apan from the alteration of the second b# in these sources to bb, 
that occurs in the statements in verses 2 and 6 of Browne's Magnijicat. The reason for this 
alteration is not apparent. This setting is unusual because it continues the statement of the 
counterpoint melody with 'dispersit superbos' , a passage that the Eton composers 001 only 
normally score d for fewer parts, but from which, significantly, they also omitted the 
counterpoint. Two pans remain for the passage 'dispersit superbos' in verse 6: the niplex 
and tenor. 
There is a degree of ornamentation towards the end of verse 6 at 'mente cordis sui'; 
however, this is not as elaborate as that in the Magnificat settings by composers such as 
Kellyk and Horwood.39 Rhythmic variety is kept to a minimum even leading up to the 
cadence at the end of this verse. The ending of the counterpoint in verse 6 is more clearly 
delineated than in verse 2 and it is evident from this that it is the counterpoint to differentia 
1.8. That this is not the counterpoint to either 1.3 or 1.6 is apparent from the upwards leap 
from g to c' that occu rs within the melody underlaid wilh the word 'sui' and is 
characteristic of the counterpoint to 1.8. This idea is replaced by g to b ' in the 
counterpo ints to differentiae 1.3 and 1.6. The use of an ending with g as the final note 
precludes the possibility 1hat the counterpoint melody is that for tone 6 (which shares the 
same melody with tone I). 
39nicscribc's lcxtundcrlayror·mentccordissui'in8 rownc'sscuingdoesnotcorrcspondcxacliywiththat 
uscdinthcsourccsforthcmcnsuralcountcrpoints. 









Browne's Magnificar, like Fayrfax's Regale, demonstrates how the tonal centre of a 
Magnificat may not necessarily be equated with the corresponding modal final. In this 
case, judging from the remaining parts, G seems to be the root of the last chord in each of 
the first three polyphonicall y-set verses and a motif that ascends from c tog pervades the 
openings of the each of the verses. There is no sense that this composition is in a mode 
with D final. Without a signature, it is not even possible to conceive this Magnificat as 
being in the transposed D mode (with G final). 
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DAVY'S MAGNIFICAT 
Davy's Magnificar may be one of the earliest English settings written on an independent 
melody instead of a canticle tone or its counterpoint The tenor melody is presented in long 
notes throughout (see Example 4.22), in the same manner as the cantus firmus in 
Ludford's 'Benedicra' Magnificar from Caius. Only two parts survive from the four for 
which Davy's Magnificar was originally scored; fortunately, however, one of these is the 
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Settings of the Magnificat 
The melody does not resemble any or the known counterpoints to the canticle tones, nor is 
it a new counterpoint for it cannot be fitted to any or the canticle tones. The melcxly is not 
repealed from verse to verse and does not use the same cadencial material at the end or the 
three surviving verses. The melody is set out in a souctural cantos firmus fashion: that is, 
the tenor voice moves in longer note values than the surrounding voices and with little 
rhythmic interest. 
The appearance or the cantus finnus at the beginning or the second half of verse 8 is 
most unusual since, as has been already seen, references to the counterpoint melody are 
nonna lly avoided in this verse in English seuings. The leaps of an octave and seventh 
(bars 9-10 and 43-4 respectively) minimize the possibility that the melcxly has a plainsong 
source, although Davy may have altered the melody by octave displacement a1 these points. 
If the lauer is true and the cantos firmus is derived from a chant, then, with its final on c·, 
ii must be either the transposed G mode (with C finaJ) or else one of the mode 6 chan1s that 
appears in 'variationes in acutas constitutas' noted in the Sarum Tonale. 40 
TIIE PROBLEM OF CANTIC LE-TONE ASSIGNMENT 
This survey of the Magnificar seuings in E has brought to light problems associated with 
the most vexing question concerning the performance of the polyphonic Magnificat: what 
10 sing for those verses for which polyphonic music is not provided? The conclusions that 
may be drawn from having ana lysed not merely the E settings but also the majority of 
English polyphonic Magnificat settings from the Latin rite from the fourteenth to mid-
sixteemh centuries (see Table 4.3 overleaf) indicate that there are three crucial elements tha1 
influence correct cantic le-tone assignmem in the polyphonic comext. 41 These are: the 
presence of a Sarum differentia or its corresponding counterpoint at the ends of verses (and 
particularly a1 the end of verse 6), the exis1ence of references to a cantic le tone or its 
corresponding counterpoint in the opening melcxlies of verses (and once again, particularly 
in verse 6) and the cadentiaJ scheme of the Magnificat. 
Examination of all three criteria is imponant when addressing problematic canticle-
tone assignmems in English Magnificat seuings from this pericxl. Fayrfax's 'Regale' is not 
the only English Magnificat of this pericxl to which conflicting canticle-tone assignments 
have been made by modern scho lars. His 'O bone lhesu' Magniflcat, which is found in 
several sources with D as the root or i1s final cadence and is copied up a fourth wilh G as 
lhe final in 1he partbooks GB-Ob Tenbury 354-8, has been variously assigned to camicle 
40Useo/Sarum, ll ,x l-xli. 
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Seuings of the Magnijicat 
tones 1 and 7.42 Clearly, Warren's tone I ass ignment was made according to modal 
principles, with the versio n of this Magnificat with D final and medial cadences on A 
appearing to be a mode I composition. When the mensural counterpoints in RA56 were 
discovered, the counterpoint 10 canticle tone 7 could be discerned in the tenor in verses 2, 
6, IO and 12. 
Harri son stated that the Magnijicat by Turges in Cai us was in mode 6; however , it 
was assigned to faburden 7 on/by Doe.43 This Magnifica1 is somewhat unusual because 
che counterpoint to cant icle tone 7 is quite obvious in the tenor; however, each of the medial 
cadences falls on a differen t note: verse 2 on d, 4 on c, 8 on A, IO on G and 12 on F, with 
the final cadence in every verse formed on F. In Turges 's Magnificat the counterpoint is 
notated beginning on f rather than on c' as in RA56 (fol. 28v). The medial cadence for 
this canticle tone in the Use of Sarum is e. Therefore, one would expect the medial 
cadences in Tur ges's setting using the counterpoint transposed down a fifth to fall on a. 
However, only the medial cadence for verse 8 falls on A, although the tenor also has a as 
the fifth in the medial cade nce on d in verse 2. Doe supplies differentia 7.4 as the ending 
for canticle tone 7 for the odd-numbered verses; however, differentia 1.1 would be equally 
valid, the two differentiae and corresponding counterpoints being almost identical (the latter 
differing only in rhythm and ligature placement between the sources for the mensural 
counterpoints). 
The Magniflcat from the Exeter City Archives known as the 'Dartmouth' Magnijicat 
(GB-EXcl 1981) was dated c. 1480-4 by Dan and has been vario usly described as being in 
mode 5 on F (Harrison), based on canticle tone 6 on c (Dart) and faburde n 7 (Sandon). 44 
In 1his sett ing, medial cadences are avoided in verses 2 and 6 (those in which a 
counterpoint is usually most visible) and also verse 10. Medial cadences for verses 4 and 8 
fall on c and that in the final verse is on[ With medial cadences on c' occurring marginally 
more ofte n, this cadent ial scheme fits only canticle tone 8 on g with differentia 8.5. 
Possibly a reference is made to the counterpoint to tone 8 on c or even the canticle tone 
itself, in the triple,c in verses 2 (bars 3-5), 6 (bars 80-3) and conceivab ly verse 8 (bars 125-
6). This setting does not appear to be based on the counterpoint to canticle tone 7 because 
the first four notes of that counterpoint - c' -d' -e' -d' - are heard in the tenor only in verse 2, 
whereas the opening of the tone 8 counterpoint seems to recur. This Magnificar is most 
probably freely composed, with the cadentia l scheme suggesting that canticle tone 8 on c 
42Warren initially assi gned I.he Magnificm 'O bone lhesu' to_canticl~ tone I in _'Robert Fay.fax: Mot_e~ ~d 
Settin gs of I.he Ma gni fica t ' ( 1961) 121 but I.hen altered his opi~1on lO canu~le ton e 7 for the ~1 1..1on m 
Robe rt Fay rfax: Collected Works.' II (1,964), 12-2 1. In I.he interim, Doe's echtion oflhe Magnificat had 
been publis hed wilh I.he co mm en t that O bone /hesu was based upon I.he faburdcn to tone 7, x. 
43Harri son, MMB, 350; Doe, EECM 4, x. 
44Harriso n, MMB , 359 (he admits I.hat the 'tenor docs not seem to be clearly re lated to ~e Magnifica/ 
intonati on of tha1 mod e'); The Dartmouth Magnificat, irans. and ed. Dart, 1: Sando n, Fragments of 
McdicvalPolyphony',52. 
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with differentia 8.5 would be appropriate for the odd-numbered verses. In a modal 
context, the cadenrial scheme has the appearance of mode 5. However, in the context of 
the genre of the Magnificat, canticle tone 5 cannot be employed for the odd-numbered 
verses because although the medial cadence for this tone is c' in the Sarum Tonale, the final 
notes for each of the differentiae available for tone 5 are a or c', but notf This MagnificaI 
demonstrates that in tenns of fonnal design, English polyphonic Magniji.car settings may be 
based upon a canticle tone that is quite different from a perceived modal appearance. 
The inclusion of the verse Benedicta er venerabilis from the mode 6 responsory 
Beata es virgo as the cantus finnus in a Magnificar by Ludford seems to indicate that the 
mode of a cantus finn us detennines the appropriate canticle tone for the odd-numbered 
verses. The cantus firmus in Ludford' s 'Benedicta' Magnificat is stated in the openings 
and endings of verses, passages in which a canticle tone or its counterpoint and a 
corresponding differentia are nonnally stated. Therefore, the cantus finnus assumes the 
same function as the canticle-tone melody. The medial cadences are fonned on both/and c 
and the root of the final cho rd in every verse is F. Evidently, Ludford treats the cantus 
finnus in a similar manne r to Wylkynson in his six-part Magnificar (see p. 174 above), with 
the final and fifth of mode 6 serving an imponant structural function fonning the roots of 
principal cadences. 
Examination of the place of the mensural counterpoints in English Magnificat 
settings of this period and discussion of the variety of cadentia l schemes available to 
composers of polyphonic Magnificat settings has clarified the ways in which these were 
composed. The distinctively English procedure of incorporating a counterpoint to a canticle 
tone in preference to the canticle tone itself has so far yielded no continenta l parallels. 
Comparisons betwee n English and continental approaches to the setting of the Magnificar 
will be made in the following discussion. 
CONCLUSION 
One of the striking features of the Magnificat collection in Eis the large number of settings 
that are included therein. These settings are mostly scored for four or five voices; 
however, a Magnificar for six voices by Wylkynson and seven voices by Browne (now 
lost) are testimony to the accomplishments of English composers in the last quarter of the 
fifteenth century. Few comparable Magnificat senings of this size exist by continental 
compose rs of the same period; among the earliest five-part settings by continental 
composers are those by Thom as Stoltzer (c.1480-5) in D-lEu Thomaskirche 49/50 and 
five- and six-voice ones by both Johannes Prioris (c.1460-c.1510) and Pierre de La Rue 
(1460- 1518) preserved in D-Ju Cod. 20 (compiled c. 1512-20). The tradition of seiring the 
Magnificar polyphonically emerged in England in the mid-founeenth century and may be 
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seen in two extant settings. Probably the earlies1 surviv ing polyphonic settings of 1he 
Magnificar by continental composers are the nine included in lhe 1wemy-nimh galhering of 
Q lS (compiled c.1434-6) and composed by Lymburgia, Feragut and several anonymous 
composers, with one each by Dufay and Lymburgia preserved in the same layer (the 
eighteenth gathering). In company with olher psalmcxiic forms, these pre.dominantly three-
part Magnificar settings lend to use fauxbourdon 1echniques 10 a great extent; tha1 is, the 
canticle tone is normally quoted in the highes1 voice, with two lower parts being Conned a 
fourth and sixth r~spectively below.45 As a result, such Magnificat settings tend 10 move 
in successions of 3 chords with little rhythmic or melodic invention. 
The English practice that emerges with an anonymous setting in Tr87 of setting 
only the even-numbered verses is reflected in the sources for the mensuraJ counterpoints 
(dating from circa 1525-50) where 1ext underlay for only these verses is supplied. 
Conversely, fifteenth-century continental Magmficar settings are often through-composed, 
exemplified by those on tones 6 and 8 by Dufay and most of Binchois's seuings. 46 
Manin i's Magnificat on the second tone in ModC (compiled after 1475) is exceptional as 
only lhe cxid-numbered verses are set polyphonically. 
The English convention of setting the verses in a standard, symmelrically conceived 
mensural pauern, with verses 2, 4, 10 and 12 in tempus perjectwn framing verses 6 and 8 
in tempus imperjecrum, is also followed in the mensural cou nterpoints. In the majority of 
seuings in E, verses 2, 4, 8 and 12 are divided formally into two parts, defined by a 
musical cadence at which movem ent in all voices ceases and a vertical stroke through the 
staves occurs in all voices. Verse 10 differs from this pattern and is divided instead into 
three parts, an extra division following the word 'Abraham', 47 ln most of the settings in E 
no formal division is made in verse 6 at the half-verse (follow ing 'brachia suo').48 Even 
so, a cadence in most parts is commonly retained at 'brachia suo', although rarely do all 
parts cease movemen1 simultaneously. The reason for the avoidance of a fonnal division 
after the medial cadence in only this verse is not apparent. In several senings - those by 
Nesbett, Horwood, Stra1ford, Wylkynson and Sygar - the words 'in Dco' are given special 
atlention in verse 2 by fonnal and infonn al means. The mediaJ cadence on 'meus' precedes 
the phrase 'in Dec'; however, an informal division is also made, effected by a reduction 
45
Trumble lists 1wenty Magnificat scuings from fifteenth-century continental sources lhal appear wilh lhc 
~~~"::c:~Ji:~ ~~: 7~.t:,:;~~~:;1::? ,~0:  :c::i:c :n~~:: ~n:=. ~'~~·arc sec Tht
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from a full-voice texture to a fewer-voice one specifically with these words. This treatment 
could be considered a means for highlighting the text. The reduction in texture is repeated 
in verse 6 with the words 'dispe rsit superbos' ('scattering the proud') in the settings by 
Kellyk, Horw ood, Lambe , Fayrfax, Stratford and Wylkynson.49 In the rnensural 
counterpoims, these divisions are frequently formalized by the insertion of a cadence, often 
with fermata sign, and vertica l Stroke through the staff followi ng 'Deo' and 'superbos'. 
There is far greater flexibi lity in mensuration schemes in continental Magnificar settings 
compared to 1hose in E, which tend to follow a rigid pattern. Although the use of a 
tripartite mensuration scheme is encoumered in Magnificar settings by mid-fifteenth century 
contine ntal compose rs such as Dufay (those on tones 3 and 5) and Bincho is, diverse 
rnensura1ion schemes are evident in settings by later compose rs. Brumel's Magnificar 
primi loni, for example, employs duple metre throughout, whilst Agricola's Magnijicar on 
the second tone alternates between verses in triple and duple mensuration.SO 
In several Engli sh Magnificat settings, the word 'Abra ham' is treated in a special 
way. Sometimes this results in its isolation in a section of its own, as mentioned above. In 
the settings by Fayrfax, Stratford and Wylkynson, imitation is introduced with this 
passage. The highlighting of 1he word in this manner has distinct compos itional parallels 
with the treatment of the words 'Et Ihesum' in many of the Salve regina settings in E (see 
pp.115-16). There is also a tendency in fifteenth-century continental Magnifical settings to 
draw attention to 'Abraham' by isolating it from the rest of the text with rests in at least two 
of the voices in three-pan settings (exemplified in Dufay's Magnifical ocravi 1oni and most 
of those by Binchois) or by introducing imitation (as in Obrech1's Magnificat).51 In E, the 
word 'Abraham' is further distinguished in some settings by the use of a cadence that falls 
on a note differ ent from the usual medial cadence note. For example, in the Magnijicat 
settings on the cou nterpoint to tone 8 by Nesbett and Horwood there is a cadence on G 
instead of c', the norn1al medial cadence note for tone 8 on g. In Kellyk's Magnificar, the 
tenor has c' in this cadence; however, this is hannonized by a chord onj, whereas the note 
in the tenor is usually the same as, or is an octave above, the root of the medial and final 
cadences. In the mensural counterpoints, the cadences in the extra divisions in verses 2, 6 
and 10 always fall on the same note as the other medial cadences in every tone except for 
tone I in C and N. Cadences fall on c' instead of a in the second section of verses 2 and 6 
in C (and also verse 2 in tone 6) and in verses 2 and IO in N 
49Brownc's fragmentary Magnifical probably also reduces the tc.xture t:or 'dispers it super~s'; howevc~, ~f 
~e two extant pans, the text underlay for the uiplc.x is writte~ m r~ mk and the tenor m black. Tius 1s 
hkclytobcascribal erro randthetcnorpart should,mfact,bcmrcdmk. 
5Dsrumcl, Opera Omnia, VI, J-6; Agricola, Opera Omnia, III, 4 1-50. 
51Dufay, Opera Omnia, V, 81-6; Binchois. The Sacred Music of Gilles Binclwis . Obrecht, Werken, VI. 
136. 
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A substantial number of settings of the Magnificat by English compose rs from the 
mid-fifteenth to sixteenth centuries incorporate one of the counterpoints to the canticle tones 
in preference to the canticle-tone melodies themselves. A feature of the Magnificat settings 
in Ei s that, in keeping with the treatment of the can ms firmus in settings of other texts, the 
presentation of the counterpoint is normally reserved for those passages that are scored for 
full choir. As a result, verses 4 and 8, which are usually scored for reduced forces, 1end to 
avoid references to the counterpoint melody. In the settings by the earlier composers in Ea 
counterpoint is heard normally in the beginnings of verses and as cadential material. A 
degree of melodi c and rhythmic embellishmen t is introduced in these presentatio ns, 
particularly with the opening gesture. This approach to the incorporation of pre-existent 
material mirrors the type of procedures used with a can tus firmus in some settings of the 
Mass Proper and Offices in P. In such settings a cantus firmus is more apparent in the 
opening and ending of a section of a composition than in its central parts. In Lambe's 
Magnificat, the paraphras ed cou nterpoint is most noticeable in the triplex, although 
allusions to it are also possibly made in the contratenor (tenor in Car) as well. This 
manner of presenting a cantus firmus is similar to Lambe's treatment of a cantus firmus in 
his other works in E. 
In Fayrfax 's 'Regale' Magmficar, the opening motif of a counterpoint is not as 
apparent as is its ending, which is clearly discernible in cadential material in several verses. 
Not only is the counterpoint melody presented most often in the full-voice passages, but it 
is mainly evident in the cadent ial passages associated with the words 'salutari meo' (verse 
2), 'mente cordis sui' (verse 6) and 'saec ulorum Amen' (verse 12). This mann er of 
presentation of the counterpoint melody is so distinctive for English Magnificat settings of 
this period that examination of the melodic constructio n in these passages, is one of the 
most instructive means of ascertaining whether or not the setting is based on a counterpoint 
to a canticle tone. 
A new approach to the introduction of pre-ex istent material is evident in the 
Magnificat senings by later composers in E. Davy uses a cantus firmus that is unidentified, 
but is apparentl y indepen dent of a counterpoint or canticle tone. This is presented in a 
structural fashion throughout most of the extant music. In his fragmentary Magnificat, 
Browne also includes a structural presentation of a cantus firmus; however, in this case it is 
the complete counterpoim to tone 1. In this setting, the cantus firmus is not immediately 
evident in the opening of verse 2, although an elaborated statement eventually emerges in 
this verse. Its unadorned presentation happens in verse 6, coinciding with the change from 
tempus perfectum to tempus imperfecwm. The structural cantus finnus treatment of the 
counterpoi nt in Browne's setting is repeated in that by Wylkynson, with the additional 
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1echnique of incorpora1in g not one, but two counterpoints belonging 10 different tones. ln 
the surviving music, these two counterpoints are never presented simultaneously.52 
The appearance of a complete cantus finnus throughout verses of a Magnificar was 
a 1echnique that had been used regularly by continental composers in the fifteenth century. 
In continental se1ting s , 1he cantus firmus may appear in any voice, including its 
presentation in a structural manner in the highest vo ice. For example, in Josquin 's 
Magnijicar rerrii roni the canticle tone is presented in a structural manner in the discantus in 
verse 6, following its earlier elabora1ed preseniation in the tenor in verse 4. In E, 1he pre-
existent melody is nonn ally confined to the tenor voice, although in severa l settings an 
ornamented version may be discerned in other voices. In Wylkynson's Magnificar, which 
uses counterpoints 10 two different tones, the structural s1atemen t of the counterpoint to 
lone 4 migrates 10 the bassus in verse 4. This is a treatment seen also in Obrecht's four-
pan Magnificat, which features canticle tone 5 in a long-note structural presentation in the 
discantus in verse4 and canticle tone2 in the bassus in verse 8. 
Musical response to the text of the Magnijicat in the Eton settings is largely reserved 
to emphasis of the words 'in Deo' and 'Abraham'. The sense of the text is articulated 
primarily by the division of the text by formal means al the mid-point in most verses. The 
Magnifica, is a standard liturgical 1ext from the Office which, although derived from the 
words of Mary, is directed not to the Virgin but rather to God. In the settings of devotional 
texts in E the appea l is made to the Virgin to act as mediatrix. Art icu lation of the sense of 
the text in these is more apparent than it is in the Magniflcat settings and a more active 
compositional response to text may be seen in some such settings of devotional poems. 
52
Similaritics between the shape or the melodics for canticle tones~ and 8, and I and 6 are exploited i!l two 
Magnificat setti ngs by Gombert (c.1490-1560): (!pera _Omnia, ~V. 2 1-37 and 5~-70 respectively. 
AltemaliveendingsarcprovidcdsothatinoneMagnifi ca1e1thercant1cletone3orcanocletone8maybc 





THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CANTUS FlRMUS 
The principal objective of this study was to investigate compositional practice in E. A 
considerable proportion of the extant compositions incorporate a camus finnus; thus, the 
role and use of a cantus firmus was chosen as the central focus for the research. 
Examination of the cantus firmus procedures in the compositions of the most prolific 
composer in E, John Browne, and the analysis of the use of a cantus finnus in settings of 
the principa l 1exts within the collection has led to some general conclusions and 
propositions about the compos itional practice in the Choirbook. These have implications 
not only for the under standin g of this repertoire but possibly also for other Englis h 
polyphonic music of the Middle Ages and Renaissance period down to 1559. 
The layout and the function of a cantus finnus in providing structural cohesion in 
the large -scale devotional seuings found in E have been described in previous studies. 
Until now, it has been assumed that the cantus firrnus has little, if any, role other than 
purely structural. A significant aspect of this study has been the discovery of the identity of 
canius firmi in four compositions in E. These identifications proved to be important for 
understanding the interre lationships between set text and canrus firmus in compositions by 
Banester, Browne (see chapter 2) and Wylkynson (see chapter 3). The present analysis 
has shown that, in certain cases, the cantus finnus appears to have been selected because 
ideas aniculated in the set text may be reinforced by ideas within the camus firmus. This 
has been demonstrated as a possibility in some of the compositions by Browne, Banester 
and Wylkynson as we ll as in some settings of the Salve regina text. This finding 
introduces a new perspective to our understanding of the use of a cantus firrnus in E that 
goes beyond the struc tural role to a subtle link between music and text. 
The relationship between music and text is one that can be explored on a number of 
levels. In the past, scholars of fifteenth-century English music have observed correctly that 
the Eton composers appear to have been largely uninterested in musical pictorialisms of 
individual words. 
TheEtoncomposc r'sattitudctothetcxtisoftcnvcrycasual. Longphrasesonsing lesyllablcsare 
common, and the rhythmic complexity is such that, in the words of Erasmus. 'the congregation 






Although musical depiction of specific ideas in the text is almost entirely absent from the 
music in E, lhis study has demon strated that clarification of the structure and sense of the 
set 1ext was of particu lar concern to the Eton composers. The compositional response to a 
specific text often appears 10 be intensi fied by the selection of a comp lementary cant us 
firmus. The manner of deployment of a cantus firmus is evidently important for 
articulating the structure and adding a persona l respo nse to a set texl on the part of the 
composer in some settings. Wylkynson, for example, appears to have had a particular 
devotion to angels, which is manifested in his selectio n of the chants Assumpta est Maria 
and Angelus am em Domin i as the cantus finni in his nine-voice Salve regina and O virgo 
prndenrissima settings respect ively. Thus, an important contribution made by this study 
has been the proposa l that interrelationships between the camus fumus and set text often 
appear to be a signific ant feature of compositional design. As a result of this study, it is 
postulated that the interrelationships between the cantus firmus and set text merit carefu l 
examination. 
Aspects of the subtle connections potentially inherent in settings on a cantus firmus 
by continental composers are attracting attention and study. However, such questions have 
rarely been directed towards English compos ition of this period. This study has shown 
that similarities may exist between facets of continental composit ional practice and those 
contained within E. Parallels may be drawn between the combination of melodies from 
both liturgical and secular sources in Josquin's Stabat mater dolorosa, the anonymous Ave 
rosa speciosa (almost certain ly by Regis) and Browne's use of From Srormy Windes in his 
Stabat i1ara Christi crucem setting in E (see chapter 2). Interplay between texts is clearly 
significant in several other works in E by various composers. This study of cantus firmus 
procedures in E suggests that co nsideration of the links betwee n text and music within 
compositions from the last quarter of the fifteenth century at least (if not earlier) should be 
accorded a more central place in the analysis and interpretation of compositional practice of 
this period. 
Variation in the handling of the cantus firmus among the Eton composers points to 
diverse approaches to the manne r of the integration of a cantus firmus. Greater 
experimentation with the manipulatio n of the cantus fimms may be discerned panicu larly 
among the younge r composers. The range of compositional techniques used by Browne 
alone confirms that it is no longe r appropriate to refer to a general Eton style. The 
evaluation of lhe individual compositional styles represented in the Choirbook has begun in 
the present study. Thi s has already yielded evidence of individualistic approac hes to 
settings of the same text and the possibility of influences from spheres wider than 
previously thought. 
The discove ry of a new source for counterpoints to the Magmficat tones on 
flyleaves now preserved in Maidsmne, Kent has complemented the collectio ns already 
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known from the manuscript GB-Lb[ Roya] Appendix 56 and the Sarum Hymnal GB-lhl c. 
52. b. 2 1. Moreove r, it has been possible to confirm that the 'Regale' Magnificat by 
Fayrfax is based on the counterpoin t to canticle tone 8. The counterpoint for a tone-8 
differentia that is found in the newly documented Maidstone source is quoted exactly in 
Fayrfax's Magnificat. A funher conaibution has been made with the discovery of an 
antecedent in prose form for the rhymed text set by Browne in E, 0 regina mundi clara. 
This raises the poss ibility that in a similar manner, other devotionaJ poems in rhymed form 
se1 by the Eton compose rs may have been fashioned from prose texts. 
This study has embraced an interdisciplinary approach to the analysis of 
compos itions in E. By exploring the broader liturgical, historical and iconographic 
contexts a more comprehens ive understanding of the music and its place within the 
devotionaJ life of the later fifteenth century has been made possible. 
DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
A complete ana lysis of all the extan t music from E lies beyond the scope of the present 
study and there is a wealth of information to be drawn from the works not discussed here. 
Approximately forty compositions included in the originaJ index of the Choirbook are 
settings of devot ional texts in rhymed form. Many of these texts are so far known only 
from E and may well have been written in the latter half of the fifteenth century. A 
preliminary searc h for the origins of these texts has resulted in the discovery of one 
antecedent in prose form (see pp. 46-7). Further searches amongst devotional collections 
of insular and continentaJ origins may prove fruitful in this respect 
The study of the Salve regina seuings revealed that a number of compositio nal 
decisions made for the Eton settings are aJso evident in continental settings of this text. 
Several polyphonic settings are recorded in E for the most popular of the devotional texts, 
Stabat mare, dolorosa and Gaude virgo mare, Chrisli, for which settings by continental 
composers also surv ive. In future studies of these settings in E, comparisons betwee n 
English and conti nental responses to the same text may be productive in refining the 
proposition of a relationship between text and music. 
In a number of Eton compositions , a cantus firmus has imponant implications for 
understanding the set text; naturally , this is contingen t upon identifica1ion of the tenor 
cantus finn us. Several cantus firmi in E have yet 10 be identified and it is to be hoped that, 
as with those discovered in this study, their identification will provide funher illumination 
regarding the basis and intention of these compositions. 
Modal procedures in la1e fifteenth-century English music are poorly understood at 
present Evidence has been given of 1he diverse approaches to mode taken by various 
composers in E . The manner in which manipulation of mode in the cantus firmus affects 
Conclusion 
the ways in which surrounding voices operate requires a lengthier study than is feasible 
here. The extent to which contemporary treatises on mode may be used as a basis for 
understanding compositional practice has not yet been established. Until this problem is 
resolved, agreement upon an appropriate terminology in which to engage discourse on 
modal procedures will be delayed. However, agreement on tenninology is a crucial factor 
in understanding this issue. For fifteenth-century composers, knowledge of the melodic 
behaviour of plainsong melodies must have been fundamental to the ways in which melcx:iic 
lines in polyphonic compositions were initially fabricated. Thus, familiarity with chant 
melodies may provide a basis from which subsequen t questions regarding modal 
procedures in polyphonic music may be addressed. The possibility that new approaches to 
the treatment of mode are surfacing in E (panicularly among the younger composers) 
warrants closer attention. A dedicated study of modal procedures in E is needed to 
elucidate this most important aspect of fifteenth-century compositional practice. 
The multidisciplinary perspective adopted in this study proved 10 be essential for 
understanding some of the compositions examined in E in a broader context. This 
methodological approach may well prove panicularly relevant to funher studies of the 
relationship between text and music advocated previously. 
The devotional texts in E are 'Mary-centred' (rather than 'God-centred') and the centrality 
of the Virgin Mary in the Choirbook is reiterated beautifully in the decoration of Eton 
College Chapel with a series of frescoes on either side of the chancel of the Chapel which 
depict miracles involving the Virgin. Together with the frescoes, the surviving music of 
the Eton Choirbook provides a wonderful remembrance of the late fifteenth-century 
veneration of the Virgin Mary that figured so prominently in the daily life at Eton College. 
The investigation of the issues suggested here as further directions for researc h will 
facilitate the cons ideration of E's place not only as a representative of the flowering of 
English sacred music in the last quarter of the fifteenth century and tum of the sixteenth, 
but also within the wider context of European music. 
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APPENDIX I 
FOLIATIO N REFERENCES IN THE ETON CHOIRBOOK 
°"" Foliation Folialion Foliation F.d 
MS no lncioit Attribution ~r:·s~~d ~ 2 ::-H 
2 Gaudeflore11ir inafi 
51 Gaudeflore11ir inali blv-bgr 
II 57 Ovir.eoprudentissima Wy\1:ynson d811-c3r 
Gaudeflo revir inali 
Sa' ere ·l'IQ11a.rmun •; · Fawkvner e611-rtr 
14 58 Gaude{lorevirainali Comysh fl"'-nr 
17 10 Sa/vereJ?ina 
18 11 Salverer,iria 
19 12 Sa/llereeina 
20 13 Salvere.eina 
21 14 Sa/vere<>ina 
22 15 
23 16 Salvere.eina 
24 17 Salvere<>ina 
2S 18 Sa/verevina 
26 19 Sa/11ere2ina Favrfax 
27 20 Salvert<>ina 
28 21 Sa/verep /,u;i 
29 22 Salvere,eina 




Foliati on Refer ences in the Eton Choirbook 
Onl> 
in Ed. 
MS no. tncinit Attribution 
Foliatio n Foliation Fol iation Foliation 
refs. in refcrcnces topR- H lowerR -H 
thisstud MB 10-12 recto 
31 24 Salve/hesumat erv era 
32 25 S1aba1ma1erdo/orosa 
33 26 Viroo temnfom Trinitalis Davy 
36 29 Gaude florevir inali 
nl"-n4 r 
Gaude Porev ir inafi n4"-n6 1 
l t··1 ca111emus· e111es 
Gawie florevir inali 
Gaudefl orevir ina/i l o4" .p6r 
48 30 Sra/xllmatl!rdol orosa 
49 31 Gaude vir osalwara 
50 32 Gaude roso.si~ sr,ina 
SI 33 Gaude florevir ina/i 
53 60 Safve ,'cuscast \ t' Wvlkynson ,3v.r4r r4l,.r4R 
54 61 
55 35 Omater venerabi/is 
57 53 
59 54 Gaudevir oma1erChris1i 
60 36 StabatvirPoma/ erChri sti 
61 37 Steffacaeli v3"-v5 ' v4L-v5R JI0"-112r 9r.99r 
62 38 AscenditChri stu.s 
.,,5v • .,,7r v6L-v7R 112"-114' 99v.101r 
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Foliation References in the Eton Choirbook 
()oo-
in Ed. 
MS no. lnci il 
63 39 Gau.deflore virJ!inafi 
64 40 Gau.def1ore vir2inafi 
65 41 AveMariamaterD ei Comvsh x3v•x4r 
66 42 GaudevirMmaterChristi Com sh x4v•.l.6r 




Baldwyn cc7'''-ddlr cc8L-dd\R 
90 65 £1 u uilavil 
9\ 48 £1 uullavil 
Bloakmm 
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APPE NDIX II 
TRANSC RIPTIO NS OF MA GN IF/ CAT COUNTERPOINTS: 
EDITORI AL COMMENTARY 
In the following transcriptions of three sources for Magnificar counterpoints, editorial 
explanation of the cont ents is give n in the left-hand margi n before the relevant prefatory 
s1aff. The only dev iation fro m thi s occurs whe n a designation of a canticle tone appears in 
the manuscript in the le ft-hand mar gin. Th is place ment is retained in the transcription and 
is distinguishab le from editori a l addi tions by appearing in the original Latin form. 
Designations of tones whic h occur elsewhere in the sources are also retained in their 
original places . Thu s, 'Sext us Tonu s' in C appears in the middle of fol. 195v above a 
staff, whilst in N it appears in the le ft-hand margin on fol. [iv']. The mensuration signs 0 
and Ca re a lso freq uently indicat ed in the sources in the left•hand margin prior to 1he 
relevant staves; these are also retained in the left•hand margins of the transcriptions. 
For eac h ori ginal source, the Sarum differentiae, written in plainsong notation and 
the mensural cou nterp oints are copied successively along the siaves. They are normally 
separated from o ne anot her by a verti cal stroke throug h a staff. However, in orde r to 
distinguish betwee n them in the foll owi ng transcriptions, the differentiae, written in black• 
whole, stemless nota tion and 1he coun terpoints are eac h copied on to a new staff. This also 
has the func tio n of demo nstratin g ho w the cou nterpo ints may fit with their respective 
differem iae and penn its compari so ns between versions of the same co un1erpoint in 
alternative mensura tion s and betw ee n success ive verses of the comp lete counte rpoin t 
melody. 
The edito rial infonnation given made in the left.hand margi n includes: 
IDENTIFICATION OF TH E CANTICLE TONE 
Each new caniicle tone, with its set o f differentiae and counterpoints, is identified by "Tone 
I', 'Tone 2', etc. Empty staves are used to separa te the differe nt canticle tones. An empty 
staff occ uring within a series of differentiae and coun1erpoints indicates that suc h a staff 
exists in the sou rce; howeve r, it is excised to such an extent that no notes can be discerned 
on it. Thi s happen s onl y in N as , for ex ample, at the beginning of the final staff on _ro_L 
liiiV]. A stroke sco red thro ugh a compl e te staff (as in RAS6, fol. 23v) indicates that this is 
crossed out inth e manuscrip t itself. 
FOLIATION CHANG ES . 
When an entry in the transc ription continu es ove r a new folio, the foliation reference is 
given in bracke ts, for examp le, '(fol. J93v )'. 
206 
Transcrip1ions of Magnijicat Cowuerpoinrs 
DIFFERENTIAE AND CORRESPO NDING COUNTERPO INTS 
Sarum differenciae that are cop ied in plainsong notation in the sources are categorized 
according to the num bering system adop 1ed in chapte r 4 of the thesis (see Example 4.1). 
The cou nterpoint s to the differentiae are identified by the word 'counterpoint'. The 
complete cou n1erpoin1 melodies are identified by 'Verse 2', 'Verse 4' etc. In the case of N, 
where only the counterpoin t to canticle tone I has any underlay and this only provides text 
for verse 2 with no auempt to match the text with the music, each new variation of the same 
counterpoint melody is designated '(Verse 2)', '(Verse 4)' etc. 
ACCIDENTALS/SYMBOL S 
All editorial additions within the staves are enclosed within square brackets [ ], apan from 
accidentals, which app ear above the staves over the relevant note. Editorial additions are 
kept to a minimum and mos tly involve places where notes or staves have been panially 
excised leaving remnant s for whi ch editorial suggestio n for their note value and pitch is 
possible. A fermata sign is often found at the mid-point, that is, the medial cadence, and in 
some instances also above the final cadence in each verse of a counterpoint. These have 
been retained in the trans cripti ons. When such a sign is omitted in a counterpoint but 
included in the othe r count erpoints for the same canticle tone in the particular source, an 
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APPENDIX Ill 
EDI TION S OF FRAGMENTARY COMPOSITIONS IN THE ETON 
CHOIRBOOK: EDITORIAL PRIN C IPLES 
ATTRIBUTIONS/1NCIPITS 
Names of some composers appear in vary ing forms in E . The modem standard ized 
versio ns are used here, i.e. Cornysh, in preference to Comysch, and Huchyn, instead of 
Huchynge. Similarly , the spelling 'Cristi' in incip its has been modernized to 'Christ i', 
VOICES/CLEFS 
Voice designations supplied in E are retained, with edi10rial voice desig nations included in 
square brackets. The ambitus of each individual voice for the extant passages is shown in 
stemless notati on immediately follow ing the prefatory staves and modern clef. Modem 
clefs hve been substituted for medieval ones, with the origina l clefs shown in the prefa1ory 
NOTATION 
Note-values are halved so that an orig inal breve has been transcribed as a modem 
semib reve. In the crit ical reading, note-vaJues are abbreviated and are shown in lower-case 
ita licized type: br = breve, sb = semibr evis, m = minim, sm = semiminim. Ligatures and 
coloration are indicated in the usual manner: r-i andr 7 
MENSURATION SIGNS/BARRJNG/SYMBOLS 
The initial men suratio n sign for each vo ice is shown in the prefatory staff. Subsequent 
alterations are noted in the order: mensuration sign, vo ice, bar number and text incipit. 0, 
tempu.s perfectwn is transcribed as 1, and C and¢ are transcribed as~- No dist inctio n is 
made between tempus imperfectum cum prolarione minori and tempus imperfectum 
diminmum. Modem barring is employed, with double-bar lines indicating a single vertical 
stroke through a staff in the manuscript. Fem1ata signs are regu larly used in E and these 
are retained in the editions with editorial signs given in square brackets. 
Editions of Fragmentary Compositions 
SIGNATURE/ACCIDENTALS 
Original placement of signatur es has been adhered to as far as possible in preference to 
Harrison's decision to move signature alterations to the beginnings of new sections. This 
has been considered a necessary pan in the understanding of how the Eton composers may 
have viewed modal behaviour. On rare occasions, an editorial signature has been added 
where one is apparently missing (as in the first staff in Davy's Magnificat setting). Such 
editorial signatures are included in square brackets. 
Editorial accidentals are kept to a minimum, because the absence of voices means 
that categorical verification of the prevailing harmony is not always possible. Therefore, 
they are confined to places where false relations may be incurred and to avoid augmented 
fourths arising particularly between F and B~. and B~ and E. The sharpeni ng of the 
semitone beneath a cadential note (the leading note) does not appear to have been always 
intended in some Eton composi 1ions; indeed, a preference for the flattened seventh is 
evident in several pieces. Editorial accidentals at these points are added with caution and 
only when it seems likely that these were intended. In some of the compositions by later 
composers (and espec ially those by Cornysh) there appear accidentals written in a later 
hand. For this reason, editorial accidentals occur with greater frequency in the settings by 
Cornysh , Brygeman and Wylkynson in the following editions. Editoria l accidentals are 
shown above the specific notes 10 which they refer. Accidenta ls appearing in rounded 
brackets above staves indicate that alteration of a note appears to be necessary but cannot be 
confirmed because other voices are missing. Origina l placement of accidenta ls in E is 
noted in the Commentary . 
TEXT AND UNDERLAY 
Modem spelling of the Latin texts has been adopted. Text originally appearing copied in 
red ink in the manuscript is indicated here by way of underlined text. Text written in black 
ink in the manuscript is not underlined. Editorial changes ensuring conformity between 
voices written in black and red inks with the same passage of text have not been made. The 
reasons for this are firstly that, in some cases without the full complement of voices, it 
cannot be stated categorically whether black or red ink is correct and secondly, the retention 
of the original ink colour in the texting of the editions permits consideration of the question 
of whether red ink may or may not have indicated solo as well as reduced-voice passages. 
For the most pan, careful attention 10 the placing of text underlay is evident in the 
manuscript. However, further clarification may be discerned in a number of compositions 
where oblique lines are drawn between syllables of the text and notes on the staff above 
verifying text placement, and demonstrating that at some stage these pieces were performed 
from the Choirbook. The text is normally written at the beginning of a musical phrase, 
with the last syllable of the final word written following a melisma, at the end of the 
Editions of Fragmen1ary Compositions 
phrase. However, in Wylkyn son's O virgo prudenrissima the final syllable of a text phrase 
is of1en placed at a considerab le distance from the last note of the musical phrase, and is 
often followed instead by a melismatic melody. There is no evidence that this is a scribal 
error; instead, it sugges ts a change in musical practice, whereby melismaric lines are not 
inserted in the middle of words, but rather follow the ends of text phrases. 
NOTATION 
Black-full notation is that used most frequently in E with black-void minims and flagged 
semiminim s. Coloration is indicated either by way of red full or red void notation and is 
shown in the editions in the usual manner: r ,. Rhythmic patterns in aiplets are usually 
indicated by coloration and '3.2' written beneath the relevant notes. 
INmALS 
Two principal types of decorati on are used in E. That used in many composit ions for the 
first initia l of the text, often (but not always) in every part, consists of gold and coloured 
decoration. The most frequently encountered decoration of this type involves the so--called 
'cabbage-head' motif (acan thus) framed by a border in gold. A variety of animals are also 
seen, including lacertines, goblin- like creatures, griffins and wolves. Historiated initials 
are used in Lamb e's Salve regina and Banester's O Maria el Elizabeth. A secondary initial 
type is used for some initial letters, occurring sometimes a1 the opening of a composit ion, 
but more usually at the beginnin g o f subsequen t sections. These are decorated in red and 
blue inks and are larger in size than the following text, often taking up the vertical space of 
two or more staves. A detailed description of the initial decoration in E requires a separate 
study; the following brief descriptions are intended only as an indication of the presence of 
such decorat ion in the edited compositions. 
CANTIJS FIRMUS 
A cantus firmu s is present in the surviving music in five of the newly edited compositions: 
Lambe's O regina caelestis gloriae, Wylky nson's O virgo prudentissima and the MagnificaJ 
settings by Wylkynson, Browne and Davy . The identity of that in the latter remains 
unknow n, however, those for the compositions by Lambe, Wylkynson and Browne are 
provided from the sources noted in Table l.2 and from the transcriptions of the Magnificat 
counterpo ints in Appendix IL 
Editions of Fragmentary Compositions 
LAYOUT OF T HE CRITICAL READING 
The critical reading is arranged by voice. Consequently, changes in signature, musicaficta 
and accidentals may be viewed more easily in terms of alterations in modal behaviour in 
individual voices. Bar numbers are followed by commentary, with abbreviations for note 
values as noted above. References to pitches are made in capitalized Roman type. When 
the same note appears more than once in a bar a superscript number precedes the specific 
note referred to, i.e. 1 F indicates the first Fin the bar. A tied note that is carried over into a 
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0 regina caelestis g/oriae 
Attribution: Walter Lambe. 
Source: E index: folsc3 v-csr ; fol. c3Vsurvives. 
Edition: MB 12, 161 (no. 56). 
Voices/clefs: 6v; three extant: G2 [Trip lex], C4 [Teno r],~ I_Contratenor]. 
Mensuration: ¢> [Triplex]; 0 [Tenor];¢> [Contratenor]. 
Notation· black full with red coloratio n indicating imperfection. 
Accidentals: #sand ~s writt en in red ink. Sharps indicated by# and 'ff signs. 
Text: RH 30960. E only source cited. 
Initials: Cade! 'O ' in all three pans formed by so-called 'cabbage-head' motif 
(acanthus) 
Camus firmi: Hodie in lordan e (AS 87), seventh responsory at Matins on Epiphany 
and Magi vidences see/lam (GB-Ob Laud. Misc. 299, fol. 531), antiphon 
to Magnificat al Vespers on Epiphany. 
lncipits: 'hodie in iordane' below tenor part in bar 47 and 'magi videntes stellam' 
abovecontratenorpart in bar 48. 
[Triplex! 12 b for Fl before C; 14 NL,# for F before 2C; 21 NL before 2B; 24 # 
for F before A 23; 55 NL before 2A; 77 NL before E: 103 br A should be 
sbA. 
[Tenor] 3 1 • for B before F; 51 NL; 36NL beforesbrest; lOONL. 
[Contratenor] 5 ~ for B before C; 14 NL before E; 23 NL before m rest; 72 NL before 








0 virgo prudentissima 
Roben Wylkynson. 
E index: folsd 8V-e3r; fol. d8V survives. 
MB 12,161 (no.5 7). 
6v; three extant: Gt ~ {Triplex], C3~ [Tenor], C3~ [Contratenor]. 
0 [Triplex]; qi [Tenor];$ [Contratenor]. 
black full, with black void notes indicating imperfection. 
RH 13910. Hymn by Poliziano, published in his Opera Omnia (Venice, 
1498) by Aldus Manutius. Final word of stanza 4 'lumina' in E instead 
of'limina'. 
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Underlay: Guide letter 'o' writte n in brown ink at beginning of the text in each part. 
Underlay in E does not correspond with the number of notes in [TI in 
bars95-102. 
Initials: lTriplexJ: cade l 'O' fanned by so-called 'cabbage-head motif (acanthus), 
centre erased. 
[Tenor]: Grey-colour ed shell with gold-coloured rays emanating from 
left and right-hand sides of it. Two brown-coloured griffins, frame 
either side of the shell. 
[Contratenor]: Two blue/grey-coloured griffins interlaced heads and 
tailsfonning'O '. 
Cantus finnus: Angelus autem Domini (GB-Ob Laud. Misc. 299, fol. 392f), antiphon 















12-30 16112 br rest in E possibly should be 18112; 37 NL before B; 39 # 
for B~ before A, 38; 51-70 42 br rest in E may be 19; 72 NL before 2D; 
89N Lb eforeG. 
21 NL before IF; 29 sb C should not be dotted; 31-49 23 br rest in E 
may be 19; 54 # for B~ before 2E; 55 NL before G; 63 # for B~ before 
1C; 73 NL before C. 
17 NL before A; 31-49 23 brrest in E may be 19; 51 NL before A; 64 
triplets indicated by black void notation, with '3.2' written underneath; 
66 NL before IA; 75 ~ for B before A 74 not required; 77 NL before 1A; 
88 # for 8 ~ befor e 1C; 92 NL before ID. 
Gaude fl ore virginali 
WilliamCorny sh. 
E index: fols fI V-fJr; fol. or survives. 
MB 12, 161 (no. 58). 
6v, three extan t: C2 [Medius], C5 Inferior Contratenor, F4 Bassus. 
¢ [Medius]; ¢ Inferior Contratenor; C Bassus. 
black full. 
#s added in black ink in a later hand in final staff of [Medius]. 
AH31 , 198. 
Guide letter 'g' for 'gaude' written in [Medius] . 






Attribution: William Bryg eman; top of fol. 6V 'Willimus'. 
Source: E index: fols6V-gJr ; fols f6Vand glrsurvive. 
Edition: MB 12, 161 (no. 59). 
Voices/clefs: 5v; C1 [Tripl ex], C2 Medius, Ci lTenor], Ci [Contrat enor], F4~ Bassus. 
Mensuration: 4> [Triplex] , [Tenor ], [Contratenor]; C Medius bar 123, beginning 3rd 
trope verse, 'Funde preces'. 
Notation· black full, with red coloration. 
Accidentals: ~ and # written in red and black inks. 
Tex.I' AH 50, 318 (main Salve regina text); 23, 57 (trope verses). Music 
survives from 'Gaude mater miserorum'. 
Initials: [Triplex]: 'S' fonned by brown/gold-coloured branch. 
[Tenor]: 'S' fonned by grey/blue-coloured lacenine. 
[ContratenorJ: 'S' fonned by lacenine. 
Cantus finnus: Omnes electi (Sarum Antiphonal 1519-20, fol. xxiiiiI), Office antiphon 






16 # for Bl before G 15; 20 NL before 1A; 41 NL before F; 54 # for C 
before 2f, 53; 55 NL before m rest ; 57 # for B~ before E, 55; 61 # for F 
before A; I for B before E, 94; 100 NL; 107 • for B before E. 
131 • fo r B before 2F, 130; 133• forB before 1D, 132; 136#forFbefore 
C, 133; 149 NL with B~ signature before F; 206 NL before F; 212 # for 
C befo re F, 2 IO; 237 NL; 242 C may be in error as a B would avoid the 
disso nanc e with [C] and B; 248 no fennaia sign. 
36-62 should be 27 br rests and not 26 as in E; 65 ~ for B before 1F, 64; 
~5b~~kbi~rt; ij~ ~o/~r b~:o:~0~, ~ts~; r!~i:~E:~2 ~8io;iNL. 
before 2F, 21 ; 34 NL before F; 51 NL before 2 C; 95 ~ for B before C, 
94; 98 NL befo re 30 ; 103 ~ for B before F, 101; 121-2 music after Fnow 
missing; 197 1 for B beforeG; 213 NLbeforeC; 214 • forB beforeC, 
i !~;~b~;/g r~of~i;:a:~tf~~r E before B, 179; 191 • for E before 
C, 190; 196 NL before D; 2 15 • for E before D; 228 NL. 
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Salve decus castitatis 
Attribution: Robert Wylkyn son. 
Source: E index: folsrJV .r4r; fol. r3V survives. 
Edition: MB 12, 161 (no. 60). 
Voices/clefs: 5v; three extant: G2 [Triplex], C4 [Tenor], C-4~ [Contra1enor]. 
Mensurat ion: 0 [Trip lex], [Tenor]. [Contratenor]; ¢ [Triplex], [Tenor] bar 62, 
beginning with 'Flos spineti' . 
Notation: black full , with red colo ratio n and black void notes indicating 
imperfection. 
Accidentals : #sand ~s in black ink. 
Text: RH 33081. E onl y source cited. 
Initials: Initial leuer in all three extant part s formed by branch decora1ed by 
acanthuspauem . 




15 NL before A; 20 underlay in black text; 31 NL; 39 # for Bt before D; 
53 NL before F; 104 NL before G; 130 NL; 153 no fermata sign. 
NL before 'C; 36 • for B before rest 35; 45 NL; 75 • for B before F; 87 
NL; 90 • forB beforeG ; 119 NL; 136• for B beforesbrest 135; 153 no 
fermatasign. 
28 NL; 42 NL; 54-153 missing. 
Ascendit Christus 
Attribution: Nicho las Huchyn . 
Source: E index: fols r4v·r6 r; fol. r6r survives. 
Edition: MB 12, 162 (no. 61). 
Voices/clefs: 5v; three extant: C1 Medius, C3 [Contratenor ], C4 [Bassus]. 
Mensuration: C Medius. [Bassusj. No mensuration sign present in surviving music for 
Contratenor. 
Notation: black full. 
Text: RH23138 . 
Cantus firmus· not apparent in surviving pans. 
Medius: 






t~~;i~ta11'f~L before 2G; 144 NL before F; no 
fermatasign. 
Editio ns of Fragmentary Compositions 
Magnificat 
Attribution: John Brown e; top of fol. z8V 'Johannes'. 
Source: Eindex: folszs v.aa2 r; fol. z8vsurvives. 
Edition· MB 12, 162 (no. 62). 
Voices/clefs: 5v; three extant: Gt [Triplex}, C3 [Tenor]. C3 [Contratenor]. 
Mensuration: 4> [Triplex], [Tenor], tContratenor]; ¢ [Triplex], [Tenor ] bar 67, 
beginning with verse 6, 'Fecit potentiam'. 
Notation: black full, with red full coloration. 
Accidentals: #s and ks wrinen in red ink. 
Text: [Tripl ex] and [Tenor]: verses 2, 4, 6; [Contratenor]: verse 2. 
Incipits: [Contr ateno r] 'Quia fecit' and 'et sanctum' under br rests bars 33·66. 
Initials: [Triplex]: cadet 'E' formed by lacertine or possibly a stag with antlers. 
[Tenor]: cadet 'E' formed by grey•coloured wolf-like animal. 
[Contratenor]: cadel 'E' formed by acanthus pattern. 
Cantus firmus: Count erpo int to canticle tone l (with counterpoint to differentia 1.8); 
preserved in GB -Lb/ Lans. 462 , fol. 152r, GB-Lb/ Roy. App. 56, fol. 




15 NL; 36 NL before A; 40 ~ for B before F; 43 ~ for B before F, 42; 44 
sb rest undern eath G not required; 48 NL before 1E; 62 NL before D; 63 
I for B befor e D, 62; 87 NL. 
20 # for Bl befor e F, 19; 26 NL before B; 55 NL before 1F; 77 I for B 
beforeC , 75. 
12 ~ for before C, 9; 18 NL before B~; 24 triplets written in red full 
notation, with subscript '3.2'; 33-66 should be 34 br rests not 22 br rests 
asinE. 
Magnificat 
Ar.ribution: Robert Wylk ynson; top of fol. bbtr 'Wylkynson 22 note'. 
rJOurce: E index: fols aa8V-bb2r; fol. bblr • bbJV survives. 
Edition: MB 12, 162 (no. 63). 
Voices/clefs: 6v; Gi {Triplex], Ct [Medius], C3 1° (Primus) Tenor ; C3 Contratenor; 
~ Secundu s Tenor, C5 fBassus ]. 
Mensuration: 4> [Medius]. Secundu s Tenor, [Bassus]; C [MediusJ, Secundus Tenor, 
[Bassus J, bar 73, beginning with verse 6, 'Fecit potentiam'; $ (Triplex], 
O Primus Ten or, 4> Contratenor, bar 192, beginning with verse 10, 'Sicut 
locutus'. 
Notation: black full , with red full co loration 
Accidentals: #s later additions written in black ink and in a different hand· B#s 
written as signature in all four staves in [Bassus]. 
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Text: [Tripl ex]: 2nd half of verse 8 (tacet), verse 10 and 12; [Medius]: verses 
2, 4, 6, 1st half of verse 8; Primus Tenor: 2nd half of verse 8 (from 'Et 
divites' ), 10 and 12; Contratenor: 2nd half of verse 8, 10, 12 Secundus 
Tenor: verses 2, 4, 6, 1st half of verse 8; [Bassus]: verses 2, 4, 6, 1st 
half of verse 8 (tacet). 
Initials: [M edius]: Middle horizontal bar of initial 'E' fonned by two goblins 
lying horizon tally with heads touching at vertical axis of'E'. 
Secundus tenor: initial 'E' formed by a brown-coloured griffin. 
[Ba ssus]: initial 'E' formed by grey/blue-coloured branch. 
Cantus finnus: Count erpoint to canticle tone 4 (with counterpoint to differentia 4.2) 
verses 2, 4, 6; coun terpoint to ca nticle tone 5 (with counterpoint to 








158-9 1 should be 34 br rest not 18 as in E; 210 NL; 233 NL before E; 
253 NL before C; 270 no fennata sign. 
19 NL before 2G; 23 'saluta[ri]' in red ink instead of black; 27 error sm D 
looks panly like m ; 39 NL before G; 49-72 should be 24 br rest not 14 
as in E; 84 NL before A; 114 NL before 2A; 146 NL before D. 
186 NL befo re G; 260 NL before D; 270 no fennata sign. 
15 NL; 186 NL; 200 NL before D; 214 NL before G; 236 NL before B; 
264 NL befo re D; 270 no fennata sign. 
32-48 should be 17 br rest not 18 as in E; 53 NL before D; 80 NL; 
121 no fermata sign; 141 NL. 
3-4 notes writt en ove r erasure; 27 NL before F; 46 br 2E originally 
written in red ink, erased and now in black ink; 72 should be 24 br rest 
not 16 as in E; 121 no fermata sign; 123-57 should be 35 br rest not 18 
asinE. 
Magnificat 
Attribution: Sygar; top of fol. bb8r 'Sygar 21' 
Source: E index : fol s bb7V-ccl r; fol. bb&r -bb8v survives. 
Edition: MB 12, 162 (no. 64). 
Voices/clefs: 4v ; c 1 [Medius], C3 [Contratenor), C4 [Tenor], F4~ [Bassus]. 
Mensuration: q> [Contraten or]; O [Bassusl; ¢ [Contratenor] and [Bassus], bar 71, 
beginning with 'Fecit potentiam'; C [Medius] and [Tenor], bar 207, 
beg inning with 'Et divites'; 0 [Mediu s], $ [Tenor], bar 244, beginning 
with 'Sicutlocutus '. 
Notation: black full with red full coloration. 
Initials: [ContratenorJ : oute r horizontal bars of initial 'E' formed by two-headed 
lacertine. 
fBa ssus]: large brown animal head with jaws forming outer horizontal 
bars of initial 'E' and tongue forming middle bar. 
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Text: [Medius ]: ver ses 10 and 12; [Contratenor]: verses 2, 4, 6 and 1st half of 
verse 8 (to 'bonis'); [Tenor]: 2nd half of verse 8 ('Et divites'), verses IO 
and 12; [Bassus]: verses 2, 4, 6 and 1st half of verse 8 (to 'bonis'). 





207-43 should be 37 br res1 no1 16 as in E; 257 NL; 270 NL before 2E; 
281 -94 should be 14 br rest not 12 as in E; 298 NL before IQ; 309 NL 
before D; 325 NL befor e B; 328 no fennata sign. 
1-2 'Et exulta[vit]' written in red ink probably in error; 16 NL before A; 
37 NL; 37-52 should be 16 br rests not 12 as in E; 71 NL; 134-45 
'[disper]sit mentecordi s' in red ink; 189 NL before G. 
225 • for B befor e br rest; 226 NL; 232 I for 8 before F 23 I; 247 NL; 
267 NL be fore B; 283 NL; 292 NL before D; 318 black void notation for 
[seculo]rum br, 319 NL; 328 no fennata sign. 
4 ~ for B before br rests; 26 NL; 53 NL before D; 66 NL before B; 94 
NL; 127 NL; 135 NL before 2F; 172 NL before C; 192 NL before G. 
Magnificat 
Attribution: Richard Davy. 
Source: E index: folsdd7V-eelr; fol. eelrsurvives. 
Edition: MB 12, I 62 (no. 65). 
Voices/clefs: 4v; extant: C3 [Tenor], C4 [Contratenor], Cs [Bassus]. 
Mensuration: f [Tenor] , beginning with verse 8, 'Et divites'; C [Bassus], beginning 
with verse 8, 'Et divit es'; 0 [Tenor] and lBassus], bar 32, beginning with 
verse 10, 'Sicut locutu s'. 
Notation- black full with red coloration. 
Text: {Teno r] : 2nd half of verse 8 ('Et divites'), verses 10 and 12; 
[Contratenorl: end of verse 12 ('[seculo]rum Amen'); [Bassus]: 2nd half 
ofverse8('Etdi vites'),verses I0and 12. 
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